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Abstract
Useful security properties arise from sealing data to speciﬁc units of code. Modern proces-
sors featuring Intel’s TXT and AMD’s SVM achieve this by a process of measured and trusted
execution. Only code which has the correct measurement can access the data, and this code
runs in an environment trusted from observation and interference.
We discuss the history of attempts to provide security for hardware platforms, and re-
view the literature in the ﬁeld. We propose some applications which would beneﬁt from use
of trusted execution, and discuss functionality enabled by trusted execution. We present in
more detail a novel variation on Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange which removes some reliance on
random number generation.
We present a modelling language with primitives for trusted execution, along with its se-
mantics. We characterise an attacker who has access to all the capabilities of the hardware.
In order to achieve automatic analysis of systems using trusted execution without attempting
to search a potentially inﬁnite state space, we deﬁne transformations that reduce the num-
ber of times the attacker needs to use trusted execution to a pre-determined bound. Given
reasonable assumptions we prove the soundness of the transformation: no secrecy attacks
are lost by applying it. We then describe using the StatVerif extensions to ProVerif to model
the bounded invocations of trusted execution. We show the analysis of realistic systems, for
which we provide case studies.
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Chapter
1
Introduction, motivation
and
background
1.1 The
problem
The correct behaviour of a computer program is dependent on the correct behaviour of the
platform it runs on. An attacker who can control or observe the operation of the platform can
also control or observe the execution of a program running on the platform. The attacker can
either change the way the program behaves, or can observe its inner workings and obtain
information that permits further attacks. If the correct operation of the program is the basis
of some security properties, the program can appear to execute correctly but the security
properties may not be maintained.
This problem is of increasing interest when we consider the increasing use of cloud tech-
nologies. Many of the protections that have been used in the past — physical control of
computers, computers being dedicated to one task, close control of software on computers
— have been supplanted by the idea that programs run on remote computers, controlled by
third parties, with several layers of software between the executing program and the physical
machine. An attacker has many more opportunities to subvert correct operation.
We would like to be able to execute programs on a platform, such that the programs main-
tain their security properties in the face of a strong attacker, while making the minimum set of
assumptions about the operation of the platform.
Hardware technologies — Intel TXT [1] and AMD SVM [2] — have emerged that claim to
provide the means to put a processor into a speciﬁc mode of operation which restricts the
power of an attacker while a particular program is being run. Further, it is claimed that en-
crypted data can be securely linked to these programs, such that only the precise unmodiﬁed
program, executing in the restricted mode, can have visibility of the decrypted form of the data.
That the program cannot be modiﬁed while retaining access to the data prevents the program
itself from being subverted; that the platform is placed into a restricted state removes the
ability of the attacker to use the platform’s facilities to observe or control the running program.
I refer generically to these technologies, which diﬀer mostly in the details of implementation,
as “trusted execution”. This encompasses both the ability to conﬁrm that a particular program
is running, and also the ability to bind that program to a particular piece of data.
These facilities are complex, and their architecture relies on a range of pre-existing tech-
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nologies (particularly the Trusted Platform Module [3]) as well as additional features in the
processor. This thesis sets out to:
• Describe why these features are useful and timely, having the capacity to solve useful
problems;
• Provide a history of past attempts to provide these, or similar, properties, setting the new
developments in a broader context;
• Suggest a variation on an established cryptographic primitive, Diﬃe-Hellman key ex-
change, as an example of the sort of program that is made possible by having the facility
to perform computation that cannot be observed by an attacker using data that is visible
only to the program;
• Describe a veriﬁcation of the architecture of the trusted execution facilities when used to
execute sensitive pieces of code, and describe a toolchain built on a proven veriﬁcation
tool which permits those pieces of code to be veriﬁed when executing as part of a trusted
execution system;
• In support of the veriﬁcation, describe and prove a set of transformations and abstrac-
tions which make the veriﬁcation possible;
• Discuss developments and reﬁnements of the trusted execution facilities, as proposed
in newer processor designs.
• Propose some future lines of research.
1.2 The
current
position
Drawing from other lines of research in the department, it was decided to use a symbolic model
for veriﬁcation. The attraction lay in being able to build models which span both the architec-
ture of trusted execution and applications running on top of it, so that a single veriﬁcation can
show that an application is making correct use of the trusted facilities.
This thesis therefore revolves around the use of StatVerif [4], a state of the art veriﬁcation
tool which is a derivative of the well-established tool ProVerif [5].
ProVerif is a symbolic veriﬁcation tool for cryptographic protocols. It makes the assump-
tion that the underlying cryptographic primitives are sound, or could be replaced with other
cryptography that is. Veriﬁcations carried out with ProVerif start from the assumption of sym-
metric ciphers that cannot be broken other than by infeasible exhaustive search, asymmetric
algorithms of similar strength and hash functions which do not have attacks better than brute
force. Veriﬁcations produced by ProVerif assure the protocol up to an attacker who can break
cryptographic primitives.
Building and executing a ProVerif model of a protocol or system will have one of three
results:
• It terminates without ﬁnding an attack, indicating that the protocol being veriﬁed main-
tains the tested security properties because all possible attacks have been excluded;
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• It terminates by ﬁnding an attack, which is a sequence of actions and messages that the
attackers can use to break one of the tested security properties;
• It fails to terminate, which no assurance of security while not giving details of any poten-
tial attack. It can be left to run longer, or on faster hardware, and a skilled user may be
able to guess with some measure of conﬁdence as to whether it is “making progress”
towards termination or likely to run indeﬁnitely. However, this is a unsatisfactory position.
ProVerif’s abstractions are unable to deal with changes in state in the model. They are
therefore unsuitable for modelling TPMs, which are inherently stateful. There is support for
protocols with “phases” (once a phase has been completed, the model moves to the next
phase which has diﬀerent behaviour) but this is not general enough to handle a TPM.
This limitation was attacked by Ryan et
al in their StatVerif tool, which builds on ProVerif to
provide a general purpose cell which can hold state. It is this mechanism which allows us to
model a TPM in a natural way.
However, StatVerif, like ProVerif, does not guarantee termination. Indeed, non-termination
is a common situation that the developer of a model faces. Problems which provide the op-
portunity for the search space to continue to expand will often not terminate, and one can see
this clearly in the operation of a TPM.
As we will see later, a TPM contains a register ﬁle, which can only (once the device has been
reset) be operated on by the action of extension, which incorporates new data by hashing.
This can be repeated an arbitrary number of times, and StatVerif as it stands has no way
to exclude the possibility that repeatedly performing the operation will not eventually yield a
situation useful to the attacker. This reﬂects the possibility that extending a register of a TPM
will result in a useful conﬁguration.
Intuitively, this is not feasible: if the hash functions used for extension have properties
we can reasonably assume, then the chances are negligible that an attacker will succeed in
repeatedly extending the register, even with chosen input and having it take on a desired value.
And in terms of a symbolic veriﬁcation tool, where the hashes are ideal, it can never succeed.
It is worth brieﬂy exploring why this is true.
A concrete hash function has a chance of collision: given two distinct inputs to a hash
function, there is a small but non-zero chance that the outputs will be identical. Hash functions
are constructed with the intent of making ﬁnding such a pair of inputs, or (more usefully to an
attacker) ﬁnding a pair given one initial value, computationally infeasible. The risk remains, but
we usually discount it; an attacker who has suﬃcient resources and time to compute clashing
inputs to hash functions is outside the threat model we are considering.1
The symbolic model assumes idealised hash functions, which never clash. So even if we
were to consider the risk of the attacker being able to generate two dissimilar inputs which
produce equivalent outputs from a concrete hash function, this situation would not arise in
the symbolic model: we have already discounted that possibility by opting to working in the
symbolic model.
1In fact, such an attacker would not waste their time attempting to extend registers to get a particular value;
they would be able to create a malicious program which compromised security but had the same “measurement”,
a hash, as the legitimate program the defender was attempting to execute. The entire trusted execution model
cannot withstand such an attacker, as it depends on measurements uniquely identifying programs.
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Therefore, by restricting the number of successive hashes that an attacker can perform,
we impose a reasonable restriction in both the concrete and symbolic worlds. In the concrete
world, we are accepting the negligible risk of a very strong attacker who can compute clashing
hashes; in the symbolic world, we are using a property of hashes which is true under our
assumptions.
Part of the work of this thesis is to place bounds on the search space StatVerif needs to
cover, proving that failure to ﬁnd an attack within the limited search space means that a wider
search would not ﬁnd an attack.
1.3 Contribution
This thesis provides the following contributions:
• A model of a simpliﬁed TPM and associated processor facilities for trusted execution.
This uses a state-of-the-art veriﬁcation tool, StatVerif.
• A set of transformations, with associated proofs of correctness, which permit the use of
StatVerif to check the security properties of programs running within a trusted execution
environment. The transformations address issues of termination which are described in
Chapter 5.
• A set of tools which permit these transformations to be carried out automatically.
• A set of tools which allow models to be written in a compact language, TXML, from
which StatVerif code can be generated. This both simpliﬁes the process of modelling
and removes some sources of errors in the construction of the models.
• A proposed exploitation of trusted execution to permit the exchange of keys in cryp-
tographic protocols without long-term reliance on random number generators, which
present both practical problems and problems of veriﬁcation.
1.4 Research
questions
addressed
1. Can
we
verify
the
security
properties
of
real
applications
which
use
trusted
execu-
tion
as
part
of
those
properties?
For trusted execution to be useful, it must have applications that solve real problems.
And to get useful beneﬁts from the veriﬁcation of the trusted execution architecture, it
must be possible to verify not only the trusted execution itself but also the applications
that use trusted execution, and crucially the combination of the two. The work in this
thesis provides a toolchain that takes models of security-sensitive protocols that use
trusted execution, and veriﬁes the whole model in a single step.
2. As
 a
 foundation
 for
 the
 above, can
we
 verify
 the
 architecture
 and
operation
 of
trusted
execution
in
isolation?
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Although it is important to verify that more complex protocols are correct, we should also
be conﬁdent that the underlying architecture is sound. We therefore construct a minimal
test case which we show to be secure, as well as verifying more complex applications.
3. Is
it
possible
to
use
state
of
the
art
tools
to
search
potentially
inﬁnite
spaces, with-
out
needing
to
modify
(and
therefore
invalidate
the
proofs
of
correctness
for)
their
existing
operation?
We need to make very speciﬁc changes to the searching conducted by our chosen tools.
In principle, the tool could be modiﬁed just for us, and it might be possible to construct
a proof of the correctness of those modiﬁcations for some more general case. However,
our chosen course is to prove the correctness of our abstraction and transformation,
while leaving the supporting tool unchanged.
4. Are
there
applications
enabled
by
trusted
execution
which
would
not
otherwise
be
feasible, that
have
useful
or
novel
security
properties?
As a demonstration, we outline a method of key-exchange which avoids some concerns
with the quality, availability and assurance of strong random number generators, in par-
ticular in embedded devices, but which hinges crucially on the use of trusted execution.
In summary: does trusted execution work correctly, and what can we use it for?
1.5 Scope
and
limitations
This thesis contains a veriﬁcation of the architecture of a trusted execution mechanism using
a symbolic veriﬁcation tool and a symbolic model. It does not, and cannot, verify concrete
implementations of real silicon. Symbolic veriﬁcation tools address simpliﬁed and idealised
models, but give strong results about those models. That a symbolic model of an architec-
ture has been veriﬁed means that it is possible to build correct silicon, but does not provide
guidance or techniques for doing so.
The same applies, mutatis
mutandis, to the veriﬁcation of applications that use trusted
execution. The veriﬁcation covers the high-level algorithms and security architectures, show-
ing that the use of trusted execution is conceptually correct, but provides no assurance that
any concrete implementation on a real computer will have those security properties. As might
be deduced from the literature review, I had intentions towards providing tooling to produce
executable code from TXML models, but this work was not eventually completed.
Limitations in the method we use mean that we can study conﬁdentiality of protocols, but
we cannot study freshness. Our abstraction assumes that when a piece of code is executed
under trusted execution, it always returns the same results for the same inputs. A common
technique when using trusted execution is to pass a nonce (a random number, a sequence
number or some similar distinguishing identiﬁer) into function calls, so that this can be incorpo-
rated into the result to ensure that the returned value is the result of computation that has been
freshly carried out. This provides protection against a variety of replay attacks. The abstraction
that is used does not permit this. This is discussed at more length in the conclusions.
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1.6 Prior
publication
Chapter 5 is in part based on a paper presented by the present author at the 8th International
Symposium on Trustworthy Global Computing, TGC 2013, in September 2013 [6]. This paper
listed as authors Dr Shiwei Xu, myself and Professor Mark Ryan.
Dr Xu provided the initial suggestion to use StatVerif to analyse the operation of the TPM
and trusted execution. Dr Xu and I, with supervision from Professor Ryan, coded by hand
StatVerif models of trusted execution, which encountered serious problems with termination.
I proposed and implemented the TXML method which allowed us to transform the problem
into one which could be made to terminate, using the SUBR abstraction described in the
paper, and we collectively worked on the proof of that method’s correctness. Dr Xu and I
speciﬁed the transformations that would be necessary to the Horn clauses to take advantage
of our simpliﬁcations, and I then wrote the surrounding tool-chain which automated the trans-
formation and veriﬁcation, as well as working on the transformations to ensure that they did,
in fact, terminate. I showed that TXML could be used as a vehicle for writing models as well
as for proving that the transformations were correct, and re-worked the manually constructed
models to instead start from TXML.
An initial draft of the paper was jointly written by myself and Dr Xu, but he returned to China
at the point of its ﬁrst (unsuccessful) submission to a conference and played no further part
in its production. I then rewrote the paper to better suit the venues it seemed appropriate to,
and it was eventually accepted by TGC 2013.
We agreed at an early stage to give Dr Xu ﬁrst author credit because it was a requirement
of his sponsors that he publish a paper as ﬁrst author. The paper as ﬁnally published was
approximately 80% my work, and a substantial amount of other material relating to my tooling
and modelling work, which was not part of the paper as published, has been added to the
chapter.
1.7 Structure
of
thesis
After some background to the concept of trusted execution and a survey of previous work, I
give a brief history of the concept of using hardware assurance to provide a basis for security
properties. I describe a set of problems that would beneﬁt from the availability of trusted
execution. These range from the generation of key material for secure communication, through
the signing of certiﬁcates for secure websites, to a mechanism for performing password-based
authentication without exposing the password itself outside a trusted execution container.
These applications cover both client- and server-side functionality. I then present a formal
veriﬁcation of the architecture of one trusted execution technology, Intel’s TXT, with a tool-
chain which allows algorithms to be veriﬁed for security within the TXT framework. I then
survey newer technologies which have arisen during the time this research has been carried
out, and propose some future directions for further research.
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Chapter
2
Background
to
trusted
execution
2.1 What
is
trusted
execution?
The concept of Trusted Execution covers a range of technologies which allow the execution
of code to take place in a known, trusted and trust-worthy environment. The execution takes
place free from external inﬂuence and observation. Applications also have the option of bind-
ing execution to pieces of conﬁdential data, such that the conﬁdential data can only be seen
by authorised pieces of code. Facilities for conﬁdentiality and integrity of data, and integrity
of code, are provided. A piece of code can therefore be securely linked to some secret data,
such as a key, which is not available to other code running on the same platform, with the
basis for that guarantee being a fundamental hardware property of the system.
This thesis explains why this technology is useful and timely, describes some applications
which it would enable, veriﬁes the architecture of one implementation, describes a tool-chain
which permits the veriﬁcation of applications running within that implementation, summarises
some technology developments which have emerged in parallel, and considers why it is that
although useful and timely, the technologies in question have largely been rejected (or, per-
haps, ignored) by the market.
2.2 What
problems
does
trusted
execution
address?
Trusted execution sets out to address the issue of assuring the execution of security-critical
code. Modern operating systems and hardware platforms are complex, and even if an appli-
cation is itself secure in its design and implementation, the operating system and hardware
platform will oﬀer a variety of avenues for an attacker to attempt to subvert execution.
Consider the case of a small application which embeds a key that is used to decrypt some
conﬁdential data, operate on it, and then encrypt the results. It is very diﬃcult to make the
binary ﬁle which contains the key unreadable to a well-resourced and determined attacker.
They can either use facilities that are oﬀered for the very purpose (stopping a running program,
examining its data and modifying either the ﬂow of control or the data in use is the main
purpose of debugging tools) or misuse other features (some device drivers oﬀer the ability to
read arbitrary regions of memory for performance reasons, which can then be used to examine
running programs), depending on the level of access they have to the running system. And
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that is only using oﬃcial interfaces: the range of attacks using bugs and unintended features
in operating systems is large and worrying.
So someone wanting to run code that needs secrets, or which needs to run correctly, or
both, is left with a very diﬃcult problem: no matter how much work they put into the design and
implementation of their application, they will have to confront the security, or lack of security,
of the platform the application runs on. Other than in the most well-resourced environments
which are willing to accept the limitations of specialised platforms that have been assured to
a similar standard (such as the platforms used for cryptographic services at and above TOP
SECRET), the application developer has to accept the risks associated with running on a large,
complex, un-assured (and arguably un-assurable) general purpose operating system.
Trusted execution sets out to oﬀer a more restricted environment, hosted on the same
hardware, but temporarily isolated from the main system by a set of hardware protections
that it is reasonable to accept as correct for the application’s purposes; attackers who have
the ability to discover, or perhaps even indeed inject, faults into commodity processors are
outside the scope of most assurance activities. Applications, or more precisely the security-
sensitive parts of applications, are then able to run isolated from the operating system, using
a contained subset of the hardware facilities, with code and data tightly bound together such
that the data cannot be accessed by other pieces of code.
2.3 Security
considerations
for
personal
devices
It is tempting to think that the device in your hand is easier to secure, or more trustworthy, than
devices outside your physical control. Debates about moving systems into the cloud tend to
start from the presumption that this reﬂects an overall reduction in security, with the main issue
being the securing of the cloud component of the resulting system.
There is no particular reason for this to be true: each device involved in the overall system
is a computer, running some software, subject to approximately the same threats as any other
computer running some software. Trust can be subverted by a variety of means including
malware and physical intrusion.
Personal devices are at least as susceptible to these attacks as any other computer. Any
vector which permits a malware attack on a cloud device also applies to a personal computer,
but the personal computer will also almost certainly have some sort of web browser which
“fetch” material. And unless people have their personal device implanted sub-cutaneously,
physical intrusion is at least as likely (or unlikely) when the device is in a house, hotel room or
train as in a data centre.
So what assumptions are made about devices in the user’s physical possession?
The ﬁrst is that devices under the physical control of the user are secure against, or at
least less vulnerable to, malware. This hardly seems worth raising only to demolish, but I have
heard it expressed repeatedly. The idea that their personal laptop or phone, which they use
all the time, should be as susceptible to attack as any other device seems to be emotionally
worrying. There is little technical justiﬁcation for this position — at best, a device that is in
constant use may exhibit symptoms of infection that the user will notice — and many reasons
to suspect that it is not true. For example, a primary vector for malware distribution is via
compromised or malicious websites exploiting bugs or user error in web browsers: a personal
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device will be more prone to this than a device running a more restricted workload.
The second is an assumption of physical trustworthiness: that the hardware has not been
tampered with, or if it has the user will detect that it has happened. Leaving aside that attacks
conventionally thought of as physical may in fact be executed by malware (for example, a
keylogger is as likely to be a malware attack as an actual piece of hardware), very few personal
devices are physically secure. Even the simplest of precautions, such as tamper-evident seals
on screws or access panels, are rarely taken. Even when they are, the threat model is not useful
to the user: the tamper-evidence is there so that a manufacturer can deny responsibility for a
repair based on the device having been interfered with, not so that the owner can determine
that the device has been opened.
Once the case has been opened, adding additional devices is not diﬃcult, especially as
today the most common structure of a laptop is for the internal devices — the keyboard, the
mouse, the camera, the slot for inserting memory cards — to be located on an internal USB bus
to which can be added (with suitable jumpers) additional USB devices. If someone believes
that their equipment is subject to physical attack (a travelling senior manager who has to leave
their laptop in places where competitors have access to it, for example) then resources in a
large, relatively secure data centre are a substantially more diﬃcult target.
2.4 Security
considerations
in
operating
systems
The history of operating systems that are used on the Internet is worth recalling. Implicit in
these operating systems are a set of assumptions about security threats and security models
which, I will argue, are no longer valid.
The dominant operating system amongst computers providing services on the Internet
is Unix [7]. For the purposes of this discussion, Unix encompasses both “real” Unix, which
traces its lineage back to work done at Bell Labs under Ken Thompson and Dennis Richie
(largely Oracle’s “Solaris”, but also such systems as HP’s HP-UX and IBM’s AIX), and Unix-
like operating systems such as Linux, which share interfaces and architectures but little or
no actual code. Unix and Linux are essentially interchangeable from the perspective of an
application: it is rare to ﬁnd an application which will run on one but not the other, and when
this arises it is usually straightforward to resolve. Henceforth, when I say “Unix” I include
“Linux” unless explicitly stated.
The dominance of Unix is such that not only does it power machines that are obviously
Unix machines (such Unix workstations as still exist, mainstream cloud services, laptops and
desktops of ostentatiously geeky mien). It is also the core of not only Apple’s “OSX” desktop
and laptop product (hidden away, although in fact shipped with every traditional Unix tool
imaginable) but also their iOS operating system used to power iPhone, iPad, iPod and Apple
TV.1 And the other major player in the portable device space, Android, is similarly Unix-based
(in this case, a heavily modiﬁed version of Linux).
The Unix security model is relatively straightforward. The core of the operating system,
the kernel, runs in supervisor mode on the processor. It manages a set of tasks, known as
1There is some debate over the precise Unix-nature of iOS and OSX, because of the use of the Mach microkernel
underneath a Unix kernel derived from FreeBSD. That does not detract from the operating system API and security
model being a very pure, and standards-compliant, Unix.
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processes which run in user mode. Each user mode process has a “user id” or uid, conven-
tionally a small integer associated with a name, and a similar “group id” or gid, representing
some organisational structure amongst uids. Historically uids were either 0, representing an
all-powerful “root”, or greater than 0, representing unprivileged users. By convention, small
positive integers are reserved for system services, and ﬂesh and blood users start at 100, 500
or some similar value, depending on the version of Unix being used.
The kernel mediates access to ﬁles and resources based on the uid and gid of the process;
resources have an associated user and group, and a bit masks indicates the access read, write
and other access available for processes with the same uid, the same gid, or neither.2
This mechanism is not suﬃcient to allow shared access to resources like (to take an ex-
ample of the era) serial lines. Suppose a serial line is connected to a shared computer, and
multiple users want to use the line to access some external piece of hardware. If the serial
line is directly accessible to all, then nothing stops multiple users from interfering with each
other. If the serial line is owned by, and only accessible by, one user, then other users cannot
access it at all.
This problem is solved with “set userid”, usually known as “setuid”: a program can be
set up such that when it runs, it assumes some other user’s credentials rather than those of
the user that invoked it. For historical reasons, serial lines on Unix machines are traditionally
owned by the user “uucp”3 and programs that grant access to those serial lines are therefore
“setuid uucp”. When they are invoked, they use a locking mechanism to ensure that they are
granting exclusive access to the line, and then use the capability of now running as user “uucp”
to read and write the serial data. A similar, less-used, mechanism exists for “setgid” [10].
In summary, the Unix security model consists of a privileged operating system, unprivileged
users, and a mechanism by which users can obtain additional privileges in a controlled way.
Other operating systems have used diﬀerent mechanisms for controlling privilege, but the
setuid technique has withstood the test of forty years, albeit with concerns about practical
implementations [11, 12].
This security model stemmed from two, interconnected, problems of the time, that are no
longer true: that computers are expensive, and that availability is more important than any
individual’s data.
Initially, the Unix security model was intended to deal with a group of users of a shared
system who trust each other but need some isolation so as to share resources fairly when
developing software, and need some protection of the core operating system to prevent the
system being accidentally rendered unavailable. In other words, its original target audience of
2 There are more sophisticated access control mechanisms on speciﬁc versions of Unix, ranging from access
control lists to the various compartmentalisation projects such as the NSA’s “Flask” [8] which inspired the Linux
SELinux subsystem, but because of the lack of standardisation applications rarely make full use of the facilities.
Sadly, the components of the system which are probably the best tested and examined, the core operating system
components, will make eﬀective use of SELinux, OSX “Sandbox” or Solaris “RBAC”, while custom applications
that are installed will tend to demand, and be granted, rather more wide-ranging capabilities.
3“Unix to Unix CoPy”: the uucp suite [9] is an early networking package originally targeted at serial lines and
modems, which permits ﬁle transfer and remote execution. Although now almost completely obsolete, even in
versions that run over more modern network infrastructure, it was hugely inﬂuential and enabled the rise of email
on systems that had previously not been powerful enough or well connected enough to connect to the nascent
Internet. Strangely, a complete uucp implementation ships with the 2015 version of Apple’s OSX; it would be
fascinating to know if anyone is using it.
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researchers at Bell Labs, or its later audiences of groups of computer science postgraduates.
An attacker able to masquerade as a particular user is able to destroy all that user’s data,
but is not able to destroy other users’ data or bring the system down. If your system is being
used by thirty people, this is not an unreasonable model: the activities of the other twenty-nine
are not aﬀected by the activities of the thirtieth. Computers are expensive, shared resources,
and the correct functioning of the operating system for the majority is more important than the
interests of any one individual; the operating system’s primary security task is to isolate users
from each other and keep them away from critical system resources.
Until the 1990s, most system services (usually implemented as “daemons”, long-running
processes that are started at boot time and communicate with users via the network and
local inter-process communication mechanisms) ran as root, because it simpliﬁed design and
implementation. A few services ran with lower privileges (“uucp”, “lp” or “daemon”). But
system services were largely able to access each other’s data, and services which had little
need to access privileged resources nonetheless ran as root. The Morris Worm [13] of 1988
proved how foolish this was: an attacker was able to use a crude buﬀer-overrun to attack a
common system service, and from that was rapidly able to take over machines and propagate
the attack. Both “ﬁnger”, a now-obsolete service that tells you what people in your building
are doing, and “sendmail”, the standard mailer, ran as root in order to access user directories
and to bind to privileged ports.
There has been a subsequent drive to run system daemons with as little privilege as pos-
sible, with a separate user for each subsystem. Where necessary a small additional helper
program encapsulates privileged operations. A simple cloud server running a web server and
a mailer might have processes owned by ten or more separate users, with both the web server
and the mail system using multiple distinct uids to isolate possible contagion caused by a mal-
ware attack.
However, all of these improvements derive from the original assumption: that the main pur-
pose of the security model is to protect the core operating system from possibly hostile users.
When the machine being defended is a DEC VAX 11/750 running 4.2bsd in a 1986 computer
science department machine room4 and providing both time-sharing and wider departmental
services, this makes perfect sense: one student cannot prevent the other students from work-
ing; the mail server keeps running even if the researchers misbehave. But this model is much
less relevant today, when a user will normally have sole control over a machine: whereas in
the past the core operating system was taken to be more valuable than any user’s data, today
it is precisely the opposite. The operating system can be re-installed in minutes, while the
user’s data — both its integrity from change and deletion, and its conﬁdentiality — is far more
important. The machine has a very diﬀerent focus: it needs to protect the user’s data, and
run the user’s software correctly. Substantial changes to the Unix security model have been
made in Android [14], whose focus shifts from protecting multiple users of the same platform
from each other, to isolating distinct programs run by the same user so that they cannot be
used by an attacker to compromise the security properties of other programs run by the same
user.
4Immediately prior to the arrival of the Sun workstation, a medium sized VAX was the computer science depart-
ment machine of choice.
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2.5 Security
considerations
in
the
cloud
Consider a simple cloud system consisting of one user terminal and one server or virtual ser-
vice located outside the user’s direct control, processing some sensitive data. An address
book application for a business, perhaps.
The security challenges faced by both devices are similar: an attacker can physically steal
the device and attempt to extract or use data stored on it, an attacker can attempt to run their
own software on the device, an attacker can attempt to mis-use already installed software
for purposes disadvantageous to the legitimate user, an attacker can attempt to obtain the
credentials of a legitimate user. For a system which is networked (and at the time of writing
the existence of personal devices that are not networked can for practical purposes be dis-
counted), all these threats are similar in nature whether the sensitive data resides local to the
user or on the cloud-based system.
On the one hand, the cloud-based system will be located in a secure data centre, protected
by appropriate ﬁrewalls and possibly intrusion detection systems, focused on delivering one
service with a software stack that is under change management. In some, over time increas-
ingly many, cases, the system will be subject to a formal security management policy.
On the other, the personal device will be running a wide range of applications with limited
segregation between them, exposed to a wide range of threats on possibly hostile and certainly
public networks, with little or no formal security management. The user will be, in the general
case, perfectly willing to install software from untrustworthy software on a whim, and will be
poorly equipped to understand the problems that this may cause, or notice and deal with
problems if they actually arise.
There are, of course, some additional risks facing the system that is using cloud services.
One is that the data will have to be moved over a public network, where it is subject to inter-
ception and possible modiﬁcation. A common protection applied to data in transit over public
networks is encryption; this requires that the parties exchanging data share secret information,
known as a key. As we will see, the generation of keys can be problematic. Another is that
data is at risk of compromise by the owner or operator of the cloud service, but a reasonable
model of their posture is “malicious but cautious” [15]: they might be assumed to have the
motive and the capability to misuse data, but they have a substantial reputational investment
in not being caught doing so, and therefore will balance the value of misusing the data against
the cost of getting caught. The relationship between the operator and the user will be based
on a contract, rather than ownership, and that contract may be hard to enforce (the contract
probably includes a venue clause which is convenient for the operator, in most cases less
convenient for the user). But in most cases, the operator will beneﬁt more from a reputation
of behaving appropriately than from the compromising of any individual user.
This is further complicated by the uncertainties in the relationship between customers and
cloud providers. In many cases, there is no contractual relationship at all, or not one that could
realistically be enforced. The user is often not paying the provider (in money, least: the value for
the provider comes from advertising, brand awareness or some other “soft” payment) and even
if there is a ﬁnancial relationship, the venue in the terms and conditions is often California (for
the typical Silicon Valley start-up) or Delaware (for the more legally astute American company
that has taken good advice). For a small user outside those states, their chances of bringing
any eﬀective legal action against the provider are low [16, 17, 18, 19].
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When larger customers are involved, there may be a realistic chance of legal action, as
companies who purchase cloud services at scale will ensure there is a mutually agreed venue
for any dispute. However, this does not really provide much comfort; unless the contract is
drawn so as to include consequential losses or liquidated damages, the most that a provider
would be liable for is the refund of payments made. The reality is that a cloud customer has
to follow the old poker dictum that one should trust the dealer, but always cut the deck:5 they
should select a cloud provider who has a reputation for honesty, but also take precautions so
as to reduce their risk exposure to that provider.
This is diﬃcult enough when the cloud provider is oﬀering just a bare operating system to
run the customers’ applications on, but becomes much more complex when the customer is
purchasing a service using the provider’s applications, which themselves may be hosted by
third parties It is a common pattern now for applications oﬀered by start-ups to obtain their
processing power from one cloud provider, use a database hosted by second, with backups
directed to storage provided by a third. This is not surprising, or of itself undesirable; one
would expect cloud providers to specialise in diﬀerent services, and for a large application to
take the “best in class” service from a variety of providers. It does, however, complicate liability
and security. Not only can the cloud provider access the customers’ data, but many of the
measures taken to protect the data from third parties can be compromised, either maliciously
or negligently, by the provider.
It is impractical, in most cases, to assure systems of this complexity to any meaningful
extent. It might be possible if a large enterprise with extensive resources and access to a
full spectrum of IT security skills were negotiating a contract of suﬃcient scale that the cloud
providers was willing to provide extensive logical and physical access to their assets, but the
assurance would have a limited lifetime; without continuous audit, ongoing development by
cloud providers will invalidate the assurance.
2.6 A brief
history
of
hardware
security
There have been many attempts to address security issues that arise from attackers having
physical access to computer platforms; the intent is to ensure that the stakeholders in the
system have some control over, or at least knowledge of, its design and implementation. The
threats range from attackers who are able to inﬂuence the design of a computing device at
the point at which it is built, to attackers able to modify devices in service, to attackers able
to extract data in ways which bypass protections claimed by operating systems and other
system software, to attackers able to deny access to or restrict the use of the system. It is
worth examining the history of these projects, and looking at the wide variety of threat models
that are implied.
What is follows is a brief history of some of the issues surrounding hardware assurance.
5In most card games, the randomness of a deck of cards is a requirement for honest play, and the cards are
shuﬄed by the person that deals the cards. Although the dealer has to be trusted by the other players, they can
reduce their exposure to a dishonest dealer by cutting the deck: dividing the deck into (usually) two parts and
reversing them. Although not as eﬀective as a full shuﬄe, it also oﬀers fewer opportunities for malpractice, so is a
means for someone to protect themselves to some degree against a dealer who is able to order the deck in their
favour, without facing the accusation that they themselves have ordered the deck in their own favour.
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My contention is when computers ﬁrst started to be used the physical and design proper-
ties were not considered as risks, but the way in which computers were designed and used
meant that a certain degree of security was inherent. As computers became a commercial
product, from an industry predominantly based in the USA, other countries saw that there was
a risk in this domination of the supply chain by one country, but the risk they were most con-
cerned about was cessation of supply. The actions of the UK, in particular, show that there
was a willingness to fund computer development even if the results were not strictly com-
mercially viable, in order to maintain a capability to return to home-production of computers
should it be necessary.
Following this period, as computers became much more widespread and embedded into
our society, risks that we now see as computer security risks became more obvious, and the
idea arose of building tamper-resistant and auditable modules to handle the most sensitive
elements of a system. These modules usually had a fairly narrow range of functionality. Over
time, this developed into the idea of having more general purpose hardware elements to secure
systems without needing to build speciﬁc hardware for the particular task at hand.
2.6.1 Before
the
PC era
When computers were large, expensive and rare, they were housed in secure facilities and
tended by large numbers of operators, system programmers and other staﬀ. This large body
of people, without whom the computer could not function, performed tasks that are today
mostly the province of operating systems. Operators scheduled and loaded programs, often
known as jobs, and ensured that the correct punched cards, tapes and disks were mounted.
System programmers provided additional meta-data for jobs, which made sure the appropriate
resources were available.
For computers that processed conﬁdential data, all the staﬀ with access to the machine
would have been trusted, just as if they had been handling the data on paper kept in ﬁling
cabinets. The computers were rarely networked, and even if they were, the networking would
connect the computers to facilities with similar security requirements. The computers that
were not owned by governments were owned by large businesses, and the computer replaced
pre-existing paper systems. The security arrangements around the computer mirrored the
security arrangements around the physical records the computer replaced. It does not appear
that at the time much consideration was given to what we would today recognise as “computer
security”, but in large part that was because the issue did not arise: the computers were de
facto airgapped from other computers, the buildings they were contained in were physically
secure, the people who were using and controlling the machines were trusted employees.
However, what clearly was of concern was the supply chain for the computers themselves.
A national computer industry was seen as a strategic requirement. The precise details may
not have been widely known to the public — we now know that the main applications included
cryptanalysis and the simulation of conditions in nuclear weapons — but there was no attempt
to keep secret the fact that computers were being used in large quantities by the government
and defence establishment.
The major western powers initially attempted to have their own computer design and man-
ufacturing facilities, but while large American manufacturers were able to operate proﬁtably,
the European powers rapidly found that their indigenous computer industry was unable sur-
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vive without heavy subsidy. Apart from manufacturing American designs under license, very
few European design operations survived. The only manufacturer that managed to sustain a
large, long-lived run of original mainframe designs was the UK’s ICL.
International Computers Limited (ambitiously named, as in practice its business was heav-
ily dominated by UK customers subject to pressure from the government to “Buy British”) was
formed by the nationalisation of ICT and English Electric. ICL inherited from English Electric
the System 4, which was license-built version of the American RCA Spectra, which was in
turn a compatible clone of the IBM 360 series [20]. But it also inherited from Ferranti, via ICT,
the 1900 series [21], which was a completely self-designed mainframe. This continued to be
built into the late 1970s; its successor, the 2900 series, continued into the 1990s. By then ICL
had been acquired by Fujitsu; the requirement for an indigenous design facility seemingly no
longer substantial enough as to justify the government subsidy. Close working with govern-
ment clearly has long term beneﬁts, as Fujitsu remains to this day one of the largest suppliers
of IT services to the UK government.
The 1900 and to a greater extent the 2900 series were heavily inﬂuenced by research
projects at Manchester University [22], and contained many innovative features taken from
academic projects. Manchester actually built mainframe computers, culminating in the MU5,
which was the progenitor of the 2900 series [23, 24]. It was able to do this because of the
opaque funding arrangement between the government, ICL and the university which made
parts of the computer science department in eﬀect a national computer design centre.
The French Groupe Bull, the other large national company, rapidly ceased to do its own
mainframe design and license-built and integrated designs from General Electric; when GE
sold its computer interests to Honeywell, Groupe Bull followed. By the 1970s Groupe Bull’s
main business lay in installing large Honeywell systems [25]. It too managed to capture the
government market in its home country: Groupe Bull still supplies super-computers to French
nuclear research establishments, albeit now built from American components.
Other “national” companies, such as Siemens in Germany and Olivetti in Italy, either never
entered or were unable to remain in the mainframe market, and moved into making mini-
computers and desktop systems. Their governments were not, it appears, willing to underwrite
the massive investment required to produce a national mainframe design.
The demand to have a national computer industry seems, in retrospect, to have been great-
est in two countries, France and the UK, which were both nuclear powers and maintained a
substantial cryptanalytic capability. It is interesting to read an 1971 CIA report on the sale
of ICL computers to the USSR [26] to see the sensitivities, and why the UK might have felt
that it was necessary to maintain an independent capability: it is clear that the Americans
were willing impose very tight restrictions on the sale of American equipment to other nuclear
powers, including a requirement that all the operators and system programmers be Ameri-
can and that American auditors have the right to examine all software run on the machine.
Relations between the UK and the USA over cryptanalytic capabilities were always close, but
France had never been part of the UKUSA or the “Five Eyes” (UK, USA, New Zealand, Canada,
Australia) [27] sharing agreements. The UK had various political tensions with the USA over
weapons data — Britain was forced to design its own fusion weapons, as the American gov-
ernment refused to release information, and the thermonuclear weapons tested by the British
in 1958 were home-grown, although later there was a much closer relationship. France has
always done its own weapons research and design, with little or no American or British input.
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Although the decision to retain a computer design and manufacturing capability is of a
piece with other industrial policy decisions of the period, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that
it was in part about ensuring continuous access to modern, high-performance computing.
This may have been a vain hope — the ICL 1900 series was under-powered by the standards
of the time, and although it had many innovative features the 2900 was certainly not a fast
scientiﬁc computer. Although both ranges were heavily used in academia (there was substan-
tial pressure on universities to “Buy British”) there were national facilities for specialist tasks
shared between universities containing high-powered scientiﬁc computers that were in large
part American. But had the American government, as it had done in 1946, excluded Britain
from atomic weapon co-operation and started to restrict access to computers deemed too
powerful or insisted on supervising their use in a way which compromised British interests,
then the UK had a capability that could rapidly have been brought to a higher level. There was
a value to having an independent design capability, not subject to oversight by a potentially
unfriendly power.
Perhaps there was a concern that computers bought from other countries might have been
in some sense untrustworthy, but the behaviour of purchasers implies it was not a signiﬁcant
concern: that Russia was purchasing equipment from ICL and CDC to use for applications
in nuclear power (and in the 1970s, nuclear power was inseparable from weapons research)
implies that they did not see those computers as a possible channel for espionage.
However, the desire for local designs was not just driven by a concern that access to
modern equipment from elsewhere might be cut oﬀ. There were also local requirements which
other countries were not willing to provide.
British telephone networks evolved in parallel to American networks, using somewhat dif-
ferent signalling protocols. In reality, the diﬀerences were not substantial enough to prevent
harmonisation given the will to do so. But there was little incentive: telephone exchanges were
large, complex, fragile mechanical systems, and there was no reason to ship these across the
Atlantic. The divergence continued when electronic switching, and then digital transmission,
were introduced, and by the 1970s the standards involved both diﬀerent signalling technolo-
gies and diﬀerent speech paths.6 Again, however, it would not have been impossible to har-
monise the standards, nor would it have been a major surrender of British sovereignty to adopt
the American standards, but Britain took the decision to build its own equipment.
In part this came from a tradition of vertical integration that aﬀected all large British con-
cerns. The General Post Oﬃce and its successors had maintained a network of factories
around the country making everything from telephone handsets to the red and white tents
placed over manhole covers to prevent water getting into tunnels, just as each railway com-
pany not only designed and speciﬁed but physically built the vast majority of its own stock.
But by the 1970s other industries had moved away from building all their own equipment. The
pre-nationalisation railways, for example, had built almost all of their own stock, a practice that
continued after nationalisation in 1947; however by the 1970s there was far more emphasis
6An American T1 is 1.544Kbps, consisting of 8000 frames of 193 bits each; 8 bits for each of the 24 speech
channels, plus 1 one for management. A European E1 is 2.048Kbps, consisting of 8000 frames of 256 bits each; 8
bits for each of the 30 channels, but 16 bits of management. Because the E1 has more capacity for management
traﬃc, all 64Kbps of each channel is usable; all the signalling travels in the management. The American 1 bit
per frame is insuﬃcient to handle the signalling, so an additional bit is taken from each speech path, leaving only
56Kbps usable. Similar diﬀerences exist between other standard units of transmission.
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on operating the factories as commercial concerns, willing to sell to anyone.
But the government was willing to underwrite the design and manufacture of complex,
sophisticated telephone exchange for which it must have been apparent that the export market
was small. The companies involved were either nationalised (Post Oﬃce Telecommunications,
later BT7) or were heavily involved in defence electronics (Plessey and GEC). It was only later
that the reason for this became apparent.
The American AT&T company produced a range of digital telephone exchanges, culminat-
ing in the 5ESS (the ﬁfth “electronic switching system”) [28]. The UK used a variety of justi-
ﬁcations, including the protection of UK jobs and technological know-how, exchange control
and the aforementioned diﬀerences in standards — as might be imagined, elaborate claims
were made within the industry to “prove” the beneﬁts of the European speciﬁcations — in
order to underwrite the design and manufacture of a British-only telephone exchange. The
successor to the partially electronic TXE3 and the increasingly electronic TXE4 and TXE4A
(TXE standing for Telephone eXchange Electronic) was dubbed System X. It was developed
by the nationalised Post Oﬃce, later British Telecommunications, in conjunction with com-
panies such as STC, GEC and Plessey, which had substantial connections to the defence
establishment [29, 30]. It was the ﬁrst all-digital exchange to be used in the UK: incoming
calls were digitised upon arrival and then switched entirely digitally. It was also, a fact rather
less well publicised at the time, far more capable in terms of interception and government
control than any other comparable switch that could be purchased on the open market.
The System X is still widely used in the UK telephone network. It has the capability to
intercept any voice call, giving no indication of the intercept to either of the parties to the call,
and deliver the speech to any other point on the network. The AT&T equivalent oﬀers this
service, although not (at the time of its launch, at least) with the same ease of use. But System
X also supports the euphemistically named “government preference working”, which allows
the operator to rapidly switch oﬀ service to users by a predetermined preference level, starting
with the general users, then emergency services, and ﬁnally leaving only government services
able to make calls. This was seen as a vital facility for civil defence, and was only ever provided
on British-built exchanges. System X’s export sales were negligible, in part because of the cost
and complexity of these government-mandated facilities, but it is perhaps no accident that one
of the few overseas installations outside the former Empire was in the USSR, where a System
X exchange was interfaced to the Soviet network to provide service to hotels frequented by
European business visitors to Moscow.8
Here, the motivation for a locally designed piece of hardware was to be able to add features
that other vendors would not provide, and maintain some semblance of secrecy so that users
of the system were not aware of these capabilities.
7The “Post Oﬃce Factories Division” was eﬀectively part of the defence establishment. As late as 1990 they
were being used to produce EMP- and fallout-proof communications equipment to enable RAF bases to operate in
a post-nuclear Britain under the code-name BOXER. Many of the staﬀ held appropriate clearances, and the sites
had appropriate security facilities, so this work could be undertaken without much in the way of additional cost.
8Source: retired System X senior staﬀ.
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2.6.2 After
PCs
arrive
As computers became smaller and more aﬀordable, they started to be used in environments
which were not as physically secure. Rather than being operated by large groups of staﬀ for
whom it was their sole responsibility, they were operated as part of the oﬃce equipment by less
trained, and perhaps less trusted, staﬀ in less secure environments. Computers, in the form of
Automated Teller Machines (“ATMs”), started to directly handle cash, which made them much
more immediate targets for fraud: criminals could now get value from computers which was
usable and untraceable. And from very low-technology beginnings, computers started to be
networked to destinations other than just to other buildings of the same organisation, which
opened up the scope for attack far more widely. In parallel with these changes, computers
became more homogeneous: they were built by a smaller range of manufacturers, running a
smaller range of software, sourced from a smaller range of countries.
When computers were in secure rooms, tended by specialist staﬀ, with networking only
linking them to similarly secure spaces, the distinction between data stored on computers
and data stored as physical records was less important: both were secured by a physical
boundary and the staﬀ that guarded that boundary. Stealing from a ﬁling cabinet and stealing
from a computer were tasks of similar challenge. Even an attacker who was able to make
changes to the design of the hardware would face a substantial problem in exﬁltration: they
would need to ﬁnd some way of collecting the products of their attack. That changed with
computers in oﬃce areas, or connected to networks, or equipped with cash dispensers.
It is surprising how little attention was paid to assurance of hardware. By this time, the
pool of manufacturers was diminishing, and computers were powered either by commodity
processors manufactured by a small number of semi-conductor companies (Intel, Motorola,
to a limited extent National Semiconductor) or processors designed by individual computer
manufacturers and fabricated for them by others (for example Sun’s SPARC, fabricated by TI
and Fujitsu, SGI’s MIPS, fabricated by a variety of companies, IBM’s various products cul-
minating in the PowerPC range, fabricated often by Motorola). None of these products were
examined formally, and even if they had been formalised as designs, it was impossible to trace
this through fabrication. The customer was taking the correct operation of the processor on
faith. There was research into the use of formal methods to construct processor designs, but
no mainstream processors were ever designed using such techniques.
More prosaically, techniques which would make the hardware harder to attack were de-
veloped, but did not become mainstream. For example, disk encryption (either from within
the operating system, or using special hardware in the disk controller) was available from
specialised after-market vendors, but never penetrated outside the defence and government
market. In part this was because of a critical lack of suﬃciently high-performance ciphers:
DES was too slow and insuﬃciently accredited, AES was in the future, and various ciphers
approved by security agencies were themselves classiﬁed and not available for general use9
9One software-based product, used by the UK government, had a complex architecture in which a classiﬁed
encryption algorithm, which was both accredited for encrypting a disk’s worth of data under one key and fast
enough to be make the system usable, was itself encrypted using triple DES, which met neither criterion but was
regarded as secure enough to encrypt a few kilobytes of object code. To mount the disk, the operating system
had to use key material to decrypt a part of the device driver, and then load other key material into that decrypted
section in order to access the disk. Unsurprisingly, especially given the developers of the software were not cleared
to see the encryption algorithm, the software was not robust enough for use outside very specialised environments.
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But more fundamentally, customers did not really see the issue as requiring attention.
Several Unix vendors, notably Sun Microsystems and SGI, continued to ship workstations
capable of operating with either no attached disk or a small disk containing only the operating
system, so that all user data could be stored on a ﬁle-server in a more secure environment
while the workstation was on a user’s desk. Specialised ﬁle server vendors (Auspex, and later
Network Appliances) arose to sell the other side of that equation. But outside universities (for
whom the main beneﬁt was cost, not security) and government agencies, this architecture
failed to gain much traction: it was a poor ﬁt to common procurement cycles, and required
well-engineered networking that many companies did not have.
Paradoxically, although the processors’ instruction sets became simpler with the arrival
of RISC technologies, the relationship between source code and object code became more
complex. The concept of the RISC processor is for silicon to run a simple instruction set “well”
(reliably, quickly, consistently) with the complexity moved instead into the compiler and its
tool-chain. This has many beneﬁts, especially as computers become faster and the additional
eﬀort required to compile code is repaid by simpler hardware and faster execution on many
machines. It is, however, often achieved by using long instruction pipelines; this substantially
complicates the task of someone wishing to verify correct operation, because the complex
instruction scheduling hugely complicates the number of states the processor might be in
when executing a particular instruction. Together with the reliance on complex compilers the
relationship between source code and actual execution is complex, and for large applications
it is very diﬃcult to, for example, conﬁrm that secret data is not left visible in registers.
2.7 Overview
of
TPM
The Trusted Platform Module is designed to provide a root of trust for a computer system. With
the help of a TPM, an observer can be shown a proof that a computer is in some particular
conﬁguration. It is for the observer to then verify that the conﬁguration has any required prop-
erties. Additionally, the TPM provides mechanisms to store data that can only be retrieved
when the system is in a speciﬁc conﬁguration.
The TPM is a small microprocessor which has some additional functionality to help it per-
form its task. As well as the standard features of a microprocessor, it contains shielded key
material, a random number generator, and a set of shielded Platform Conﬁguration Registers,
or PCRs, which are used to encode the conﬁguration of the host platform.
Each PCR is a 160 bit register, a size chosen to match the output of the SHA1 hash function.
The PCRs are protected from external manipulation by the design of the hardware.
The PCRs do not function as registers in a standard computer, which can be assigned
arbitrary values are operated on with a range of arithmetic and logical functions. A PCR can
only be manipulated in one of two ways:
• At power-on, the PCR is initialised to a value of all-ones, and is then set to all-zeros as
the TPM is initialised.
• Thereafter, the PCR can only be extended. Extension consists of taking the current value
of the PCR, appending some additional data, taking the SHA1 hash of the concatenation
and replacing the PCR’s value with the output of the SHA1 function.
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PCRn+1 := SHA1(PCRn||data)
The TPM also contains some key material, some of it immutable, information about its
own manufacturing, and a random number generator to support the generation of further
keys. The random number generator is not standardised over diﬀerent manufacturers, and
concerns have been raised [31] about its quality and the ease with which generators from
diﬀerent manufacturers can be distinguished.
The TPM 1.2, which is our main focus of attention, does not expose any symmetric cryp-
tography, in large part because to do so would have greatly complicated export of devices at
the time the TPM was being designed. Rather it uses asymmetric cryptography, speciﬁcally
the Rivest-Shamir-Adelman (RSA) algorithm [32, 33], to perform all encryption tasks. This re-
stricts its performance (RSA is slower than symmetric ciphers on texts of any signiﬁcant size,
more so when run on a low-powered processor) to the point that it is no longer of concern
when exported.
The TPM does support conventional secure hashing, speciﬁcally the SHA-1 hash algo-
rithm.
The keys stored within the TPM comprise an endorsement key (EK), which can be used to
sign objects to indicate that the TPM has generated or otherwise veriﬁed them, and a storage
root key (SRK) which is used to encrypt other keys and data. The SRK can be regenerated as
part of the process of taking ownership of a TPM; once this has happened, objects encrypted
with any previous SRK can no longer be decrypted. The process of taking ownership of the
TPM resets the SRK and provides a fresh set of authentication data with which subsequent
accesses to the TPM are validated.
Other than the EK and the SRK, keys generated by the TPM are not stored on the TPM itself;
rather, a composite object consisting of the unencrypted public part of the key and the private
part of the key encrypted with the SRK are exported. It is the responsibility of the generator
of the key to store this object, and to provide it to the TPM for loading into one of the small
number of key registers when required. In situations such as sealing, the asymmetric nature
of this encryption is not taken advantage of: the encryption and the decryption are performed
by the TPM.
2.7.1 Booting
From power-on, a system’s conﬁguration is recorded in one or more PCRs by an alternat-
ing sequence of measurement and extension. Measurement uses already running code to
produce a measurement, typically the result of hashing some larger amount of data. That
measurement is then extended into one of the PCRs of the system. The PCR is tightly bound
to the sequence of measurements that produced it. Even if the attacker has the power to
perform arbitrary extensions, it is not computationally feasible to ﬁnd a piece of data which,
when applied to a PCR as an extension, produces a chosen value.
The system will need to contain a small piece of code in some form that is regarded as im-
mutable (non-programmable ROM soldered to the main board, or a more robust encapsulation
technique appropriate to the threat model) which performs the initial measurement of the BIOS
and other low-level resources. Thereafter, each step in the process of booting the machine
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measures the next piece of code, extends an appropriate PCR with the measurement, and
hands control onwards. Thus at each stage, the PCRs contain a representation of the state of
the machine at that point. Someone wishing to conﬁrm that a system is in a desired state can
perform the same measurements of known-good versions of the code and hardware involved,
and conﬁrm that the value is correct.
2.7.2 Attestation
If the PCRs represent the state of the system, how can this be used by an observer?
Attestation provides a proof of the state of the PCRs. In outline, a challenge is made to the
TPM, which includes a nonce. That nonce is packaged with the current values of the TPM,
and the result is signed using a secret key known only to the TPM. The verifying party is given
the public key, which is either signed by the manufacturer of the TPM or has a signature that
can be traced to the manufacturer via some intermediate keys. The verifying party is thus told
that the TPM’s PCRs are in a particular state and that the TPM was manufactured by a known
manufacturer (who is in this model assumed to be trusted), and the veracity of these claims is
proved by the signature.
Attestation is of little use within a single platform. If the attacker controls the platform, then
they can control the results shown to the user as a result of an attestation. That a program was
able to unseal some sealed data is evidence that it is in the correct state, and a computation
that can only have been made with that unsealed data (for example, a correct cryptographic
operation using a sealed key) provides local assurance. Attestation becomes useful when
multiple systems are networked, because one system can demand an attestation of another.
If the attacker controls both systems then the results are not trustworthy; any situation where
the attacker controls all the resources is problematic. But if one system is taken to be secure,
that can be used to verify the software loaded on to the others.
2.7.3 Sealing
and
binding
The TPM can also be used to ensure that data is tied either to the platform, or to the platform
in a particular state. The more general case is sealing. A piece of data is encrypted by the
TPM, using a key known only to the TPM. Within the cipher-text is stored a set of PCR values,
speciﬁed at the time of encryption, and a unique value private to the TPM called the TPM Proof.
When the TPM is asked to decrypt the data, the result of the decryption is only released from
the protection of the TPM if the PCRs speciﬁed are in the correct state and the TPM Proof has
been correctly matched. This can be used to ensure that the decrypted data is only available
to a platform in the correct conﬁguration; the TPM Proof ensures the decryption can only take
place on the same TPM.
If no PCR values are speciﬁed, any application can decrypt the data; nonetheless, the TPM
Proof still has to match, which means that the data is securely tied to the platform.
2.8 Summary
of
chapter
This chapter has given the background to the concept of trusted execution, and set it in a his-
toric context of attempts to control software execution by managing the design or manufacture
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of the hardware upon which it runs. We have seen the basic structure of the Trusted Platform
Module, and how it controls the booting of a system and provides facilities for managing secret
data used by the system.
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Chapter
3
Prior
work
and
literature
survey
In this review, I intend to look at current work in these areas:
1. The eﬀects on existing security architectures of a move into the cloud;
2. The use of hardware features mainly intended to support virtualisation in order to provide
isolated or otherwise secured execution environments;
3. The use of virtualisation software to provide additional assurance about the execution
environment of running programs;
4. Other software techniques that can be used to ensure that execution fulﬁls speciﬁed
properties;
5. Formal analysis of the Trusted Platform Module chip which is at the heart of much of the
other work;
6. Ways to bring the beneﬁts of TPM to systems where the use of the actual hardware
modules may not be practical;
7. Some work on trusted database engines.
Some of the work I refer to assumes that the programs which the data owner wishes to run
are correct, in the sense of performing the task that the data owner intends and none other.
With the exception of work on tainting and dataﬂow, which will be addressed in Section 3.4,
the protection mechanisms are designed to prevent or detect the compromise of running code
by external agents. Given the prevalence of frontal attacks on ﬂaws in (or, less judgmentally,
unintended characteristics of) running code — buﬀer overruns, timing attacks, replay attacks,
other protocol attacks — and the apparent rarity of attacks on execution environments —
modifying running code, modifying processor and device features — this emphasis may per-
haps be seen as attacking the more tractable problems rather than the larger ones. However,
there is a possible explanation: most of the attacks on execution environments are products
of running in a virtualised environment, and as cloud systems tend to go hand in hand with
virtualisation, it is reasonable for people to research the impact of new risks caused by the
new context, even if ultimately those risks turn out to be smaller than the ones we already
face. It is also worth noting that attacks on the execution environment are easily carried out
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by insiders with access to the hardware platform a virtualised system resides on, and those
insiders (who are, of course, outsiders from the perspective of the owner of the data) are a key
new risk in multi-tenant cloud provision.
3.1 Cloud
security
concerns
The cornerstone of much of the policy and governance of information security in recent years
has been the ISO 27000 series of Information Security Management System standards [34].
Last revised in 2013, they set out a clear framework for assessing risk, implementing controls
to mitigate and reduce that risk, and putting in place clear governance to ensure those controls
are both present and eﬀective. However, they very clearly date from an era in which physical
control of computers was almost a sine
qua
non of security: large sections of the ISO 27002
code of practice [35] address physical, environmental and personnel issues. Unfortunately,
a cloud infrastructure places these in the hands of third parties. Anyone with experience of
an ISO 27001 process will likewise know that walking around data centre buildings looking at
door locks, CCTV and waste disposal is a signiﬁcant part of external audit activities. Although
the standard does address third-party contractors, outsourcing and the use of external data-
centres, it is clear from the context and the tone of the standard that you are expected to be
running your primary infrastructure in facilities you control.
A group at Warwick University, working with a representative of a major contractor to UK
government and large enterprises, have studied the implications of cloud systems to traditional
information security policies [36]. They conclude, unsurprisingly, that although the basic man-
agement and governance processes are relevant to many diﬀerent architectures, the detailed
codes of practice and sample controls are less relevant to cloud than they are to systems
physically controlled by the data owner. Going further, they also call into question the use of
more rigorous assurance methodologies such as the CESG Tailored Assurance Service [37],
on the grounds that these processes likewise rely heavily on physical and personnel security.
They go on to say that “with high assurance techniques costly and time-consuming, the pri-
mary use of code analysis for ﬂaws may take on an increased importance, especially given
the previously outlined testing restrictions.”.
The same paper also addresses an issue we shall return to later on. Virtualisation can,
amongst other things, provide some protection against the risks of sharing infrastructure with
other tenants, and also the some of the risks associated with “insiders” within the cloud
provider being able to reach inside the data owners’ virtual machines. However, although
hypervisors have been brought to market which oﬀer some measure of security accreditation,
including Common Criteria [38, 39], it is notoriously diﬃcult to deploy products in the conﬁg-
uration which matches that used to obtain the certiﬁcation [40]. As the Common Criteria on
oﬀer are at a relatively low level and the products’ main focus is on functionality and perfor-
mance for the more general market, it is not clear how much beneﬁt this brings to a cloud
environment. An EAL 4+ hypervisor is not without advantages: it might mean, for example,
that within a secure data centre the same hardware platform could be shared between diﬀer-
ent security domains at the same classiﬁcation. But it is a long way from there to believing
that it oﬀers substantial beneﬁts for a similar conﬁguration in a cloud environment.
However, this is not to say that virtualisation cannot oﬀer beneﬁts for security when physical
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control is not available. We shall now turn to some research projects which use virtualisation
in innovative ways to deliver speciﬁc security properties. Glott et
al [41] consider at a high
level the various attacks that cloud systems may be prone to which are diﬀerent either in
nature or scale to systems more tightly controlled by data owners. Their main concern is
around multi-tenancy: that cloud systems bring previously unrelated customers into close
proximity, possibly without their knowledge or control. A customer purchasing a cloud service
from Amazon cannot, without perhaps the power they might obtain from spending millions of
dollars per annum, specify with whom they will share infrastructure. And even were Amazon
willing to write a contract that provided such guarantees, it is not obvious how it would either
be enforced or audited. They also write about insider risks from cloud administration (a group
of people outside the enterprise to which business systems have previously not been exposed)
and the new reliance that an enterprise’s systems will have on the cloud management platform,
an additional component which introduces its own risks and unreliabilities. They point out that
there are various ways that Trusted Computing Group technologies could address some of
these issues, but (writing in 2011) they conclude that “run-time attestation solution still remains
an open and challenging problem”.
Ristenpart et
al [42] make the concerns of Gott et
al concrete. In a paper ﬁlled with practical
details, they describe attacks on Amazon’s EC2 infrastructure which allow the attacker to
map and understand the physical systems underpinning the virtual services, cause new virtual
machines to be instantiated in parts of the infrastructure that are beneﬁcial to the attacker, then
mount side-channel attacks to extract information from target virtual machines. Although the
information they extract appears somewhat technical — processor utilisation, network rates,
cache occupancy — it would certain qualify as a covert channel [43]. Although the mapping
and placement techniques they describe can be mitigated, the basic contention that a general
purpose operating system under the control of an attacker can measure things about the
aggregate use of the platform on which it resides seems rather harder to deal with.
3.2 Hardware
isolation
Both AMD (with Secure Virtualisation Mode, SVM) and Intel (with Trusted Execution Technol-
ogy, TXT) have equipped some of their processors with capabilities generically called trusted
execution. These have been used by several researchers, notably McCune at CMU, to provide
secure execution environments for security modules. His work is based around the SKINIT and
SENTER instructions, which provide a means to measure a piece of code, place the computer
into secure state (bypassing memory management, interrupts, etc), set conﬁguration registers
to reﬂect the unique condition of the SKINIT/SENTER instruction have caused the code to be
executed, and commence execution. This functionality is intended to be used to allow virtual
machines to be launched securely on machines that have not previously been running a trusted
operating system, so-called “secure late-launch” virtualisation. This uses dynamic measure-
ment to check that a code being executed has not been modiﬁed: “measurement” refers to a
hash of the code that is loaded, and “dynamic” refers to the fact that this is happening on a
running machine at an arbitrary point in time, rather than only during boot.
The ﬁrst of his sequence of papers is that on Flicker [44]. This system uses the infrastructure
for late-launch virtualisation, but does not actually use it to launch virtualisation. Instead,
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the protection oﬀered to the process of measuring and initialising a virtual guest operating
system is used to directly execute a piece of application logic (a PAL). The intent is that this will
be a small component of a larger application, but one which fulﬁls a distinguishable security
function. By using hardware features which provide for measured code to execute without
possibility of interruption, the PAL can unseal private key material with conﬁdence that no
changes have been made to its code. The result of running that code can be returned to its
invoker with an “attestation” — a cryptographic proof from the TPM that the platform was in a
particular conﬁguration at the point the attestation was made, which in this case demonstrates
that the PAL was running unaltered.
It is the unsealing operation that is at the heart of a PAL’s security. The Flicker framework
can be used to execute any PAL, and if the model of the attacker presumes that they have
“root” or equivalent access to the operating system then the attacker can run a PAL of their
choice. An attacker less capable than that is not interesting, as such an attacker can be
foiled by use of the operating system’s standard access control mechanisms. However, the
measurement of the PAL is extended into a platform conﬁguration record, which has been
previously reset to zero. Sealed data is encrypted and linked to a speciﬁed set of PCRs, such
that decryption only succeeds if those PCRs are in the state that was speciﬁed at the point of
encryption. An attacker can run the PAL of their choice, but cannot unseal anything owned by
other PALs. Conversely, a piece of data can be sealed, secure in the knowledge that only a
speciﬁed piece of code can unseal it. Provided the PAL unseals some item of data essential to
its execution, it cannot be modiﬁed: a modiﬁed version would have a diﬀerent measurement,
and thus would be unable to perform the unsealing.
However, this capability comes at a price. Firstly, the PAL runs to completion, with no
provision for any sort of multi-tasking. The PAL, and nothing but the PAL, runs. This applies
even if the machine has multiple processor cores; during the execution of the PAL, all cores
other than the ﬁrst are put to sleep. While the PAL executes, the machine will freeze so far
as both the operating system and any users are concerned. Although this may be only a
few hundred milliseconds, repeatedly locking out the clock interrupt for that period will cause
issues with timekeeping, network throughput and disk scheduling. For a platform being used
by multiple tenants, perhaps even with virtualisation, this is completely unacceptable.
Secondly, the state the machine is in during execution of the PAL is necessarily very re-
stricted. The environment is akin to programming a micro-processor in the 1980s: as well
as there being no access to operating system or library facilities (other than those statically
linked to the PAL), customary protections such as read-only executable segments and non-
executable stacks are entirely absent. So any failure of software to defend against buﬀer
overruns, for example, will be magniﬁed by the extremely basic execution environment.
Flicker proves the basic concept of isolating a portion of the system logic to improve its
security. The same team produced a more sophisticated follow-up with TrustVisor [45], which
avoids some of the failings of Flicker. Rather than using the facilities for secure virtualisation
to execute a PAL, those same facilities are used to launch a hypervisor as intended. However,
that hypervisor is not suﬃcient to support a general purpose guest operating system, with the
hypervisor providing emulation of a complete system’s screen, keyboard, networking, disk
and other hardware. Rather, the hypervisor — totalling less than eight thousand lines of code,
and therefore amenable to some measure of systematic inspection — only provides suﬃcient
functionality to run modules akin to Flicker’s PALs.
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The critical distinction between TrustVisor and Flicker is that Flicker modules execute as
though they were a virtual machine being initialised — a rare process where performance is
not necessarily the ﬁrst requirement — while TrustVisor modules execute as though they are
a running guest operating system under a hypervisor, invoked by a trap or hypercall. Flicker
modules have limited capability to maintain state from one invocation to the next, because
they have no access to stable storage outside the TPM and their memory image is cleared
each time. As any protocol involving more than one phase will involve more than one invo-
cation, this is a major constraint. TrustVisor modules, by contrast, persist for as long as they
wish, handling multiple invocations within the same context, and therefore able to store state
in system memory (which may be a mixed beneﬁt: TrustVisor modules are responsible for
clearing their own security-sensitive side-eﬀects).
There is a downside to this, however. Flicker has the problem that each time a PAL is
invoked, it starts from the same state each time. But by starting from this single initial state,
and executing with the rest of the system stopped, the opportunities are limited for an attacker
to manipulate the PAL’s state. As the attacker cannot execute a single instruction on the CPU, it
can only manipulate the PAL’s image by using debugging equipment, hardware modiﬁcations
and other attacks that would not normally be considered practical against anything but the
most exotic data. TrustVisor, and other experimental systems that rely on virtualisation, only
have the same protections that standard virtualisation hypervisors oﬀer. Although the secure
hypervisor can make arbitrary checks on the PAL that is run, an attacker who is able to attack
the hypervisor itself can do so with results that persist until the machine is reset, and can
probably attack the persistent PAL with similar eﬀects.
There is a literature covering techniques that would be eﬀective against TrustVisor, or any
other system which uses virtualisation as its basis. Duﬂot et
al [46] examined the behaviour
of the Advanced Conﬁguration and Power Interface, a component which most Intel-based
systems of recent vintage have within the chip set. This triggers an interrupt under certain
conditions, or when requested by the processor, which places the machine into a state where
all memory is accessible without limitations imposed by virtualisation or virtual memory trans-
lation. Any attacker able to install an interrupt handler would be able to run code which ac-
cesses the entire memory image, and TrustVisor as constructed appears vulnerable to this
attack. Xu et
al [47] show that the properties of the Level 2 cache in common processors can
be used to exﬁltrate data: they set an upper bound on the available bandwidth, but this is still
suﬃcient to allow an attacker to extract valuable data, such as encryption keys, and this work
has been developed further by Wu et
al [48].
TrustVisor also still has the limitation that when a trusted module is running on one pro-
cessor, all other processors are quiesced. This is identiﬁed in the paper as being an area for
future study. Another area for future study, which appears substantially more challenging, is
the fact that TrustVisor uses the system’s virtualisation capabilities itself, and therefore cannot
be used on a hardware platform which needs virtualisation to, for example, support multiple
guest operating systems. There can only be one hypervisor, and that hypervisor is TrustVisor.
Recursive virtualisation is not currently available on any mainstream hardware platform. This
means that an environment which needs sophisticated features from a virtualisation product
— migration, redundancy, thin provisioning — cannot also use TrustVisor, as the virtualisation
layer of the hardware has already been claimed.
The team at CMU that produced TrustVisor have continued to work on trusted hypervisors,
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but their work has moved away from using TPMs as a root of trust. Their most recent work
on “extensible and modular hypervisor frameworks” [49] focuses on small TCBs which are
veriﬁed using the CBMC model-checker which is capable of working on assertions about a
restricted subset of the C programming language [50].
3.3 Security
beneﬁts
of
virtualisation
One of the advantages of virtualisation is that it allows code to run as part of the hypervisor,
which is ideally outside the inﬂuence of the code running within a guest operating system.
This permits the hypervisor to monitor the guest, without the guest being able to tamper with
or hide from the monitoring. This is a powerful technique for detecting changes to guest
operating systems. Slightly confusingly, this technique of using a hypervisor to monitor the
behaviour of guest operating systems is referred to as virtual machine introspection — the
word introspection might make one think that the guest operating systems are looking at their
own conﬁguration, when in fact the hypervisor is examining the guests.
A recent example of work in this ﬁeld was done at IBM’s Thomas Watson Research and
Zurich Research organisations [51], building on prior work by multiple groups elsewhere (the
paper includes an excellent survey of this). The IBM system functions without detailed knowl-
edge of the internals of the operating systems whose health it is monitoring: speciﬁcally, it
does not require Windows source code or knowledge derived from it in order to monitor the
integrity of a Windows guest operating system.
It operates by ﬁrst examining the memory image of a clean installation of the operating sys-
tem — a signiﬁcant practical problem, as it requires re-evaluation each time there is a change
made, including adding new applications or applying patches to any part of the system —
and building from that a set of valid pages that may be executed. Using knowledge that does
not require source code, the operating system is identiﬁed and key data structures are exam-
ined and measured. Subsequent changes are then monitored and where necessary ﬂagged
as attacks.
This oﬀers a clear beneﬁt: a variety of root-kit type attacks will be detected. It is not explicit
in the paper what action would then be taken, because it is not the detection technologies’
responsibility, but spotting a root-kit contamination is the ﬁrst step to whatever remediation is
seen as the best response. This detection comes as a very beneﬁcial side-eﬀect of the heavy
use of virtualisation in cloud environments, but is not of itself something unique to the cloud:
anyone, including a standalone user of a laptop, is perfectly able to boot an operating system
under a hypervisor and monitor it for intrusion. And attacks leading to root-kit contamination
are neither new, nor unique to the cloud. So although very interesting, and oﬀering a sound
means to protect a running operating system from some categories of attack, this paper does
not address many of the security problems that are new in cloud environments. Speciﬁcally,
as the detection technology exists in the cloud management domain, it provides no protection
at all against attacks by cloud insiders; indeed, because it relies on the ability of the cloud
management layer to “reach into” the guest operating systems, it might even be seen to le-
gitimise access that might be used by malicious insiders, and therefore make identifying such
misuse harder.
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3.4 Other
software
techniques
So far, we have considered two uses of virtualisation technology: running small parts of an
application in a restricted environment to improve assurance, and running general purpose op-
erating systems under the control of hypervisors that can enforce particular properties. These
techniques are of wider use than just the cloud; in both cases, they defend against a gen-
eral class of attacks. It is interesting, therefore, to consider work which has been done to
provide protection against errors in the translation of security-sensitive code from design to
implementation.
A wide range of techniques are surveyed by Sabelfeld and Myers [52]. Their review is
in large part concerned with non-interference, which is given a process-calculus treatment
by Ryan and Schneider [53]. Non-interference is a strong property: a program running at a
“low” security level must be unable to inﬂuence or derive information from the execution of
a program running at a “high” level. Sabelfeld and Myers’ review therefore does not address
other properties which might be of interest, particular isolation between multiple programs
running at the same level.
The PhD thesis of S. K. Nair of the University of Amsterdam [54] describes the use of a
modiﬁed Java Virtual Machine to trace classes of data (for example key material, plain text,
cipher text) through execution, and to impose policies on how those classes of data may
interact. It uses trusted execution to ensure the use of the correct JVM and to provide remote
attestation. Although a complete JVM is a substantial piece of software to include within a
trusted computing base, and the dataﬂow analysis is unable to see beyond the scope of the
JVM (it cannot, for example, control data once it has been passed into underlying operating
system facilities or external libraries) this is a fascinating piece of work: code can be annotated
to describe the policies that should apply to the ﬂow of information, and this is then enforced
by the JVM. It is worth clarifying that although Java is “compiled” with the ????? compiler or
its equivalent, this compilation does not translate source code into object code for a speciﬁc
target processor; rather, the output of the compiler is a generic byte-code that is then either
interpreted or, in some cases, further compiled into object code by a platform-speciﬁc virtual
machine. This allows Java execution to be controlled more tightly than some other languages,
because at no point is a self-contained object ﬁle executed without supervision.
Nair’s work builds on that of Haldar and collaborators who added mandatory access con-
trol [55] and tainting [56] to the JVM. Their initial work also used Trusted Computing and remote
attestation to the state of the Virtual Machine, which they described as “Semantic remote at-
testation” [57]. Their work, at least as described in the papers, provided a mechanism for
dataﬂow tracing, for which Nair then developed a richer semantic in his work.
These pieces of work rely on the fundamental integrity of the Java Virtual Machine: they do
not set out to model the semantics of the entire JVM, not do they substantially re-use previous
work in this area. Java is a complex language to model, amongst other reasons because
it contains a built-in threading facility. The JVM has been analysed formally, at least for a
simpliﬁed version, in [58]. But in the dataﬂow and tainting projects, the JVM is assumed to
behave as expected, and additional facilities are then added to improve the integrity of speciﬁc
properties. Java source code can have meta-data added to specify required properties, and
those properties are enforced dynamically by the augmented JVM. The correctness of the
program in other ways, either at source level or in terms of its execution by the JVM, is not
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proved.
Nair’s work also relates to that of Giambiagi [59], although perhaps surprisingly neither
Giambiagi’s 2001 thesis nor his work with Dam is referenced in Nair’s later work. Giambiagi
builds a theoretical model which allows mobile code to carry with it a proof of its correctness
for a property he deﬁned (in an earlier paper co-authored with Dam [60]) as “admissibility”. This
is a weaker version of non-interference, which permits (it might be better had they chosen the
word “permissibility”) data to be down-graded to a state where it no longer has requirements
for being processed securely (for example, by encryption, where the cipher-text is not sensi-
tive). He develops a theory to reason about systems with this property, and a practical system
which allows proofs to be veriﬁed by systems that run the code.
These pieces of work rely on the code that is being executed being byte-code intended
to be interpreted by an underlying virtual machine. The virtual machine acts as a trusted part
of the system, controlling the execution of the byte code but itself assumed to be inviolate.
Even accepting that the Java Virtual Machine is, indeed, immune to attack from executing
Java code, the vast majority of code which is exposed to attacks from outsiders contains at
least some portion that is executing directly on the hardware platform.
The two main means of protecting executing code are to (a) conﬁrm that the code that is
loaded for execution is indeed code that is acceptable to execute and (b) ensure that code
once loaded is then not changed. These approaches assume that the best way to demonstrate
that a piece of code has particular properties is to conﬁrm the identity of the code. If a system
can demonstrate that it is running a particular set of bytes then that is assumed to indicate
that the program is correct: verifying that the code that is executing actually has the security
properties that it claims to have is a distinct problem.
Modern hardware has features to prevent code being altered once it has been loaded into
memory [61, 62]. This is generically known as “W⊕ X”, as memory pages can either be writable
or executable, but not both. This is enabled with the NX (“no execute”) bit on AMD processors
and the analogous XD (“Execute Disable”) bit on Intel processors, or the XN (“Execute Never”)
bit on ARM processors since Version 6. This feature is used by a range of operating system
features that have varying names but equivalent functionality: code, once loaded and made
executable, cannot be modiﬁed.
If that follows some code measurement or code-signing strategy to ensure the right bytes
have been loaded, correct execution — in the sense of the execution of the expected in-
structions, rather than any statement about their functional correctness — should be ensured.
Attacks which rely on being able to load a piece of code into memory and then use a buﬀer
over-run or other “stack smashing” [63] technique to execute the code are substantially harder
when the attacker cannot install the code they wish to run.
Unfortunately, whenever defences are built to defend against one problem, attackers ﬁnd
new weaknesses. In this case, attackers have discovered that they can often ﬁnd within legit-
imate code small sequences of instructions, culminating in a return op-code, which perform a
task useful to the attacker. By chaining these small fragments together, invoked via traditional
stack-smashing techniques, the attacker is able to make progress. This attack is known as
return-oriented programming [64, 65]. Work has been done to analyse and limit this attack,
for example that by Davi et
al. It is interesting to look at it in order to see the beneﬁts that ﬂow
from running security-sensitive code within a virtual machine interpreter.
Davi’s ﬁrst piece of work [66] uses code instrumentation from dtrace [67], a powerful tracing
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and analysis tool that was originally developed as part of Solaris but has spread to other Unix-
like operating systems, to examine the ﬂow through object code. Using dtrace, his tool is able
to spot instances where execution leaves a speciﬁc function without having ever invoked it:
a sure sign that a sub-sequence of the function’s code is being used for nefarious purposes.
Apart from the small overhead of dtrace (single-digit numbers of instructions on each function
call) this does not have a major performance impact, and on the face of it oﬀers a strong
degree of protection.
However, it transpires that possible attacks arise not only from using instructions that are
also used by legitimate execution; attacks also arise from instructions that can be obtained if
the text segment is examined as an array of bytes rather than as a sequence of instructions.
By treating each byte as potentially the ﬁrst byte of an instruction, rather than only looking at
the instructions on their intended alignment, an attacker is able to give themselves a wider
range of choices to execute. Davi’s later paper [68] addresses this issue, and uses a more
sophisticated instrumentation scheme to detect the execution of unaligned instructions which
dtrace would not be able to see. This comes with the penalty of a two-fold performance
degradation. Unfortunately, unless a security-critical region is run in some isolated container,
the penalty applies to the execution of all code loaded into the reachable address-space of a
process, not the execution of the security-critical portions of it, so will be paid in many cases
for the entire execution.
The consequence of Davi’s work to date is that an attacker who is able to perform a stack
smashing attack will be weakened, but not prevented, by W⊕X protection on executable text.
He proposes mechanisms for protecting against the attacks that circumvent W⊕X protection,
one of which has a minimal performance overhead but deals only with a subset of the attacks,
and another which imposes at worst a two-fold penalty (considerably less than the overhead
of a virtual machine interpreter, for example) which deals with what at the moment appears to
be the full spectrum of attacks. Note that the attacker has more reasons to use “unaligned”
instructions that merely responding to Davi’s 2009 paper: they also provide the attacker with
a richer set of options. However, his work is focused on providing a mechanism to prevent an
attacker from executing their own code, or at least their own choice from existing code, in the
context of the target program; it does not provide any assurance that the legitimate execution
of the code provides the correct properties.
Another area that has been the subject of extensive work is Property Based Attestation [69,
70, 71]. The intent is to allow attestations to carry statements about the properties that code
can be assumed to deliver rather than simply statements about a secure hash of the object
code that is running. The concept is outlined in Sadeghi’s paper, and more concrete protocols
and systems are advanced in later work by Kuhn, Chen and others. It is fair to say that the
papers focus far more on the protocols and reasoning associated with properties than with
what those properties themselves might be.
A somewhat related approach was proposed for commercial systems, known generically
as posture analysis or network admission control. Examples included Cisco’s Network Admis-
sion Control and Microsoft’s Network Access Protection. A summary of some developments
was published as RFC5209 [72]. The intent was to ensure that only systems running the cor-
rect combination of software patches, virus pattern ﬁles and other security-related connected
to your corporate network, while systems not meeting those standards are instead connected
to a remediation network which provides only access to the resources needed to bring the
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systems up to date.
Property-based attestation involves a system being able to assess the security properties
that it itself can provide, and then using a secure infrastructure (usually a TPM) to provide
cryptographic objects that attest to these properties. For it to be meaningful, the assessment
must be of a similar integrity to the attestation.
In commercially ﬁelded network admission control systems it was not: the agent that pro-
vided the assessment was just another program, as subject to attack as the things it was
assessing. This still provided some practical beneﬁts: the threat being addressed was ma-
chines that were currently uninfected but whose out-of-date software made them vulnerable.
But it certainly did not generate strong, testable security properties. The Trusted Computing
Group’s Trusted Network Connect [73, 74] attempted to bridge this gap by using TPM attes-
tation to report the state of Platform Conﬁguration Registers, but that presumes a mechanism
to reliably summarise all the attributes that are of interest into PCRs.
Flicker could at ﬁrst sight address this issue, but as with other systems leveraging the
TXT framework there would be practical problems. The Flicker Paper [44] talks about root-
kit detection, where a PAL is invoked to check the running kernel for unauthorised changes.
One might think this could be extended to checking for software patches and virus detector
updates: a small, trusted piece of code which could conﬁrm the protections in place within the
larger system and then attest to that to a remote management station would be very popular
with network administrators.
However, Flicker and TrustVisor have a fundamental diﬃculty: because they are running in
isolated execution environments, they can neither interact with the ﬁle-system of other oper-
ating systems nor can they reliably read the memory image of running processes. Even if it
were feasible to search the physical memory of the machine looking for the required pages, as
Flicker could in principle do, a PAL does not have access to virtual memory translation tables,
and even worse would not have the ability to page in data that is not in RAM. Looking for root-
kits in a kernel is practical because on Linux and traditional Unix the kernel is not page-able;1
in other operating systems such as Windows this is not true [78]. In any event the information
required to analyse patch levels and virus scanners in depth is not usually available to the
operating system kernel.
3.5 Formal
analysis
of
TPM-based
systems
Delaune et
al [79] have studied a real-world application of the TPM, albeit with some simpliﬁ-
cations. They consider Bitlocker, a Microsoft full-disk encryption product [80].
Bitlocker when used in conjunction with a TPM-equipped computer uses the TPM Platform
Conﬁguration Registers both to ensure that the correct software is run at each stage during
boot and to protect the secret keys required to decrypt the contents of the disk from access by
anything other than that correct software. This therefore provides a two-fold beneﬁt: there is
a chain of trust running from the pre-BIOS through to the launch of the main operating system
1Apart from the use of overlays in order to run Seventh Edition Unix [75] on a pdp11/34, Unix has traditionally
neither paged nor swapped the kernel. There are exceptions, however. For complex historical reasons [76], Apple’s
OSX is founded on the Mach micro-kernel [77] and here even parts of the traditional kernel functionality may be
paged out.
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kernel which ensures that none of these components have been tampered with — the evidence
of this is that the disk was able to be decrypted in order to load each successive stage — and
the disk is also encrypted such that removing it and placing it in another machine will not work
(to within the limits of the bulk cryptography, in this case by default 128-bit AES in Cipher
Block Chaining mode). In this form Bitlocker is, with caveats, accredited for the protection of
RESTRICTED assets without the use of external keying material [81], a major achievement for
an oﬀ-the-shelf cryptographic product.
The authors analyse the steps that the Windows boot procedure makes when using Bit-
locker, and how those steps alter the state of the TPM’s PCRs in order to eventually unlock
the keying material that is required. From a theoretical perspective, they provide proofs that
although an attacker may have the power to extend the PCR an arbitrary number of times,
that can be modelled as a “small” (ie, tractable) set of extensions without loss of generality.
This makes practical the modelling of protocols which use platform registers and extension to
protect key material, whether in a genuine hardware TPM or in a software analogue. These
results are extremely important, because although the speciﬁcation of the TPM is open and
widely distributed, it was not developed from a formal model nor has a formal model been
produced retrospectively. Delaune et
al [79] does not model all of the TPM, but it does model
some important functionality that I intend to rely on.
From a practical perspective, they provide strong evidence that the broad approach of
Bitlocker is sound. Their paper makes some simpliﬁcations of the details of Bitlocker’s opera-
tions, although those appear not to aﬀect the regular operation of it, and of course it analyses
the protocol and methods that Bitlocker uses, rather than any actual implementation: their
proof is of the soundness of the approach, not of any particular piece of executable code.
They show that Bitlocker as described can be implemented correctly to give the claimed se-
curity properties, not that some particular version of Bitlocker within a particular operating
system release actually has these properties.
A. H. Lin’s MEng dissertation [82] was supervised by Ronald Rivest of MIT, and uses the
Otter theorem prover [83] and the Alloy modelling language [84] to examine the properties of
the TPM. A key part of his work, in chapter 8, is his consideration of the implications of the
TPM speciﬁcation not being formally stated. He has a model of the TPM functionality in Alloy,
which he has shown meets its stated objective (of course, as in all such models, there are
simpliﬁcations, and the ﬁdelity of the model to the reality of either the TPM speciﬁcation or
any particular TPM implementation is diﬃcult to prove). He then makes small changes to his
model to reﬂect what he sees as plausible errors that a chip designer might make, were their
reading of the speciﬁcation to be less than perfect. He shows that the security properties of
the TPM are critically dependent on these areas of the speciﬁcation. He does not say how
many candidate changes he considered to ﬁnd these examples, so we do not know from this
work whether the whole speciﬁcation is similarly brittle, or if these are the three examples he
found after months of work.
One is at this point reminded of the incident in which a well-meaning programmer made
changes to the OpenSSL entropy collection code in Debian Linux, thinking that their changes
improved code quality by removing some compiler warnings. It transpired that the warnings
were around code which gathered entropy from deliberately unpredictable places, and the
result was that for several years Debian Linux key generation (and that of other Linux distri-
butions which had taken the same changes) had less than sixteen bits of randomness. The
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security warning is bland enough [85], but the underlying bug report gives more of a sense
of the scale of the problem [86]. Here a failure to understand the implications of some quite
complex code was combined with a well-intentioned desire to improve quality and reduce
maintenance requirements, to devastating eﬀect. Lin’s work serves as a similar warning to
anyone implementing the TPM speciﬁcation, either in hardware or, as we shall see below,
software: the TPM speciﬁcation contains things that may not at ﬁrst sight appear necessary,
but which may be critically important to the overall security of an implementation.
There have been other formal analyses of TPM and dynamic measurement. Gurgens et
al [87] describe an analysis of the TPM API using a ﬁnite state automata, but the model frag-
ment given does not appear to consider PCR state and the analysis in the paper is predomi-
nantly informal. Coker et
al [88] focus on the analysis of TPM APIs for remote attestation, but
their SAL[89] model is not yet publicly available.
Much of the previous formal work on dynamic measurement is based around model check-
ing of the TPM and its associated processor facilities, rather than applications built on the fa-
cilities. Millen et
al [90] use computation tree logic and the SMV model checker [91] to model
the roles and trust relationships in a dynamic measurement system. The results conﬁrm that
the SENTER instruction is capable of distinguishing between correct and modiﬁed code.
Datta et
al [92] propose a logic for reasoning about secure systems. Their work is extensive,
and includes a modelling language. It focuses on the correctness of attestation protocols used
by trusted computing and the integrity of code, rather than conﬁdentiality properties.
Fournet [93] reasons in the cryptographic model about the security of sealed data. They
construct an information-ﬂow model which functions for distributed systems with varying lev-
els of trust.
Arapinis, Ritter and Ryan [4] extend the process language of ProVerif to allow the modelling
of global state in their StatVerif language. Their work allows the description of the TPM and
dynamic measurement in a process language with state, and the automatic generation of
Horn clauses from this model. However, ProVerif will not terminate on these clauses, because
it attempts to search through an inﬁnite sequence of possible extensions and resets.
To assist termination, Delaune et
al [94] show a ﬁrst-order model based on Horn clauses.
This model focuses on PCR state and related API commands. They place an upper bound
on the number of times a PCR needs to be extended between two resets. They show that if
there is an attack using an unlimited number of extensions, then there is also an attack which
requires some bounded number of PCR extensions. They also show that this upper bound is
small enough to be tractable using ProVerif. Their model solves the non-termination problem
caused by PCR extension; however, in some applications further termination problems are
caused by multiple PCR resets as the result of multiple invocations of dynamic measurement.
Bounding the number of PCR extensions does not solve the problem caused by multiple PCR
resets, which this thesis characterises and solves.
3.6 Virtual
TPMs
A TPM only has the capacity to service one chain of trust per platform conﬁguration register.
There is no equivalent to “virtual memory”, in which every process gets its own address space
ranging from zero to some deﬁned maximum, which is then mapped onto system resources
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in a manner that is concealed from the process. If your process regards PCR17 as containing
the state in which you are interested, then no other user of the hardware platform can share
it. Although we can imagine a broker which shares the limited supply of PCRs out amongst a
small number of processes, and remaps their conception of the PCR number, it would not in
general work correctly. PCR values are used to seal storage, and the ability to unseal a piece
of storage is one of the main ways to conﬁrm that a speciﬁed PCR has the correct value: if
the PCRs against which the storage was sealed have the wrong value, the unsealing will fail.2
There is no mechanism to re-map the PCR set used in a sealing: the process attempting the
unseal operation must have exclusive access to the precise set of PCRs that were used to
perform the sealing.
One solution to this problem is to implement the functionality of the TPM in software, repli-
cating the register ﬁle (and, if necessary, other parts of the TPM’s storage) for each process
that requires it. This re-uses the design of the TPM, which has been widely studied, and re-
uses the API, which means that code that runs standalone on a system where it has access to
a real TPM and run essentially unmodiﬁed making reference to a virtual TPM. The new risk, of
course, is that the software implementation introduces new bugs, and as we have seen Lin’s
work [82] provides a powerful warning of this.
We can look at two papers that have considered implementing software TPMs. One we
have considered already: McCune’s paper on Trustvisor [45]. In order to be able to oﬀer TPM-
type functionality to a guest “operating system” (as TrustVisor operates as a hypervisor, any
application module running under its control is, so far as the hardware is concerned, using
the functionality intended for guest operating systems), Trustvisor has to emulate a TPM, or
at least suﬃcient of a TPM for the purposes of the guest. He refers to this as the µTPM,
and his Table 1 shows a very informative breakdown of the proportion of the code involved in
doing this. Assuming (as seems reasonable) that the RSA implementation is mostly required
in order to provide a virtual TPM, rather than to interact with the key infrastructure on the
real TPM, approximately three thousand lines of code are required to emulate a TPM: nearly
50% of the code in the project. He does not describe how much of the library functionality is
associated with the TPM emulation rather than either the hypervisor or the services extended
to the guest, but it is reasonable to assume that at least a small amount is used by, even if it
is not exclusive to, the TPM emulation. We can see that in a system designed to minimise the
trusted computing base, and which places heavy reliance on a hardware TPM which is then
emulated by a software implementation, at least half of the code is required to provide that
emulation. As we have seen from Lin’s work, the speciﬁcation is subtle and the consequences
of mistakes may be serious, so the proportion of the trusted computing base which constitutes
the µTPM has to be a matter of concern.
Berger et
al [95] adopt a similar strategy in order to make TPM functionality available in
guest operating systems in a conventional virtualisation context. They provide a software
implementation of the TPM, but which provides a split view. The lower half of the register ﬁle
(which would typically contain the chain of trust for the BIOS and its immediate successors)
is made available through the virtual TPM from the underlying hardware TPM, so those values
are common to all running virtual machines (and read only as a consequence). The upper
2It will not simply yield the wrong result; because the TPM Proof value is folded into the sealing, the TPM itself
can distinguish the case of unsealing with incorrect values, because the TPM Proof will not be correctly recovered.
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half of the register ﬁle is available to each guest operating system as a set of read-write (or,
more accurately, read-extend) registers, and those are therefore distinct amongst the multiple
guests.
This work pre-dates the availability of TXT-type trusted execution, and therefore only con-
siders the case of a 16-PCR TPM. Later TPMs add registers 17 through 24 to support dynamic
roots of trust, but it is not clear what this functionality would mean within a guest operating
system, which would not have access to the additional hardware features in the processor that
are also required. It may well be, therefore, that for a guest operating system, the TPM 1.1
speciﬁcation with 16 PCR registers is suﬃcient. There is no reason why a software implemen-
tation of a TPM cannot have any arbitrary number of PCRs, subject only to limits of memory
and usefulness; however, the special semantics of PCR17 (set to zero during the execution of
certain instructions, extended with the measurement of speciﬁc memory regions) will be very
diﬀerent, and embody substantially less trust, within a guest operating system.
The work also uses Xen para-virtualisation, rather than VMware-style hardware virtualisa-
tion. Xen [96] requires a small amount of change to the low-level components of the guest
operating system, to simplify the task of the hypervisor and permit operation with good per-
formance on hardware which has no virtualisation support. The price paid for this is that the
operating system needs to be aware of the diﬀerence between real devices and virtual ones,
and have appropriate drivers and other modiﬁcations. Hardware virtualisation in the manner of
VMWare [97] is able to provide an unmodiﬁed operating system with the resources it expects
to see without change, but also requires hardware support to achieve performance that is not
substantially slower than native operation.
As a TPM is another device on the bus, emulating the non-TXT parts of the TPM’s capability
under a hardware hypervisor would be similar to providing an Ethernet adaptor or a CD-ROM
drive. But the mechanism for sharing the device between multiple guest operating systems
cannot rely on the behaviour of the guest operating systems allowing for the fact that it is
sharing the resource; the guest operating system has to be presented with a virtual device
which is equivalent in functionality when driven by software written only for the real device.
However, Berger et
al’s work relies on para-virtualisation, because the virtual TPM made
available to guest operating system is not identical, in functionality or command-set, to the real
hardware. Although later versions of Xen introduced the ability to run the Windows operating
system unmodiﬁed, they did this by introducing full hardware virtualisation, and the para-
virtualised version of Windows XP referred to in the original Xen paper was never released; the
vTPM does not, therefore, unable a virtual platform to support multiple Windows instances
each secured with Bitlocker [98].
3.7 Trusted
databases
It is interesting to look at work which permits a client to be given speciﬁed security proper-
ties for access to structured remote storage. One piece of work provide an SQL interface to
the storage; another attempts to provide additional security properties for more general web
services, which could include WebDAV ﬁle access.
TrustedDB [99] shows the diﬃculty of encrypting databases. An IBM 4764 secure copro-
cessor (a more recent iteration of the IBM 4758 [100]) is used to execute part of the resolution
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of each database query, so that sensitive components of both queries and database tables
are only decrypted within the secure boundary. The SCP oﬀers strong guarantees against
physical tampering; however, the software that is being run is complex, and the decompo-
sition of queries and storage into “sensitive” (and therefore processed within the SCP) and
the rest (which can be processed on the far cheaper cycles available on the host process) is
opaque to the client. The SCP has a mechanism to attest to the software that it is running,
known as Outbound Authentication, which is analogous to the chain of trust and attestation
in a TPM-based system. The SCP provides a far richer set of services than a TPM — it is
a PowerPC processor, running embedded Linux — and yet the authors have to produce a
scheme to allow the SCP to page using memory resources from the host computer in order
to have enough computing power available to run their minimal secure portion. One cannot
help thinking that once a system requires a Linux kernel and external paging support, it would
almost be easier to place a tamper-proof boundary around a standard x86 platform. It is not
at all clear that the additional assurance that is available for the SCP’s Linux kernel provides
much additional assurance for the overall solution, given the complexity of ﬁtting the SCP into
the overall system.
SafeWS [101] considers the practical security problems that web services face, and pro-
vides a useful response to the argument that TPM, TXT and other Trusted Computing concepts
are excessively complex or address unrealistic threats. The authors are attempting to produce
a minimised TCB (although they do not use the term) which can monitor and mitigate threats
to a web server. Without the facilities of a TPM, they are rapidly involved in attempting to ob-
fuscate a private key to conceal it within a binary. No matter how this is done, to an attacker
with access to the binary and the matching source code (a reasonable assumption, especially
given the strength of modern forensic tools in recovering comprehensible source code from
binaries, a process documented in [102]) the recovery of the key is a relatively straightforward
task.
They also claim to perform TXT-style measurement of both running binaries and those bi-
naries’ precursors or invokers. This is problematic: it is a long-standing issue on Unix that
you cannot portably determine the name of the ﬁle that is currently executing within a pro-
cess. environment, and doing it for another process is essentially impossible, particularly
from user-space. It is possible to execute a ﬁle and then unlink it so it is not accessible from
the ﬁlesystem, and this is explicitly permitted by the semantics of Unix This technique is rou-
tinely used to permit the updating of long-running system daemons, which continue to run the
old, unlinked binary until the system is rebooted. In this case, a program is started with some
name indicating the use of a particular ﬁle, that ﬁle is replacement with a diﬀerent version, but
the original version continues to execute.
Although well-intentioned, and containing some interesting ideas, this piece of work shows
the diﬃculties involved in attempting to separate trusted from untrusted code without the
beneﬁt of a hardware facility to enforce the distinction. Once the attacker has to be assumed
able to observe and alter the execution of the entire code-path, the defender’s task expands
to include some tasks which are insoluble on conventional Unix-type operating systems.
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3.8 Summary
of
literature
review
From these papers, we can see that there has been extensive work done to provide mecha-
nisms for executing trusted pieces of software. These divide into three categories:
• Formal veriﬁcations of aspects of trusted systems using hardware roots of trust, but not
encompassing applications running on these platforms;
• Systems that permit the running of applications with the help of a hardware root of trust,
but lacking a formal veriﬁcation;
• Systems that attempt to run trusted code without the help of a hardware root of trust,
and which therefore encounter a range of problems when confronted by a suﬃciently
strong attacker.
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Chapter
4
Applications
for
trusted
execution
In this chapter we consider some applications for trusted execution.
These have been chosen from two sources:
• McCune’s Flicker paper [44] contains a set of case studies of sample applications. Given
this thesis sets out to verify the facilities used by Flicker, it seems worthwhile to verify
the case studies’ security properties as well.
• A novel variation on Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange which takes advantage of trusted ex-
ecution to avoid ongoing reliance on random number generators. This construction is
believed to be new; it is enabled by the properties of trusted execution, and oﬀers some
advantages over existing constructions. The bulk of this chapter focuses on the back-
ground, justiﬁcation and mechanisms of this.
4.1 Certiﬁcation
Authorities
A critical component of the Internet’s infrastructure is the certiﬁcation authority. Their role is
simple, but if not performed correctly leads to substantial failures of security.
A certiﬁcation authority (CA), exists to conﬁrm the provenance of public keys, contained
in certiﬁcate signing requests, by using a small number of well-known keys. When the CA
signs the request, it binds the name contained within the request to the key, and conﬁrms (to
a standard appropriate to the nature of the signature) that the key is genuinely owned by the
entity identiﬁed by the name and other information inside the request.
The CA makes these signature to attest to its agreement with the claim that the certiﬁcate’s
subject (a domain, a person, a company) is truthfully represented. A user who is willing to
trust the certiﬁcation authority’s judgement, and has a copy of the CA’s public key that they
similarly trust, can verify that the signature is genuine. If it is, they will then trust that the
certiﬁcate belongs to the subject. In practice, users do not make judgements about CAs:
a bundle of CAs with their public keys is provided with either the operating system or web
browser that they are using, and it is rare for users to remove CAs from this bundle. Users
may add additional CAs to, for example, accept keys signed by their employer.
There are many ways that CAs can fail, including document forgery, bribery and corruption
by criminals (or, indeed, by state actors), malware attacks on their infrastructure and deliberate
malfeasance by their principals. Most of these attacks are not “technical”, in that they attack
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the human processes which lead up to the decision to sign the certiﬁcate, but they usually
result in the same outcome: the CA’s private key is used to sign a certiﬁcate that people
relying on that CA would prefer was not signed. Research has been done into techniques
which make it much harder to sign certiﬁcates covertly, so that the wider community can audit
the behaviour of a CA [103].
One of the core protections that CAs should employ is the use of a hardware security
module, to contain the private key that is used to make signatures, so that the key cannot be
copied.
The functionality of HSMs is rather speciﬁc, however: their objective is to ensure the con-
ﬁdentiality of the key, and they are designed therefore to permit the formation of signatures
on inputs without revealing the key. They may provide some audit facilities available to the
owner, but there is neither a guarantee that the input is a legitimate thing to sign, nor any way
for a recipient of a signature to verify that it was performed using an HSM, rather than using
some other, less secure, key. Typically, the only assurance that a CA is actually using an HSM
to store its private key is audit reports by human auditors, as the HSM itself does not provide
any evidence of its use that can be externally veriﬁed.
Trusted execution oﬀers some interesting alternative architectures. Rather that using a
physical HSM, whose functionality is limited and whose security is diﬃcult to audit, keys can
be protected by sealing them against code which performs signing but also updates other
structures which feed into transparency or other governance infrastructures. It would be pos-
sible, therefore, to use trusted execution to link the use of a key to the updating of external
audit logs, and provide proof that as part of a certiﬁcate that the key was stored in such a
system and the certiﬁcate generated by the linked code.
4.2 Password
authentication
A common strategy for authenticating users is that a hash of a password is stored by the
server [104, 105, 106] The client presents a password, which is hashed using the same al-
gorithm, and the outputs compared. If the hashes match, it is assumed that the passwords
matched. This strategy pre-dates the arrival of standardised secure hashes: for example, the
early Unix mechanism described in [105] uses a somewhat ad
hoc variation on the DES Data
Encryption Standard [107] to form a one-way encryption.
A problem with this method is that the plaintext password is exposed to the full range of
attacks on the server software, prior being hashed. Even if the transmission of the password
from the client to the server takes place via an encrypted channel, the hashing is performed
by the server which therefore has access to the plaintext.
Alternative methods for password-based authentication exist. Examples include CRAM-
MD5 [108] and DIGEST-MD5 [109]. Their operation tends to follow a similar pattern:
1. The server generates a nonce and sends it to the client. This is to prevent a replay attack
and need be neither random nor secret: a timestamp or sequence number is suﬃcient.
2. The client combines the nonce with the user’s password (the details of this are speciﬁc to
the particular protocol) and applies a secure hash function to the resulting string (again,
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the details vary, and there will be iterations of the hash function, speciﬁc encodings of
the result and other elements speciﬁc to the protocol). The result is sent to the server.
3. The server is able to perform the same computation, as it has both the plaintext and
the nonce. If the result of its computation matches what it was sent by the client, the
authentication succeeds. An observer is not able to deduce the password (assuming
reasonable properties for the secure hash function) and is not able to reply the authen-
tication (assuming nonces are not re-used).
Unfortunately, although this does improve matters if the opponent under consideration is
only able to observe network traﬃc, it greatly increases the capabilities of an opponent able to
observe activity on the server. Not only is the plaintext of the user’s password exposed during
the computation, a copy of it must be stored on a long-term basis in order to be available to
hash with the nonce. An attacker able to compromise the authentication server can obtain a
full set of passwords in plaintext.
As we will see later, it is possible to use trusted execution to attack this problem without
requiring the storage of plain-text.
4.3 Random
number
generators
A key component in a system which makes use of cryptographic primitives is its ability to
generate random numbers. Many cryptographic protocols require random numbers, and the
security of individual runs of the protocol and of long-term keys depends on those random
numbers being generated with the correct properties.
“Correct” is here something of a ﬂexible term, as the requirements vary: sometimes the
requirement is that a future random number not be predictable from some previously disclosed
information, sometimes it is that a past random number not be discoverable from subsequently
disclosed information, while in some cases all that is required is that the number not have
previously been used by the participants.
There are also diﬀering requirements for the distribution of the random numbers: it is im-
portant when generating session keys that no random value is more likely than any other,
while in other cases where the nonce is visible to the attacker it does not matter if the random
numbers are not evenly distributed.
These requirements, taken together, make the engineering of random number genera-
tors a challenging task [110, 111, 112]. There are examples of failure going back several
decades [113, 114, 115]. Nonetheless random number generators will usually set out to pro-
vide random numbers that are usable for multiple purposes. In order to satisfy all requirements,
a random number generator will need to have the following properties, although it must be
noted that much of the earlier literature on random number generators focused on their suit-
ability for use in Monte-Carlo methods of simulation rather than for cryptographic purposes;
see, for example [116].
Unpredictability : given the complete history of all random numbers the system has previ-
ously generated, predictions of the next number are no better than chance.
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Non-Retrodictability : given the subsequent history of all random numbers generated after
a particular point, earlier numbers cannot be retrodicted with a probability better than
chance.
Homogeneity : each possible output of the random number generator has the same proba-
bility of being generated by any one invocation.
Some protocols require that the same random number not be used twice. The require-
ment that the same output not be generated twice is usually not explicitly implemented: the
assumption is made that for a suitably large output, the chance of duplication is negligible. In
protocols where the use of the same nonce twice permits the recovery of long-term keys (for
example, Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm [117]) this can present signiﬁcant diﬃcul-
ties; it was the re-use of nonces (albeit in an extreme scenario where no attempt was made
to generate a fresh nonce for each signature and the same one was used each time) that led
to the recovery of the signing key for the Sony PlayStation 3 [118]. And as we will discuss,
the assumption that the chance of duplicated output is small is a weak assumption in many
embedded systems.
There are two fundamental classes of random number generators suitable for use in cryp-
tographic protocols: those which use physical processes to generate randomness, and those
which use cryptographic algorithms to produce a stream of data from some initial seeding
material which is itself random.
Hardware
Random
Number
Generators use some physical process that is not predictable,
and generate numbers from this. Examples include thermal noise in resistors and zener
breakdown noise in reverse-biased diodes or transistors, the jitter in simple oscillators
and the intervals between neutron emissions in radioactive sources. These are often
seen as being the gold standard of RNGs.
The basic mode of operation is straightforward. A physical process is set up which gen-
erates either unpredictable intervals between events or unpredictable counts of events
in a ﬁxed time period (the diﬀerence is usually one of implementation). This can be done
directly from a process which generates discrete events, as in the case of radioactive
decay, or indirectly by generating noise and sampling it in some way. This data is then
either ﬁltered to remove systematic bias and used directly as randomness, or is used as
the seeding material for a pseudo random number generator.
Cryptographically
Secure
Pseudo
Random
Number
Generators take an initial secret, and
then generate a sequence of outputs which have the properties of random numbers,
subject to the secret remaining secret and the intractability of the functions that the
algorithm is based on. For example, the Blum-Blum-Shub algorithm [119] relies on the
hardness of ﬁnding square roots in a ﬁnite ﬁeld, while Fortuna [120] uses a block cipher
chosen by the implementer, typically AES [121], and therefore relies on the security of
that algorithm.
Although using a strong encryption algorithm or a computationally hard problem with a
secret input will generate random bits, the disclosure of the initial secret will permit the
calculation of all past and future values. Even this degree of security depends critically
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upon the cipher’s resistance to a known-plain-text attack or the hardness of the problem
in the face of increasing attacker capability.
In order to provide some protection against this, the usual construction (used in vari-
ous form in the ??????????? implementations in Unix and Unix-alikes, and formalised
in algorithms such as Fortuna) is to have a pool of bytes from which random data is
extracted by hashing, with the pool itself evolving via further hash operations involving
the injection of “entropy” from the environment. That “entropy” may take many forms,
including hardware random number generators. The assumption is that stirring together
a large range of entropy sources, of varying quality and varying assurance of quality, will
produce a result which is “better” in some sense than any of the individual sources.
There is also an assumption that cryptographic primitives are strong; in this case, that
hash functions are strong against pre-image attacks and produce an output which is
indistinguishable from random noise. The hope is that the size of the “entropy pool”
would make attacks infeasible, even if they could be performed with a probability of
success that is substantially better than chance.
Pseudo random number generators which operate independent of assumptions about
underlying cryptographic primitives have been promoted by agencies that might be ex-
pected to have a deep understanding of those primitives. Although later controversy
ﬁnally ruined the already tarnished reputation of the Dual Elliptic Curve Deterministic
Random Bit Generator [122] the basic premise of using a system which does not de-
pend on other cryptographic primitives resisting attack seems attractive. Unfortunately,
it had been conjectured [123, 124] that the construction, although sound mathemati-
cally, was vulnerable to an attack where the organisation constructing the constants for
a given implementation did so in a particular way which made it easy to predict values.
This concern, coupled with scepticism about the motives of the construction’s main pro-
moters, made it unattractive when it was originally standardised. Later revelations from
Edward Snowden have tended to conﬁrm the original doubts [125].
Although hardware random number generators are available on modern processors, they
are still not widely used. Even on relatively common platforms which have such facilities, oper-
ating systems have been slow to provide access to them; for example, Apple had early access
to Intel’s “Haswell” processors which contain a hardware random number generator [126], but
at the time of writing the OSX operating system does not make use of it. Even when such
devices are available, most commonly either as part of the processor or via the ﬁtment of a
TPM, the hardware random number generators are used as additional sources of “entropy” for
the system PRNG, rather than as standalone devices supply unmediated randomness (see,
for example, the architecture of the Solaris cryptographic framework [127] or the necessity to
use external user-space helpers to inject TPM randomness into the Linux kernel [128]).
What, then, is this “entropy”? The intent is that by stirring a continuous stream of unpre-
dictable events into the state of the PRNG, the three properties set out at the start of this
chapter can be delivered [129]. If the entropy is unpredictable, the state of the pool and there-
fore the random numbers extracted from it are unpredictable [130]. If the added entropy is not
known to an observer, even an attacker who is able to obtain the complete state of the PRNG
at some point in time will not be able to use it to recover later random numbers; although the
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primary defence against a stolen copy of the pool allowing the retrodiction of earlier random
numbers is the hash functions’ resistance to a pre-image attack, that the pool’s state has also
been modiﬁed by the addition of entropy does no harm.
However, unpredictable events that are neither observable or controllable by an attacker
are not easy to obtain.
The Linux kernel is a typical example of a modern operating system likely to be used for
secure applications [131]. Similar observations can be made of the Solaris and OSX kernels,
the source of both of which is now readily available. Based on an analysis of the object code
of its random number generator there is little reason to believe that Windows is substantially
diﬀerent [132].
There are four functions which provide data to be added to the Linux random pool, each
with notable problems.
• ??????????????????????? incorporates device identiﬁers and other static data, which
it is hoped vary from machine to machine even if they do not vary from boot to boot. It
is likely that most of this data is available to an attacker (although there is one, rather
anomalous call to this function from ???????????????????????, which may be more
unpredictable).
• ?????????????????????? uses the timing of input events from directly connected key-
boards and other “Human Interface Device” class peripherals such as mice. These are
unlikely to exist in the typical server or embedded system, and even if they are connected
will not be used signiﬁcantly.
• ????????????????????? feeds timing information from the disk subsystem back into the
pool. When ??????????? was ﬁrst proposed, this was one of the main sources of ran-
domness in a computer system: RAM was in short enough supply that most systems
would page regularly, and disk seek times were unpredictable because of air turbulence
within the disk enclosure [133]. Today, neither is true: RAM is plentiful enough that
systems providing a constant service may not need to make frequent seeks over any
substantial distance, and more importantly systems are using ﬂash (solid state) storage
which delivers predictable, constant seek times. By happenstance, ??????????? arose
when the presence of a hard drive was almost inevitable: unlike Solaris and other en-
terprise Unixes of the 1980s, Linux was very rarely used in diskless environments, while
solid state disks and plentiful RAM were in the future.
• ?????????????????????????? relies on the unpredictability of the precise time at which
interrupts are delivered to the operating system or, if the hardware supports it, the value of
a free-running high-speed timer at the time the interrupt is raised. This implicitly captures
the arrival time of network packets, although those can be observed or controlled by an
attacker. On any given system, it will require detailed analysis to determine whether the
timestamps on these events relate to free running clocks (which may have many tens of
bits of jitter if they are a poor quality oscillator subject to ﬂuctuations in temperature) or
to clocks conditioned by external references, which will be several orders of magnitude
more stable. In virtualised environments the ﬁdelity of the simulation of high-resolution
timers is poor: timers are quantised more coarsely than would be the case in a real
system.
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Another source of data for the entropy pool is the previous state of the entropy pool. On
Linux, although not always on other Unix derivatives, its state is saved at several points during
boot and shutdown, so that it can be used to initialise the pool the next time the machine is
booted. This has multiple problems:
• Many embedded systems have no re-writable disk, and boot from a ﬁxed image. That
ﬁxed image may be re-writable, but not by the running operating system. The system
boots from the same image each time, unless an update has been applied which, typ-
ically, replaces the entire image. They may be a separate piece of ﬂash memory that
holds conﬁguration data, but this will be small and not suitable for storing the entropy
pool.
This means that entropy cannot be saved from boot to boot, so the sole source of en-
tropy becomes the arrival of network packets during the current session of the operating
system, together with any eﬀects from temperature ﬂuctuation. In some cases there may
be a per-host secret available1 but in general, a particular embedded system will behave
very similarly to another instance of the same device, and an attacker able to observe
or control the arrival time of packets (for example, by playing network trace back into
a captive device) may be able to reproduce the entropy pool from which subsequent
random numbers are generated. The open literature does not have convincing accounts
of such attacks, but it would seem foolish to believe that research into them is not being
conducted either by intelligence agencies or the non-academic security research com-
munity.
Because of the way the standard Linux initialisation scripts are structured, the assump-
tion is made that the restored state is diﬀerent on each boot, even when either it is not
present at all or is a ﬁxed value. The random pool is re-seeded from the saved state early
in boot, and random numbers, in some cases used for security-sensitive purposes (the
portion of the ssh host key that guarantees forward secrecy, for example) are generated
from the pool without waiting for further entropy to be aggregated.
• Even if the pool can be saved, the saved pool is updated infrequently. The usual ap-
proach is to add the saved entropy pool to the embryonic pool resulting from the early
stages of boot, and then immediately save it back out again in the hope that it will be
somewhat diﬀerent. Given that most embedded devices lack a battery-backed real-
time clock, this is a somewhat vain endeavour: the only thing that will diﬀer from boot
to boot will be the temperature-induced frequency variation in the master oscillator, as
time stamps will all start from the same, predictable time. The pool is then not re-written
until the system is shut down in an orderly fashion (ie, by the execution of the system
“stop” scripts). In practice, most embedded devices run until they either crash or are
power-cycled, and orderly reboots are rare (indeed, it is common for embedded systems
to not expose any mechanism for performing an orderly shutdown). Adding a periodic
1Each controller in Fujitsu’s ADSL product contains a kilobyte of data taken from an RNG, embedded in the
system identity chip at the time of manufacture. This was speciﬁed “just in case”: the idea being that if at some
later stage there was a need to derive fresh keys, there would be means to do so using information not visible to
an outside observer. Network control elements have trouble obtaining any sort of useful entropy even though they
are managing a large number of network interfaces, because the “management plane” does not have direct sight
of the individual packet arrival times. Source: the author speciﬁed it.
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re-writing of the saved state would greatly improve matters, but does not seem to be
common: it would be interesting to investigate why this is the case.2
So, to summarise, “some, if not many, RNGs are of unknown quality, and the likelihood is
that the quality is lower rather than higher than desired.” When communicating with a remote
system, it is very diﬃcult, if not impossible, to determine the quality of the random number
generation, and this poor random number generation may place you at a risk of harm. Let us
take a brief diversion to an historic problem, and see the problems this issue can cause.
4.3.1 The
TCP ISN problem
TCP [134, 135] makes use of “sequence numbers” to identify each byte in a stream of data.
For a single connection, there are two sequence numbers, one for each direction. The initial
sequence number in each direction is determined by the transmitter when the session is es-
tablished, and the nth byte transmitted thereafter is identiﬁed as the initial sequence number
plus n (with the minor complication that some protocol operations are considered to consume
one byte in the sequence space).
The sequence numbers are agreed as follows:
1. The client sends a packet called a “SYN”, requesting a new connection (“SYN” is the
ﬂag in the header which indicates the desire to SYNchronise the sequence numbers).
The packet contains inter
alia the initial sequence number (“ISN”) the client will use, a
“port number” on the destination machine to identify the service being requested, and a
port number on the source machine to disambiguate multiple connections between the
same two machines accessing the same service.
2. Assuming the server intends to accept the connection, the server acknowledges the
SYN, and sends its own ISN (a “SYN-ACK”).
3. The client in turn acknowledges the server’s SYN, and the two parties then are able to
communicate using the agreed sequence numbers (“ACK”).
This “three-way handshake”, “SYN SYN-ACK ACK” is common to all TCP sessions prior
to data being transmitted.3
2One can speculate. For systems with ﬂash memory, early ﬂash devices were slow and had limited numbers
of re-write cycles. A manufacturer of long-lived embedded devices might be reluctant to compromise the life and
performance of a device for what they would see as a completely theoretical risk.
3In fact, the complete TCP state machine permits other sequences of packets to establish connections, and
permits the piggy-backing of data onto some parts of this. In reality, the widely deployed TCP implementations
do not support these: current TCP stacks either trace their origins to the Berkeley TCP/IP stack as distributed
in BSD Unix [136] or implement a similar interface, and the API provided by the Berkeley stack does not permit
some of the more esoteric connection establishment mechanisms. There has been recent discussion about “split
handshakes” [137] where the SYN-ACK packet is split into a SYN and an ACK, but the scenarios where these
packets arise are highly unusual. An implementation that attempted to, for example, send data with the third
packet of the handshake would probably encounter diﬃculty in inter-working, and the packets would be targets for
interception by intervening stateful ﬁrewalls or intrusion prevention systems. Similarly, tearing down a connection
with the standard API requires the exchange of four packets in most situations, although the state diagram indicates
it should be possible in three. The Berkeley “socket” API only supports a subset of the possible transitions, and
after thirty years the protocol has come to be deﬁned as much by the practical implementations as the original
state diagram. Documentation for long-dead TCP/IP implementations such as that for TOPS-20 [138] shows similar
limitations.
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A problem with the generation of ISNs was noted in 1985, in the infancy of TCP [139, 140].
At the time, the nascent Internet was only populated by large, expensive computers, and the
assumption was that those computers were in the control of honest administrators. This gave
rise to a crude remote login protocol called “rlogin”. Rlogin operated as follows:
1. The client runs a program which is “set uid”. The Unix “set uid” mechanism permits a
privileged user to install a program which, when executed, assumes the privileges of the
owner rather then the invoker. The Unix kernel prevents non-privileged programs from
using local ports numbered below 1024. ??????, running setuid to root, binds its source
port to 513, something an unprivileged program cannot do.
2. The client then connects to the ??????? server on a remote system, and simply sends
the username of the user that invoked it.
3. The server knows the name of the client system (by looking up its IP address) and has
been told the name of the user by a trusted party (?????? on a trusted machine). It looks
up the system/username pair, and if there is a match grants access.
Sequence space attacks allow this mechanism to be subverted. A weak attacker with the
ability to inject forged packets into the network, but who lacks the ability to intercept packets
other than those legitimately sent to them, can construct a SYN whose source address is
forged to be one of the trusted systems and send it to the server they are intending to attack.
The server responds with a SYN-ACK which the attacker cannot see.
The attacker does not know the server’s chosen ISN, and therefore cannot immediately
forge an acknowledgement of the SYN-ACK to establish a connection. However, if the attacker
can guess the sequence number the server chose, it can still complete the TCP handshake
and then send commands to be executed. It cannot see the responses to those commands,
but may well not care. It might, for example, add its own identity to the access database, or
maliciously delete all the ﬁles, or email a sensitive document.
Given the network performance of the era, the ISN was diﬃcult to guess: the attacker had
a 1 in 232 chance of success, and would therefore on average require 231 attempts. Today, any
attempt to perform such a brute-force attack would be detected and prevented by even the
most basic ﬁrewall. However, if the ISN of a connection is predictable given the ISN of previous
connections, the situation is rather diﬀerent: the attacker can make a normal connection from
a source address they control, which in the normal course of events reveals an ISN, and then
immediately follow it with an attempt to forge a connection from elsewhere.
In early TCP stacks, the ISN was not chosen in any way securely, and if an attacker could
observe one TCP connection, they would be able to guess with a high probability the ISN of the
next connection. They could make a connection from an untrusted machine to some public
service (machines of the era would have supported ???????, for example, which accepted a
connection and discarded all data sent over it), observe the ISN used by that connection, and
then use that to forge an rlogin request appearing to come from a trusted machine.
Similar attacks exist against the use of the source IP numbers for other access control
mechanisms (for example, “permit unauthenticated email from local users, but demand au-
thentication when they are remote”). There are a variety of mitigations [141], and it has long
been standard practice for boundary ﬁrewalls to reject incoming packets whose source ad-
dresses appear to be local [142]. But the general problem still needs to be solved.
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Later TCP stacks used a variety of techniques to make the ISN less predictable, but the re-
sults were very mixed. Research work by Michal Zalewski [143, 144] at the turn of the century
showed that most of the then-deployed operating systems, including specialised networking
OSes, had sequence numbers that were somewhat or entirely predictable. It is also worth not-
ing that his report, in terms, describes the so-called “Kaminsky attack” [145] on DNS request
identiﬁers that caused major concern nearly ten years later. A full solution requires careful
use of random numbers at various points in the networking stack, and those random numbers
have to be unpredictable to the attacker.
The problem, for a cautious user of network services, is that it is very diﬃcult to determine
the quality of the TCP stack with which one is communicating. For any individual user of a
system, the ISNs of successive connections may appear to be random. However, an attacker
who can observe many connections may well be able to predict sequence numbers, and use
that ability to construct an attack whose real victim (in terms of information loss, perhaps) is a
user, rather than an administrator, of the system. No matter how carefully a client constructs
their initial sequence number, an undetectably weak server may compromise the client’s se-
curity.
4.3.2 Diﬃe-Hellman
security
Asymmetric encryption allows two parties to communicate without previously having shared
a key in secret. However, it is slow and usually suﬀers from large amounts of “cipher-text
expansion”, where the encoded data is substantially larger than the plain-text. Therefore,
a common technique is to use asymmetric encryption to agree a session key, which is then
used with a symmetric algorithm which is faster (hardware implementations of symmetric block
ciphers can run at the speed of the fastest networks) and does not suﬀer from expansion (the
worst case is normally padding to an even multiple of a block, where a block is at most a few
hundred bytes).
There are two common mechanisms by which two parties can use asymmetric cryptogra-
phy to agree a session key.
Rivest-Shamir-Adelman
(RSA) Encryption [32] Alice publishes a public key, while keeping
the corresponding private key secret. Bob generates a random session key, encrypts it
using Alice’s public key and sends the result to Alice. Alice decrypts it, using the private
key only she knows. Alice and Bob now share a session key, while no observer can
calculate it. Correct use of the RSA algorithm is prone to error and requires some care
to obtain all the security properties that might be assumed. There is a variety of attacks
available, some of which are summarised in [146].
Diﬃe-Hellman
(DH) Encryption [147] Alice and Bob agree, in public, the parameters of a
multiplicative group. Each generates a random number which they keep secret, raises
an agreed element within the group to that number and sends the result to the other
party. By raising the value they receive to their own secret number, each party obtains
the agreed element raised to the power of the product of the two initial secrets, while no
observer can repeat the calculation. The shared secret is not usually suitable for use as
a key directly, but can be deterministically processed to make it so [148, 149].
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(Although most commonly described as operations in a cyclic group given by integers mod-
ulo a large prime, there exist analogues of each of these protocols using elliptic curves [150].
This does not materially aﬀect the issues that I now describe).
In the case of using RSA, the generation of the session key itself is entirely in the hands
of Bob. At the end of the protocol, the value Bob generated is known to both parties. If
Bob is concerned about the quality of the key generation they can improve the quality or size
of the key and have that reﬂected in the key used to encrypt subsequent exchanges. Alice’s
random number generation does not enter into the generation of the key; it may well be used to
randomise the asymmetric encryption, but the ability to predict these values will not in general
provide the attacker with an advantage.4
Unfortunately, using RSA in this manner has a major risk: if Alice’s private key leaks or is
otherwise compromised, all past communications are also compromised. An attacker who
has the private key can decode the key establishment phase of any past intercepted session,
recover the session key, and then decode the entire session.
This makes using DH attractive. Both parties generate a random number, and at the end of
the exchange they have agreed a shared secret derived from both of those random numbers,
which they can then convert into key material. Provided that both parties securely discard both
the generated key and initial secret random number, subsequent compromise of the systems
does not permit the attacker to decrypt past communications, a property known as perfect
forward secrecy.
Unfortunately, an attacker only needs to be able to predict one of the secrets and combine
it with the public information in order to learn the shared secret. During a DH exchange,
each party performs a calculation involving their secret and information that is public to any
observer; at no stage does either party learn or require the other’s initial random number.
This presents problems for Bob, who is a careful participant, when talking to Alice, who is
a widely used service, when Bob is concerned about Eve intercepting the communication. In
this situation, perhaps Alice is a webmail service, Bob is a user with privacy concerns, Eve is
a government agency.
On the one hand, Bob cannot be sure that Alice is generating random numbers honestly
or competently (dishonest implies malice; incompetence can happen for generally benign rea-
sons). Bob cannot even obtain the random numbers himself to make a cursory inspection that
they are not, for example, simple timestamps or counters. Tests for randomness exist [151],
but they will not distinguish between a pseudo-random number generator that is entirely de-
terministic once its initial seed values are set, and one which is using some external source
of entropy. For example, a stream of timestamps could be hashed using a secure hash func-
tion, and the output would pass tests for randomness. As equivalence to a random oracle
is a desired property for a secure hash function, failure to pass such tests would make it un-
acceptable as a secure hash [152]. But as in this scenario Bob does not have access to the
random numbers Alice generates, even such tests are not available.
Alternatively, Bob may not be able to verify that his own device generates high quality
4An attacker able to guess the nonces used in RSA encryption can perform an oﬄine attack to check guessed
values for the plain-text, by encrypting the guess with the same nonce and the public key, and seeing if the
result matches the cipher-text. However, this is equivalent to guessing the session key and checking the guess
by decrypting a packet from the session, and as asymmetric encryption is substantially slower than symmetric
encryption, it is this latter method than an attacker would use.
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random numbers; no matter how much faith he has in Alice’s generation of random numbers,
the secrecy of the session key depends on Eve being unable to predict the random numbers
that both Alice and Bob generate, and the failure of either of them to perform this task correctly
fatally compromises the protocol.
4.3.3 A rôle
for
trusted
execution
Trusted execution provides a mechanism to prove that a result was computed with a speciﬁc
piece of code, using data that is linked to that code. Whether by attestation or by the use of
a secret sealed to that code, or both, the client can be conﬁdent of the instructions that were
executed to produce the result, and if there are security properties associated with that code
can be conﬁdent that those properties hold for a particular instance of execution.
However, this still does not address the issue of random numbers. Trusted execution will, if
it is delivered via a TPM, have access to random numbers from the TPM itself. However, there
are concerns as to whether these are universally of high quality [31]. The random number
generator is one of the areas in which the manufacturer of a TPM is free to use their own
design, so the problem of assurance is compounded by needing to distinguish between each
manufacturer and each iteration of that manufacturer’s design.
Manufacturers are in any event reluctant to describe in detail the structure of the random
number generators embedded in hardware, and even if they do, actually conﬁrming that the
silicon matches the design is a major undertaking. This might be within the capabilities of
a major national facility with a large budget, but the complete reverse engineering of a chip
design is a major undertaking even for such an organisation. It is not enough to conﬁrm, for
example, that a suitable hardware random number generator is ﬁtted to the TPM: you would
also need to conﬁrm that the hardware random number generator is the source of random
numbers actually used by the rest of the chip.
The same issue applies to other hardware random number generators: their properties
are unknown and diﬃcult to evaluate. As an example, there is an undocumented hardware
RNG provided on the Broadcom BCM2835 used on the popular Raspberry Pi: Broadcom
are only willing to release details of the RNG to other manufacturers and integrators under a
non-disclosure agreement, and even with those details conﬁrming that the silicon as supplied
matches that description would be a major engineering task of limited value. Broadcom supply
a device driver for Linux which permits access to the hardware RNG, but it is entirely opaque:
bytes are read from a memory location, and the presence in the driver of comments such as
??? ??????? ??????? ????????? ??? ????? ??????? ?? ???? ?? ????????? (relating to
code controlled by the ???????????????? constant) and ?????? ?????? ???? ?????? ????
hardly ﬁll the user with conﬁdence.
TPMs and other hardware random number generators are therefore commonly used as an
additional source of entropy for an operating system’s existing facilities. The pragmatic reason
for this is simple: applications deal with only one source of randomness, and do not need to be
altered or reconﬁgured to cope with diﬀerent platform capabilities. But there is a reasonable
security argument as well. If the hardware RNG is sound, the quality of the operating system’s
random numbers is improved. If the hardware RNG is unsound in some way, no beneﬁt ac-
crues, but the system RNG is not made any weaker than it already was.5 Software like ????
5In principle, a defective random number generator which supplied endless, high bandwidth zeroes could dilute
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exists to read data from a random number generator, perform some checking to ensure that
the data passes minimal tests of randomness, and inject it into the operating system RNG.
Unfortunately, if the TPM random number generator is used simply as a source of entropy
to seed a PRNG, the linkage between the TPM and the actual random numbers used by ap-
plications is weak, and any attestation by the TPM of its operation would be of very limited
value. To prove to a remote challenger that the system RNG is, in fact, being seeded with the
output of a hardware random number generator is extremely diﬃcult, and begs the question
of how the hardware random number generator would be veriﬁed.
In the next section, we describe a mechanism to decouple session key generation from
TPM random number generators, while still maintaining the beneﬁts of trusted execution.
4.3.4 Session
key
generation
In the previous chapter, we veriﬁed the operation of pieces of application logic, depending only
on the TPM and a small set of facilities embedded in the processor. The particular example
we used was based on the Flicker system, but the protocol that follows is not bound to that
particular mechanism: any means of providing an oracle which two parties trust, and are able
to prove to another part is actually in use, is suﬃcient.
Operation
• Assume a generator g in a multiplicative group of a ﬁnite ﬁeld, or an elliptic curve group.
Given gx it is infeasible to compute x.
• Assume an oracle which has an associated secret xa. The oracle takes an input y and
returns yxa and a proof that the computation was performed by the oracle. The code
for the oracle is public; xa is secret to the oracle alone (this can be implemented using
Flicker, Trustvisor, etc).
Alice is a server. Multiple clients Bobi wish to communicate with Alice. At least one Bobi
is unwilling to trust the ability of Alice to generate random numbers that cannot be guessed
by an attacker.
Alice uses the oracle once to compute gxa , which is public. Alice then generates distinct
session keys for successive sessions with various Bobi as follows:
1. Alice chooses a new public n; a monotonically increasing timestamp or counter is suﬃ-
cient.
2. Alice computes ya := gxa .gn (which is equal to gxa+n), and sends it to Bobi. This does
not require use of the oracle as Alice already has gxa . In a conventional Diﬃe-Hellman
exchange, Alice generates a random number which has to be kept secret until the ex-
change has been completed, and then discarded securely. In this case, there is no such
random number: at this point, the only secret material that Alice has is the sealed xa.
the randomness pool, driving out other sources. It is the responsibility of the designer of the aggregation functions
to ensure that the failure of one entropy source to deliver credible data cannot cause this failure.
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3. Alice receives yb from Bobi. For a key private to the two parties to be generated this
must be the result of Bobi computing yb := gxb for some private xb.
4. Alice computes key Ka := ybxa .ybn, using the oracle to obtain ybxa . Bobi computes
Kb := yaxb . Ka = Kb, because both are g(xa+n).xb . The key is fresh because xa + n is
previously unused. Secrecy depends only on the secrecy of xa and xb.
Advantages
• The oracle is only invoked once per exchange, and contains no mutable state. This has
performance beneﬁts (trusted execution mechanisms are often not fast) and also allows
us to reason about its correctness using the techniques of the previous chapter.
• No Bob has to trust Alice’s random numbers, only the secrecy of xa (for which we have
proofs) and their own xb. The protocol is also backwards-compatible with standard DH
where the random numbers are trusted.
• Session keys are still fresh, provided n is not re-used with any given xa.
• Alice does not need to maintain the secrecy of initial random contributions to the proto-
col. gxa , gn and n are all public, so Alice only needs to maintain the secrecy of the actual
session key, rather than the components which go into its construction.
4.3.5 Attestation
In order for Bob to trust that Alice is generating keys honestly, it is necessary for Alice to prove
to Bob that the shared key was generated by the operation of this protocol, rather than by
some other mechanism which is not trustworthy. There is nothing we have so far described
that prevents Alice from claiming to use this hardware-anchored mechanism, but in fact either
performing a standard Diﬃe-Hellmen exchange with some other source of random numbers,
or indeed using a timestamp or other value that is known to the attacker. On the assumption
that the oracle is anchored to a TPM, this involves the use of attestation.
We have not as yet discussed TPM attestation. Attestation forms a signature over a set of
PCR values in such a way that a verifying party can conﬁrm that the PCR values are those that
are expected, and that the signature has been made by a genuine TPM. The verifying party
speciﬁes a set of PCRs that are of interest, and supplies that information along with a nonce
which ensures that the attestation is fresh. The TPM takes the speciﬁed PCR values and the
nonce and forms a signature, which is returned to the verifying party for checking.
All TPMs have an Endorsement Key which is used to recognise a genuine TPM. Conceptu-
ally, attestation would work correctly if the EK were used to sign attestations: it is a key, unique
to the TPM, whose private part is protected by the TPM and whose public part is signed to
show that it belongs to a TPM. However, in the design of the TPM, it was recognised that if
the same EK were used for all attestations, any concept of anonymity or unlinkability in the
use of a platform with a TPM would be lost. Any application which needed to check the PCR
values would need to request an attestation, and all the attestations from a single TPM would
be signed with the EK. This would permit the linking of each and every use of the platform for
any purpose, simply by looking at the public EK that was used to sign an attestation.
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The TPM therefore forms the signatures on attestations using an Attestation Identity Key,
or AIK, of which there may be many. An AIK is generated by the TPM, which then uses either
a Privacy CA or Direct Anonymous Attestation to have that key signed as proof that it was
generated by a device which has an EK. In the simpler case of using a Privacy CA, the Privacy
CA receives the AIK signed by the EK, which it can verify as coming from a genuine TPM, and
the Privacy CA then re-signs the AIK using its own key which is trusted by veriﬁers. A TPM can
have multiple AIKs which cannot be linked either to each other or to the EK. Direct Anonymous
Attestation is a more complex scheme which allows a similar outcome without the use of a
Privacy CA.
For the purposes of our example, this additional complexity is not required: we are con-
sidering Bob as interacting with a public service that is not attempting to run multiple services
while concealing that they share a common platform, and that the AIK certiﬁcate will be, in-
deed should be, well known. For consistency with published speciﬁcations we will notate the
signature as being made with an AIK, but use of the EK would not reveal additional informa-
tion. We will therefore not consider in detail the process by which an AIK is generated from a
TPM containing an EK.
Forming
an
attestation: waiting
for
the
request
The conventional use of attestation would permit the verifying party to conﬁrm that a key had
been generated using a speciﬁc PAL as an oracle. It would proceed as follows:
1. Alice and Bob generate a shared key, as previously described, with one modiﬁcation.
Prior to extending PCR17 with the ﬁxed public constant that renders it unusable for any
unsealing, the PAL extends it with a measurement (hash) of the key that was generated.
2. Bob sends Alice a nonce and a request for signed attestation to the value of PCR17,
which reﬂects the execution of the PAL.
3. Bob will receive a signature over the nonce and the PCR value, the PCR value in turn
being the successive extensions of the initial value, a measurement of the code, a mea-
surement of the generated key and the ﬁxed public constant. Bob veriﬁes the signature,
using a certiﬁcate for the AIK, and then veriﬁes that the PCR value is as expected.
Unfortunately, this mechanism has several problems. It is slow, and will greatly reduce
the throughput Alice is able to sustain. It requires that the PCR value remain unchanged until
Bob has requested a nonce. As our intent is that the mechanism be backwards-compatible
with clients that wish to interact with a standard Diﬃe-Hellman mechanism, this involves Alice
waiting until she is certain that Bob is not going to make such a request before proceeding with
the next client’s request. That will reduce the number of connections the oracle can establish:
the oracle cannot be used again until the timeout expires.
Forming
an
attestation: always
doing
it
Rather than Bob supplying a nonce for the purpose of forming the attestation, we can instead
rely on data that has already been exchanged. As soon as the shared key has been calculated,
Alice can immediately perform a ????????? operation using Bob’s contribution gxb as a nonce.
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This can be requested from the TPM immediately the result is returned from the execution of
the PAL. The attestation can be stored as part of the session state, and is securely linked to
the session key, so Bob can at any time request it and conﬁrm that session key was generated
by the PAL.
Unfortunately, this mechanism also has a performance problem. ????????? operations
are not fast, as they involve substantial RSA operations. Although we have now removed the
requirement to give Bob time to request an attestation, we may well in fact be worse oﬀ: if,
as is likely, only a minority of sessions are checked in this way, the time and resources used
by calculating an attestation for every session may be greater than the problems associated
with introducing a small pause after each calculation before the next session can be initiated.
Whether the TPM is sat idle so as not to disturb its PCRs or calculating a signature that no-one
will use is irrelevant: in neither case can it do the useful work of calculating the next session
key.
Forming
an
attestation: generate
it
on
demand
If, as is likely, only a small proportion of connections have their credentials veriﬁed, it would
be better to only generate on demand the attestation that proves that the key was generated
using the correct mechanism. However, by that time the PCR values will almost certainly have
been destroyed, either by the generation of the key for another session or by the use of the
TPM for some other purpose.
However, we take advantage of the fact that the calculation performed by the PAL is de-
terministic: for the same input, it always gives the same output. The values n and gxb are
assumed to be available to the attacker; the former because we have stated that Alice does
not keep it secret, the latter because it is passed over a public channel. There is therefore no
harm in storing in the session control block data already known to a potential attacker.
In this variation, Bob can at any time request an attestation, supplying a nonce of his choice.
Alice then recomputes the session key, using the saved data from the protocol exchange, and
immediately performs a ????????? using the supplied nonce.
The price that is paid for this is that the complete session key computation has to be
repeated, including the unsealing of the private component xa, prior to the forming of the
attestation. It would require experience gathered from real-world usage to determine which
solution was best.
Forming
an
attestation: nonces
The standard mechanism for obtaining an attestation requires a nonce. That nonce is supplied
by the verifying party and included in the object that the signature made by the TPM is formed
over. This ensures that the signature is fresh (dates from after the request was made), which
matters in some common scenarios for using attestations. For example, an attestation can be
used to verify that a platform is in a particular conﬁguration at, or after, a particular point in time.
Without the nonce, an attacker can pre-generate an attestation, then alter the conﬁguration of
the platform. If challenged the pre-generated attestation would convince the verifying party,
were it not for the nonce. The nonce, therefore, needs to be unpredictable and drawn from a
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range suﬃciently large that an attacker cannot simply generate one attestation against each
possible value. These are not minor requirements.
However, this does not apply in the case of using a PAL to generate a session key. The
PCR is extended with the hash of the key that has just been generated. The attestation is
therefore over a hash which includes a measurement of the key, and the key is known to the
verifying party. The attestation cannot be calculated until the key has been generated, and
the key cannot be generated until the initial contribution from Bob has been sent. Therefore,
provided that the initial contribution is unpredictable, the measurement of the key ensures that
the attestation can relate only to a run of the PAL that generated that particular key. Hence
no nonce is required, or, alternatively, any nonce that is used can be known to the attacker in
advance.
Forming
an
attestation: summary
• Although in general a nonce is required to form a trustworthy attestation, in this case
one is not necessary. Any arbitrary data can be used, if the API requires it, but it is not
required.
• The attestation can either be formed each time the protocol is run, if most of all of the runs
culminate in a request for an attestation, or alternatively can be generated on demand
by re-running the key generation with the same inputs. The attestation proves that the
key was generated by the PAL, rather than by some other means, and therefore proves
that it was generated by an entity that knows xa.
4.3.6 Generating
the
initial
secret
We have left until last a question that has lain unanswered throughout this section: where does
xa come from, and how does Bob know it was generated fairly? At some point, a random
number generator must be used, either within the TPM or from somewhere else. The details
of this will depend upon the assurance requirements of the users.
A random number generator will be improved by discarding substantial quantities of gen-
erated randomness both prior and subsequent to the generation of one random value. An at-
tacker would have to predict or retrodict the state through a much longer sequence of states.
Several such random numbers can be generated, without being revealed outside the TPM,
and then combined in order to form the required secret. Unless the TPM’s random number
generator is fatally ﬂawed, in which case its other properties (including sealing, as that relies
on the generation of keys) must be suspect as well, this process will suﬃce; as it only needs
to be executed once, the volume of randomness discarded on each side of the selection of
the secret can be vast.
Alternatively, an external RNG can be used. The TPM is used to generate a key pair, and
some external random process — perhaps one capable of being independently audited, or
one which is more trusted by the user community — can be used to generate an initial secret,
which is encrypted using the public key and passed to a trusted execution module which
decrypts the randomness and seals it to the oracle. This has weaknesses in the chain of
custody: the external RNG could reveal its selected number. But it permits the use of an RNG
of a higher quality, or more assured quality, than that embedded in the TPM. This is not a
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complete solution, as the key will be protected by TPM’s sealing mechanism, which in turn
depends on the TPM RNG; a threat analysis of the problems raised by this will depend on the
precise application and assurance sought.
4.3.7 Security
properties
Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange requires only that the initial secrets, used as the exponent, be
secret and unpredictable by the attacker; it does not place requirements on the relationship
between successive secrets. This is not a well-explored area, however, and there may be
weaknesses which mean that using a simple counter is not suﬃcient. If that proved to be the
case, then a weak random number generator with a secret oﬀset might resolve it.
4.4 Summary
of
chapter
We presented three applications for trusted execution. Two are well-established mechanisms
taken from existing literature which we intend to verify. One is a novel variation on an existing
algorithm which is enabled by trusted execution.
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Chapter
5
An
approach
to
trusted
execution
and
its
modelling
5.1 Background
5.1.1 Trusted
computing
Hardware
primitives
A TPM can provide evidence that a system is running in a particular conﬁguration through the
use of platform conﬁguration registers (PCRs). The TPM only allows the PCRs to be reset to
initial values by privileged instructions or at system reset. They can however be extended at
any time. Extension involves hashing the current value of the PCR with another value; a PCR
containing value p is extended with x by concatenating p with x, hashing the result and making
this the new value of the PCR.
When a software module is loaded, its measurement, conventionally consisting of a secure
hash of the code, can be extended into a PCR. A sequence of such extensions will result in a
PCR value that is unique to the set of modules so measured, and the order in which they were
measured, starting from an initial measure of trusted code loaded at boot-time.
Secret information can be sealed against a set of PCR values. The TPM encrypts the in-
formation using a key that the TPM control, and the TPM will perform the matching decryption
if and if only the PCRs are in a speciﬁc state.
The TPM will also provide an attestation to the current state of the PCRs, by providing a
signature over the PCR values using a signing key which is private to the TPM, but whose
matching public part is widely available.
That the machine has loaded and executed the expected code can therefore be demon-
strated in two ways: an attestation provides direct evidence of the state of the PCRs, while
unsealing may provide indirect evidence by (for example) permitting the software to unseal
and use a particular piece of key material.
Although in principle this provides a means to verify the integrity of code as it is loaded, only
the loading of an exact sequence of modules will produce a particular PCR. Any change to any
one of the modules will produce a diﬀerent value. So in practice, this limits the measurement
of the whole conﬁguration to embedded or other strongly change-controlled systems: the
process of booting a general purpose operating system from initial power-on to user login
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has too many variable elements, and changes too frequently. Additionally, because code is
measured at the point of loading, an attacker who can access memory (for example, any
attacker who is able to obtain supervisor-mode access to the operating system) can overwrite
already-measured code without altering the PCR value.
To address these issues, version 1.2 of the TPM speciﬁcation introduced the concept of a
dynamic root of trust. Rather than tracing execution back to power-on, a privileged instruction
can be used to reset PCRs in a new bank (17–22), initialised at power-on to all-ones (??), directly
to all-zeroes (??). These resetable PCRs are then available to be extended with measurements
from the reset onwards, rather than from power-on. This functionality is the basis for dynamic
measurement technology, such as Intel’s Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) [153] and AMD’s
Secure Virtual Machine (SVM) [154].
As the Intel and AMD technologies operate in a similar fashion, for simplicity we only con-
sider the AMD SVM technology; the diﬀerences do not aﬀect our argument in any material
way. SVM provides a privileged command SKINIT, which creates a protected environment in
which code can execute free from external inﬂuences. The unit of code to be executed with
this protection is called a Secure Loader Block (SLB). When the SKINIT instruction is exe-
cuted, interrupts and DMA are disabled to prevent access to the SLB and the resetable PCRs
are reset. The SLB is sent to the TPM for measurement (using a hash function) and the result
is extended into PCR17. The SLB is then executed.
Flicker
architecture
Flicker [44] provides a mechanism for executing pieces of code with speciﬁc guarantees of
privacy and integrity by making use of dynamic measurement. It uses Intel TXT or AMD SVM
technology to measure and protect an SLB, which consists of initialisation and clean-up (SLB
Core) and application functionality (Pieces of Application Logic, PAL); the measurement allows
the SLB to unseal data which is private, while the protection allows execution using the results
of that unsealing to happen without interference.
Flicker provides the framework for this mechanism to be used to execute PALs. A standard
SLB template is provided (although that can be modiﬁed for speciﬁc purposes) which makes
writing a PAL easier. Appropriate kernel services are made available to enable execution.
The standard SLB template provides some additional functionality. It provides a standard
mechanism for passing arguments in to the PAL and passing out results. After execution of the
PAL has completed, but before the SLB exits, the SLB measures the inputs and the outputs
of the PAL and extends their value into PCR17, and then extends a ﬁxed public constant into
PCR17. One eﬀect of this is to leave the PCRs in a state which is of no use to an attacker
who is attempting to unseal conﬁdential data; the extension with the ﬁxed public constant
leaves a value against which no data will have been sealed. It also provides a veriﬁable chain
to prove the execution: PCR17 is left as the result of successively extending an initial ?? with
the measurements of the SLB, any inputs, any outputs and ﬁnally the ﬁxed public constant. A
later TPM_Quote operation on PCR17 provides an attestation as a veriﬁable link between the
inputs, the outputs and the SLB for a veriﬁer.
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????(x, ????(x, y)) → y
????(x, ????(??(x), y, z)) → z
????(??????(x, y)) → x
????(??????(x, y)) → y
????(??????(x, y, z)) → x
????(??????(x, y, z)) → y
????(??????(x, y, z)) → z
Figure 5.1: Additional Constructors and Reductions
5.1.2 Veriﬁcation
tools
ProVerif
ProVerif is an automated theorem proving tool, which accepts both Horn clauses [155] and
ProVerif process calculus [156] language as its input. ProVerif translates its input into Horn
clauses if necessary, and then determines whether speciﬁed queries are reachable from that
initial knowledge. The ProVerif process calculus language is similar to the applied pi calcu-
lus [157] and is reviewed in the ﬁrst part of Figure 5.2; the details of the syntax can be found
in [156].
ProVerif will check security properties by assuming that an arbitrary adversary process
is run in parallel with the supplied processes. ProVerif allows processes to send terms built
over a signature including names and variables: these terms model the messages that are
exchanged during a protocol. Cryptographic operations are modelled by constructors and
reductions such as ?(x, y) for the hash result of the concatenation of x and y and ???(x) for
the md5 value of x. Other constructors and reductions that we use are shown in Figure 5.1.
The ﬁrst two reductions model symmetric and asymmetric decryption of messages in the usual
way. The last ﬁve reductions model the tuple actions: they allow us to store related items in
2- and 3-element tuples, and extract the ﬁrst, second and (where relevant) third items.
StatVerif
StatVerif [4] extends the ProVerif calculus language with global state. In order to model the
global state, the ﬁnal ﬁve processes in Figure 5.2 have been added. The process [s $→ M ]
represents a state cell s that has the initial value M . Process ???? s ?? x; P reads the value
of the cell s (calling it x); process s := M ; P assigns M to s; ????; P obtains exclusive access
to the state cells and ??????; P releases the lock on the state cells. In each case, the process
continues as P . As a part of StatVerif calculus syntax, some minor additional restrictions are
required; details are available in [4].
The application StatTrans is used to translate StatVerif process calculus into corresponding
Horn clauses which are then veriﬁed using ProVerif.
Horn
clauses
Both ProVerif and StatVerif work by translating the process language into Horn clauses [158,
159]. Like ProVerif, StatVerif uses two special predicates ??? and ???? to represent the knowl-
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M,N ::= terms
x, y, z variables
a, b, c, k, s names
f(M1, . . . ,Mn) constructor application
P,Q ::= processes
0 nil
???(M,N); P output
??(M,x); P input
P | Q parallel composition
!P replication
??? a; P restriction
let x = g(M1, . . . ,Mn)
in P ????Q destructor application
??M = N ???? P ???? Q conditional
[s $→M ] state
???? s ?? x; P read
s := M ; P assign
????; P begin locked section
??????; P end locked section
The terms and the processes up to and including the conditional are from ProVerif [156]; the remaining
processes are StatVerif [4] additions.
Figure 5.2: The StatVerif calculus
edge of the attacker and the messages exchanged between processes. Unlike ProVerif, the
numbers of the parameters to the two predicates depend on how many state cells are deﬁned.
In this paper, we only consider the case of one state cell; models with more than one state
cells can be transformed into models with one cell by tupling. With one state cell, StatVerif
translates process language into Horn clauses with the binary predicate ??? and the ternary
predicate ????. The fact ???(M1,M2) means that the attacker has the value M2 in the state
M1. The fact ????(M1,M2,M3) means that the message M3 has appeared on the channel M2
in the state M1.
5.2 A model
of
trusted
execution
In this section, we model the functionality of dynamic measurement and TPM. We introduce a
modelling language, TXML, along with its semantics. We describe a theorem that allows us to
bound the length of traces such that models can be veriﬁed with available tools. To illustrate
our model, we introduce a simple Flicker-based decryption oracle. We then formally deﬁne
our model, using this decryption oracle as a running example.
5.2.1 Simpliﬁcations
and
abstractions
We simplify both Flicker and the TPM, but in ways which grant additional powers to the at-
tacker. If the attacker cannot compromise our simpliﬁed system, he also cannot compromise
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the full system. We omit TPM authdata, normally required to authenticate access to the TPM.
This is a speciﬁc case of our assumption that the attacker has access to all the data and fa-
cilities of the computer. We assume that all keys required by the TPM have been created and
are permanently loaded in the TPM. For simplicity, we consider a TPM with only PCR17, as it
is suﬃcient to model the facilities we are using. Finally, as we are analysing the secrecy prop-
erties of the system rather than the correctness of attestations, we omit the SLB’s extension
of its input and output into PCR17.
5.2.2 An
introductory
example
Our introductory example is a decryption oracle implemented as an SLB. Any object supplied
to the SLB is decrypted using ?????? and returned to the user. The intent is that ??????
is never revealed outside the oracle. In order to prevent the oracle being used to decrypt
arbitrary cipher-texts, a check is made for the presence of a pre-arranged tag. Our concern is
the privacy of the decryption key in the face of a powerful attacker, so the tag is made available
to the attacker.
We represent the oracle SLB as ???? which receives as input the sealed ?????? and an
object which is to be treated as cipher-text. ???? attempts to unseal ??????. If that succeeds
it uses ?????? to decrypt the cipher-text. If that succeeds, and the tag is found in the plain-
text, the plain-text is output. Finally, the ﬁxed public constant ??? is extended into PCR17 to
revoke access to the secrets.
Assuming the correctness of the TPM unsealing function, ?????? can only be unsealed
when PCR17 value is ?(??, ????). Due to the operation of dynamic measurement, PCR17 can
be set to ?(??, ????) only by the execution of ???? with an SKINIT instruction. ???? itself uses,
but does not output, ??????. Consequently, ?????? is not exposed outside the decryption
oracle.
5.2.3 Trusted
Execution
Modelling
Language
We present a formal model of trusted execution. This models a machine equipped with a
simpliﬁed TPM which oﬀers sealing, unsealing, resetting, reading and extension of the PCR.
The machine also allows users to execute programs in the protected execution environment
provided by dynamic measurement.
We introduce the syntax and semantics of a language, TXML1. We then model the decryp-
tion oracle example and deﬁne transformations from one strategy, which is used to model a
list of commands in TXML, to another strategy. Finally, we prove some interesting properties
of the transformations under certain conditions.
Syntax
Suppose sets N of names including 0, 1, ?????, ?????, . . .; V of variables with typical elements
x, y, z, . . .. The letters u, v, w, . . . range over V ∪ N. Typical constructor function symbols,
including at least ?/2, ????/2, ????/3, ??/1 and???????/1, are represented as f . These represent
respectively the SHA1 hash function, symmetric and asymmetric encryption, the derivation of
1Trusted eXecution Modelling Language.
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statement ::=
x := ?(u1, .., un) | x := ?(u1, .., un) |
x := ????(u, v) | x := ??????(u) |
??????(u) | ????? |
????? u = v | ????
command ::=
statement |
x := ??????{list(statement); ???u}
x := ????{list(statement); ???u}
program ::=
list(command)
Figure 5.3: Syntax of TXML
a public key from a private key, and the measurement with SHA1 of a fragment of program text.
Typical destructor function symbols, including at least ????/2 and ????/2, are represented as g.
These represent respectively symmetric and asymmetric decryption. We deﬁne terms t1,t2,. . .
over V ∪ N in the usual way. The rewrite rules t1 → t2 where t1,t2 are over variables include at
least ????(x, ????(x, y)) → y and ????(x, ????(x, y, z)) → z, linking associated encryption and
decryption operations.
The syntax of TXML, used to describe programs running on the machine, is shown in
Figure 5.3 and described as follows:
• x := ?(u1, .., un) and x := ?(u1, .., un) are applications of constructors and destructors.
• x := ????(u, v), x := ??????(u), ??????(u) and ????? are the actions of sealing and unsealing
data, extending a PCR and resetting the TPM.
• ????? u = v conﬁrms the equality of two terms.
• ???? is the null action.
• x := ??????{list(statement); ???u} is a list of statements that are executed protected by
SKINIT, which return u.
• x := ????{list(statement); ???u} is analogous to x := ??????{. . . ; ???u}. However, it
does not modify the PCR value. ???? is not available to the programmer or the attacker,
and cannot appear in the deﬁnition of an SLB; it is present in TXML as a technical con-
venience that we use during transformation.
Semantics
We will be using TXML as the basis for our proof that we can bound the number of SKINITs
used by the attacker. We therefore need to deﬁne its semantics. We consider conﬁgurations
(?, p), where the attacker’s knowledge base ? : V → ground terms is a partial function and p
is a ground term. We assume ? is extended to V ∪N, as the identity function on N. The initial
conﬁguration is (?init, 1). Transitions between conﬁgurations are labelled by programs. We
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(?, p) ????−−→ (?, p)
(?, p) x:=?(u1,..,un)−−−−−−−−→ (?[x→ ?(?(u1), ..,?(un))], p)
(?, p) x:=?(u1,..,un)−−−−−−−−−→ (?[x→ t], p)
if ?(t1, .., tn)→ tn+1 is a reduc
and ?(ui) = tiσ and t = tn+1σ
(?, p) x:=????(u,v)−−−−−−−→
(?[x→ ????(??(?????), ?, (?????,?(u),?(v)))], p)
if ?(u) ̸= ⊥
(?, p) x:=??????(u)−−−−−−−−→ (?[x→ t], p)
if p ̸= ⊥and?(u) = ????(??(?????), ?, (?????, p, t))
(?, p) ??????(u)−−−−−−→ (?, ?(p,?(u)))
if p ̸= ⊥
(?,⊥) ??????(u)−−−−−−→ (?,⊥)
(?, p) ?????−−−→ (?, 1)
(?, p) ????? u=v−−−−−−→ (?, p)
if ?(u) = ?(v)
(?, p) x:=??????{L;???u}−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (?[x→ ?′(u)], p′)
if (?, ?(0,???????(L))) L=⇒ (?′, p′)
(?, p) x:=????{L;???u}−−−−−−−−−−−→ (?[x→ ?′(u)], p)
if (?, ?(0,???????(L))) L=⇒ (?′, p′)
Figure 5.4: The relation C−→
assume side conditions that ?(x) is deﬁned and ? is non-deterministically chosen whenever
we write ?(x) and ?. We also assume an injective function ??????? : TXML∗ → N taking a
sequence of TXML commands and returning a name.
(?, p) C−→ (?′, p′) means that when the knowledge base is ? and the PCR value is p, and the
attacker performs command C, his new knowledge base will be ?′, and the new PCR value
will be p′. The relations C−→, which relates to individual commands, and S=⇒, which relates to
sequences of commands, are deﬁned in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 shows the semantics of each command in TXML. Let S be a TXML program.
The relation S=⇒ is deﬁned as (?, p) ∅=⇒ (?, p) in the case that S is the null program. In other
cases, (?, p) C;S==⇒ (?′, p′) if (?, p) C−→ (?′′, p′′) and (?′′, p′′) S=⇒ (?′, p′).
To clarify some of the more complex rules:
• A sealed blob consists of the encryption of (?????, p, t), where ????? is a constant known
only to the TPM, p is the PCR state which must be current for an unsealing operation to
succeed, and t is the data which has been sealed. The encryption is done with a public
key, whose private part is available only within the TPM. The rules for ?????? add the
secret t to the attacker’s knowledge base if the required PCR value in the sealed blob
matches the current PCR value.
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• In the rule for ??????{L; ???u}, we ﬁrst compute the eﬀect of Lwhen run from knowledge
base K and a PCR value reﬂecting the measurement of L.
• ???? is similar to ??????, except that the ﬁnal PCR value is p rather than p′. As men-
tioned, ???? is not used in source TXML programs; we use it in our transformation.
Modelling
the
introductory
example
Two objects are supplied to the decryption oracle: a sealed blob containing the symmetric
key pre-sealed against PCR17 with the value of ?? extended with the measurement of the
decryption oracle’s program, and some message encrypted with the symmetric key. Therefore,
the initial knowledge base is:
?init_DO = {
xsdata = ????(??(?????), ?,
(?????, ?(0,???????(????)), ??????)),
xEncBlob = ????(??????,???????)
}
where ???? is the program:
?????? ?? ?????? ?
??????? ?? ???????????????
?????? ??????????
???????? ?? ????????????? ??????????
???? ?? ???????????????
????? ???? ? ???????
????? ?? ???????????????
????????????
??? ?????????
??
The security property we are checking is the secrecy of the symmetric key ??????. To
attempt to obtain the key, the attacker can adopt any strategy. The desired security property
is therefore that there is no TXML program S, knowledge base ?′, PCR values p, p′ and variable
x such that (Kinit_DO, p)
S=⇒ (?′, p′) and ?′(x) = symKey.
Transformations
of
strategies
The security property above requires reasoning over all possible TXML programs S. We show
that it is suﬃcient to consider only programs involving a bounded number of ??????s and
?????s. To achieve this, we transform any strategy S into a new strategy S′ that is equivalent
to S and has a number of ??????s and ?????s which is bounded by a value derivable from
the initial knowledge base. This allows us to use automatic tools to search for strategies that
achieve a certain goal and model at most this number of ??????s and ?????s; if none are found,
we may conclude that there are no longer strategies that achieve the goal.
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The transformation performs two changes. First, unseal operations that are not necessary
are replaced by an equivalent assignment. An unseal operation is not necessary if there is
another variable in the knowledge base that has the value of the unsealed item. Second,
operations that reset the PCR, namely, ????? and ??????, are removed if there is no necessary
unseal operation between the current point and the next ????? or ??????. This reﬂects the fact
that PCR values are required to be correct only in order for unseals to work. The transformation
uses conﬁgurations (?, p) as before, but with the extension that p may take the special value
⊥ which signiﬁes that any value will do; the PCR value is not needed. The transformation is
such that p = ⊥ if and only if there is no unseal between the current position in the program
and the next ????? or ??????.
The result of this transformation does not weaken the attacker. The attacker can perform
computation with the defender SLB using any number of inputs. The attacker can run arbitrary
code with the PCR in the state left by the execution of the defender SLB. The attacker can
attempt to unseal data sealed by the defender. The attacker already knows the contents of
sealed data sealed by the attacker. If the attacker wishes to obtain more results from the
defender SLB, these are available to him from the transformed strategy.
The transformations we use are shown in Figure 5.5. Given a knowledge base ?init, a
strategy S is transformed to S′ if (?init, 1) S=⇒
S′
(?,⊥) for some ?, where the relation S=⇒
S′
(S
and S′ are strategies) is deﬁned from C−→
C′
above as follows: (?, p) ∅=⇒
∅
(?, p) where ∅ is the
empty strategy; (?, p) C;S====⇒
C′;S′
(?′′, p′′) if there exists (?′, p′) such that (?, p) C−→
C′
(?′, p′) and
(?′, p′) S=⇒
S′
(?′′, p′′).
In the deﬁnition of C
′−→
C
, the truth or falsity of p = ⊥ enforces a global constraint on the
way the transformation works, and makes the transformation deterministic. The two rules for
each of ?????? and ????? appear to be non-deterministic, but in fact only one of them may be
chosen; which one is chosen depends on whether there is an ?????? before the next ??????
or ?????, as expressed by the rule for ?????? which requires p ̸= ⊥. The apparent free choice of
whether q = p or q = ⊥ in the rule for ?????? is similarly constrained by the remainder of the
program S being transformed.
???? is introduced into S′ by the second rule for ??????, which is invoked if and only if
there is no unseal between now and the next ?????? or ?????, as indicated by the ⊥ value on
the right hand side.
Bounding
the
number
of
SKINITs
and
resets
The ability to seal data against arbitrary PCR values is very ﬂexible, and can lead to situations
more complex than the simple sealing of one piece of data against one set of PCR values. A
piece of data sealed against one set of PCR values can contain another piece of data sealed
against a disjoint set of values. A piece of data may be sealed against an SLB which will only
release the decrypted version once some other conditions are met. These conditions might
include the decrementing of a counter, or transition through some state machine.
We deﬁne data as boundedly sealed if there is a ﬁnite bound to the number of SKINITs
required to extract it.
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The relation (?, p) S=⇒
S′
(?′, p′) indicates that when in conﬁguration (?, p) the execution of command C
yields the new conﬁguration (?′, p′) and adds the command C ′ to the transformed strategy.
(?, p) ????−−→
????
(?, p)
(?, p) x:=?(u1,..,un)−−−−−−−−→
x:=?(u1,..,un)
(?[x→ ?(?(u1), ..,?(un))], p)
(?, p) x:=?(u1,..,un)−−−−−−−−−→
x:=?(u1,..,un)
(?[x→ t], p)
if ?(t1, .., tn)→ tn+1is a reduc
and ?(ui) = tiσ and t = tn+1σ
(?, p) x:=????(u,v)−−−−−−−→
x:=????(u,v)
(?[x→ ????(??(?????), ?, (?????,?(u),?(v)))], p)
(?, p) x:=??????(u)−−−−−−−−→
x:=y
(?[x→ ?(y)], p)
if ?(u) = ????(??(?????), ?, (?????, p′,?(y)))
(?, p) x:=??????(u)−−−−−−−−→
x:=??????(u)
(?[x→ t], q)
otherwise, if ?(u) = ????(??(?????), ?, (?????, p, t))
and p ̸= ⊥ and (q = p or q = ⊥)
(?, p) ??????(u)−−−−−−→
??????(u)
(K, ?(p,?(u))) if p ̸= ⊥
(?,⊥) ??????(u)−−−−−−→
??????(u)
(K,⊥)
(?,⊥) ?????−−−→????? (?, 1)
(?,⊥) ?????−−−→
????
(?,⊥)
(?, p) ????? u=v−−−−−−→
????? u=v
(?, p) if ?(u) = ?(v)
Suppose (?, ?(0,???????(P))) P−→
P′
(?′, p′) . If P is a defender SLB:
(?,⊥) x:=??????{P;???u}−−−−−−−−−−−−→
x:=??????{P;???u}
(?[x→ ?′(u)], p′)
(?,⊥) x:=??????{P;???u}−−−−−−−−−−−−→
x:=????{P;???u}
(?[x→ ?′(u)],⊥)
Suppose P is an attacker SLB:
(?, p) x:=??????{P;???u}−−−−−−−−−−−−→
x:=????{P’;???u}
(?[x→ ?′(u)],⊥)
Figure 5.5: Transformation of strategies
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Deﬁnition
1 1. A piece
of
sealed
data B is sealed against program P if
B = ????(??(?????), r, (?????, p, t))
and
p = ?(. . . ?(?(0,???????(P )), t2), . . . tn).
2. A piece
of
sealed
data
B produces B′ if B is
sealed
to
a
program P and P can
output
a
sealed
blob
B′ = ????(??(?????), r′, (?????, p′, t′))
containing
data t′. We
then
deﬁne
B¯ = {B′ | B produces* B′}
where produces* is
the
reﬂexive
transitive
closure
of produces.
Sealed
data
B is boundedly sealed if B¯ is
ﬁnite.
Theorem 1 Suppose ? is a knowledge base with sealed blobs, B1, B2 . . . Bn, all of which
are boundedly sealed. Let m = |B¯1| + |B¯2| + . . . + |B¯n|. Let S be any strategy, and suppose
that (?,⊥) S=⇒
S′
(?′,⊥). We have the following properties:
1. (K,⊥) S=⇒ (K ′, p) implies ∃S′.(K,⊥) S=⇒
S′
(K ′,⊥).
2. S′ simulates S; that is, (K,⊥) S=⇒
S′
(K ′,⊥) implies ∃q.(K,⊥) S′=⇒ (K ′, q).
3. S′ uses only the data present in S that is, every name in S′ is in S.
4. The number of ??????s plus the number of ?????s in S′ is at most m.
The theorem is proven below in Section 5.3
This theorem enables us to undertake practical veriﬁcation of systems that use trusted
execution. Without the theorem, we would need to consider attacker strategies of unbounded
length, or accept weak results based on a signiﬁcantly weakened attacker who can only use
strategies of a ﬁxed length. Our theorem removes these restrictions.
Although we can bound the number of ?????? operations that need to be considered in
terms of the eﬀect on the PCR state, this theorem does not bound the number of times the
attacker can use the ?????? operation to run the defender’s SLB. A typical SLB will perform
some unsealing, and will leave the PCR is some new state, but these are not the core function,
which is usually to perform some computation on the results of the unsealing and return the
result. We cannot limit the attacker’s ability to perform those computations without severely
limiting their capability.
This is the basis for our introduction of the ???? operation. Although it does not modify
the PCR state (because we have shown that we can bound the number of such modiﬁcations
we need to consider) it returns the same result as the corresponding ??????. So in the typical
case where data is simply sealed so that we need only consider one ??????, the attacker can
nonetheless make unlimited use of the ???? to get results from the defender’s SLB.
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5.3 Proof
of
Theorem 1
Proof
of
part
1
of
the
theorem
Part 1 is proved by induction on the strategy S.
We distinguish two kinds of SLB P that can appear in an SKINIT of S. If an SLB P
within SKINIT in S is such that there is a blob ????(??(?????), r, (?????, p, t)) in ? where p =
?(. . . ?(?(0, t1), t2), . . . tn) and t1 = ???????(P ), we say it is a defender’s SLB. That is because
the defender of the secret has chosen to seal the secret against this P , possibly with further
extensions. Any other P in SKINIT in S is said to be an attacker’s SLB. That’s because this P
is one that the attacker has chosen himself.
We ﬁrst prove the following lemma about commands C.
Lemma
1 Suppose ? is
a
knowledge
base.
If (?, p) C−→
C′
(?′, p′) then (p ̸= ⊥ and (?, p) C′−→ (?′, p′)) or (p = ⊥ and ∀q∃q′.(?, p) C′−→
(?′, q′)).
Proof. Consider
each
case
of
C.
The
cases
????
x := ?(u1, .., un)
x := ?(u1, .., un)
x := ????(u, v)
x := ??????(u)
are
all
straightforward. The
remaining
cases
x := ??????(u)
x := ??????{P ; ???u}
?????
require
more
detailed
argument.
Case C is x := ??????(u).
If C ′ is ??????, then p ̸= ⊥, so (?, p) C′−→ (?′, p′). If C ′ is
the
assignment, then p = ⊥, so
the
result
holds
easily.
Case C is ?????.
If C ′ is ?????, then p′ = 1, and
the
result
holds. If C ′ is ????, then p′ = ⊥, and
again
the
result
holds.
Case C is x := ??????{P ; ???u}.
Suppose (?, ?(0,???????(P ))) P−→
P ′
(?′′, p′′). Instantiating
the
hypothesis
of
the
lemma
to
the
case
at
hand, we
have (?,⊥) ??????{P ;???u}−−−−−−−−−−→
C′
(?′, p′) and
we
need
to
prove
that ∀q∃q′.(?, q) C′−→
(?′, q′).
Suppose P is
a
defender
SLB.
If C ′ is
SKINIT,
then q can
take
any
value, and p′ = q′ = p′′.
If C ′ is
SUBR,
then p′ = ⊥, q can
take
any
value, and q′ = q.
Suppose P is
a
attacker
SLB.
Then P ′ is
run
outside
of
the
SKINIT.
By
deﬁnition
of
attacker
SLB,
all
the
seals
against P were
produced
by
the
attacker; therefore, there
are
no
seals
in P ′,
and P ′ will
produce
the
same
knowledge
as
the
SKINIT.
Since p′ = ⊥, the
result
holds
again.
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We now prove that this lemma holds for strategies, not just commands.
Lemma
2 Suppose ? is
a
knowledge
base. If (?,⊥) S=⇒
S′
(?′,⊥) then ∀q∃q′.(K, q) S′=⇒ (K ′, q′).
Proof. By
induction
on
the
strategy S. Base
case: S = ∅. The
result
holds
immediately.
Inductive
case: S = C;S1. The
result
holds
by
simple
reasoning
and
use
of
Lemma 1 for C.
The proof of part 1 of the theorem now follows, since it is a special case of Lemma 2.
Proof
of
part
2
of
theorem
Part 2 of the theorem is readily proved by inspection of the transformation.
Proof
of
part
3
of
theorem
Part 3 follows from the facts that:
• at most m plain-text distinct sealed blobs can be produced from the initial data;
• the transformed strategy S′ runs at most one SKINIT for each blob sealed to a PCR value
rooted in 0 (other invocations are run as SUBRs);
• the transformed strategy S′ runs at most one reset for each sealed blob rooted in 1 (other
resets are transformed into skips).
5.4 Compiling
TXML to
StatVerif
TXML serves two purposes. Firstly, we use it to model trusted code that is run under an SKINIT,
so that we can generate StatVerif models in a consistent way. Secondly, we reason about the
capabilities of an attacker who is able to use the capabilities expressible in TXML. TXML. TXML
therefore provides the basis for our proof that we can bound the number of extensions, resets
and SKINITs.
We have constructed a compiler for TXML which generates StatVerif code. This allows us
to take an SKINIT described in TXML and obtain equivalent StatVerif code which can then be
supplied to StatTrans and ProVerif for veriﬁcation. We can also construct deliberately weak-
ened versions of the same SKINITs together with an attack expressed in TXML.
5.4.1 The
actions
of
the
compiler
The compiler, which we call txml2statverif, operates on TXML source to generate StatVerif.
The full description can be found in Section 5.4. The TXML is translated into the equivalent
StatVerif in a natural manner. Indeed, the testing process for the compiler includes checking
it generates byte-for-byte equivalent versions of manual translations.
When an SKINIT is encountered, two separate processes are generated: one includes a
preamble and postamble which manipulates the PCR register and other state information; the
other simply runs the TXML included in the SKINIT and returns the result. These correspond
respectively to the SKINIT and SUBR forms used in our theorem.
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5.4.2 Experiments
with
the
compiler
For each of our case studies, txml2statverif has been used to show that the TXML can be
compiled into StatVerif and processed by ProVerif to yield results equivalent to the hand-written
versions of the same models. Optimisations to the StatVerif code can be applied automatically
to improve termination; the details of these are discussed below in Section 5.5.2. An additional
operation, “reveal”, has been introduced into TXML to allow a deliberately weakened version
of a model to be produced. This statement outputs its arguments on a public channel when
requested; it allows deliberately weakened models to be analysed to conﬁrm that the tools
ﬁnd an attack.
5.5 Tooling
support
TXML serves two purposes. Firstly, it oﬀers a means to describe the actions that will taken
during trusted execution, and transform that into a list of actions that were taken. By trans-
forming any piece of TXML that executes and returns a result into an equivalent piece of TXML
that will terminate, and showing that this transformation is sound, trusted execution modules
written in TXML can be analysed for correctness.
Secondly, it provides a useful means to automate analysis of trusted execution. TXML can
be automatically translated into StatVerif, integrated with a StatVerif model of the TPM and
constrained into a form that is likely to terminate. By automating this process, the translation is
made consistent; compared to earlier, manual work, a number of small errors were discovered.
A proof of the correctness of the transformation is a major undertaking that would be a topic
for future work. The StatVerif that is generated is similar to that which would be written by
hand were the compilers not to exist; generating StatVerif automatically and then checking it
by hand is faster and less error-prone than writing the same StatVerif from scratch for each
veriﬁcation.
In this section, I set out the structure of the toolchain used to convert TXML descriptions
of units of trusted execution into models that StatVerif can analyse.
The toolchain consists of a sequence of steps:
• TXML is used as the input to a compiler to generate StatVerif, using the StatVerif exten-
sions.
• The StatVerif translation of the TXML is combined with a StatVerif model of a TPM and
a set of StatVerif processes in order to generate a complete model.
• The StatVerif is translated in Horn clauses, using the StatTrans translator.
• The Horn clauses are modiﬁed to ensure termination.
• The Horn clauses are ﬁnally processed with StatVerif in order to test reach-ability of the
queries in the model.
5.5.1 Generating
StatVerif
from
TXML
TXML was designed to be easy to tokenise and parse. Although its origin is simply a list of
operations, I had automated processing in mind from the initial stages. As is almost inevitable
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TXML Program t txml2statverif(t)
? ?? ???? ?? ??? ?? ??? ? ? ???? ?? ?? ?? ??????????????????
? ?? ????????? ??? ??
????????????? ?????? ?????? ???? ????
???????????? ???
??????????????????
? ?? ?????????? ??
????????????? ?????? ???????? ????
???????????? ???
??????????????????
?????????? ??
???? ????? ?? ????????
??? ?????? ? ????????????? ??
??? ????? ? ????????????? ??
??? ?????? ? ????????????? ??
????? ?? ?????????????? ???????? ??? ????????
??????????????????
?????? ??
???? ????? ?? ????????
??? ?????? ? ????????????? ??
??? ?????? ? ????????????? ??
????? ?? ?????????????? ??? ????????
??????????????????
????? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? ? ? ???? ??????????????????
?????? ?? ?????? ?
???
?? ??
???? ??????????????????????
??? ????????? ?
?????
???? ????? ?? ???????
??? ????? ? ???????????? ??
??? ???? ? ???????????? ??
??? ????? ? ???????????? ??
?? ????? ? ????? ????
?? ????? ? ?? ????
????? ?? ?????????????? ????? ??????????????????????? ??????
?? ??? ????????? ?????? ??
????? ???????? ??????
??? ???????? ? ?????????????????? ??
?????? ??????????
?? ??? ????????? ???? ??
???? ????? ?? ????????
??? ?????? ? ????????????? ??
??? ????? ? ????????????? ??
????? ?? ?????????????? ?????? ???????
???????
??? ?????????? ?
?? ??? ????????? ?????? ??
????? ???????? ??????
??? ???????? ? ?????????????????? ??
?????? ??????????
?? ??? ????????? ???? ??
Figure 5.6: Mapping of TXML into StatVerif
in such languages, changes made in the early stages to enhance functionality complicated the
language slightly, but it can be parsed with an LR(1) parser.
The venerable lex [160] and yacc [161] were used to generate a lexical analyser and a parser,
respectively. As is usual with compilers built using this tool chain, a concrete syntax tree was
built in memory, with a symbol table used to track all the names. After some consistency
checks the equivalent StatVerif is generated by walking the concrete syntax tree.
The design work lay in mapping the TXML into equivalent StatVerif (the StatVerif that would
have been written by hand had TXML not been involved) and in providing a suﬃcient range of
options such that various alternative scenarios and techniques could be explored. The basic
transformations are shown in Figure 5.6.
5.5.2 StatVerif
options
As well as mapping TXML operations into StatVerif, the tooling provides a range of extra
choices for use when exploring models. Some of these are implemented as TXML opera-
tions, because they need to happen at a particular point during the execution of the model.
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Others of them are implemented as “pragmas” (the name taken from ??????? in more recent
C compilers) which aﬀect the whole translation.
The least interesting of the pragmas control various aspects of the names that are given to
objects in the emitted StatVerif.
skinit_name:
subr_name:
process_name: These set the name of the emitted functions, so that multiple TXML frag-
ments can be combined in on model. Without these pragmas default names are used in
the emitted StatVerif, which means that only one TXML ﬁle can be incorporated into the
model.
skinit_measurement: This sets the name that is to be used as the measurement of the SKINIT.
Because StatVerif does not have an capability for introspection, the measurement of the
PAL itself (which in reality is an SHA1 hash of the code itself) is represented as StatVerif
name. Again, the name can be changed into order to permit multiple PALs to be present
in a single model.
In order to permit future extension of the TPM model, the pragma use_tpi_api takes a
set of values which alter whether certain TPM operations are performed within the StatVerif
generated in response to the TXML, or performed by sending messages to the TPM model.
use_tpm_api
u: is set by default. Unseal, which is the core security method which we are
analysing, is always performed by the TPM model, with appropriate checks on PCR
values and the TPM Proof.
If this option is unset, any unseal requested by the PAL is immediately performed within
the PAL itself. This feature was added to speed up debugging of models; it removes any
ﬁdelity to reality, but speeds up termination (which can be up to ten times faster). With this
option unset, the results of the termination do not say anything useful about correctness
with respect to trusted execution, but might speed up the process of debugging a model
which has problems elsewhere.
use_tpm_api
e:
use_tpm_api
r:
use_tpm_api
s: are unset by default. The current TPM model does not support extension,
reset or sealing, because in our StatVerif the PCR registers are directly accessible. These
ﬂags are provided to permit later development. I did experiment with a version of the
TPM model which supports extension of PCRs and reading of PCRs via messages, rather
than directly: although it appeared correct, it was not possible to get even simple models
to terminate in reasonable time.
The “composable” and “alpha” pragmas are present to help debugging: they force the
renaming of symbols that might be re-used between multiple SKINITs in the same model,
simply to make reading StatVerif output easier.
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5.5.3 Optimising
StatVerif
In order to reduce the time taken for models to terminate, some optimisation is done to merge
together related operations. The main such optimisation relates to the common case of the
last action of an SKINIT being extension of a PCR. Rather than rebuild the state tuple twice,
which generates a lot of Horn clauses, we instead combine the extension and the exit from
the SKINIT into one rebuilding of the state.
Each time the state tuple is manipulated, it is broken apart with a destructuring “let”, the
individual elements are modiﬁed and it is then reassembled into a tuple. Doing this repeat-
edly slows down execution of the model markedly, to the point that termination on non-trivial
models is extended by a factor of two or more.
Typically, the state tuple is modiﬁed twice in rapid succession. The ﬁrst modiﬁcation is
usually triggered by the last step in the TXML, which is the extension of the PCR with the ﬁxed
public constant. The second modiﬁcation is the book-keeping done by the model, involving
re-setting ﬂags that indicate that a PAL is being executed.
With a naive translation of TXML into StatVerif, these two modiﬁcation are done separately,
each with its own destructuring and re-building of the state tuple. The adds a substantial
number of Horn clauses to the model and slows down execution. We optimise the StatVerif
by merging the book-keeping modiﬁcation of the state tuple into any modiﬁcation that takes
place as the last action of a PAL. A command-line option is provided to turn oﬀ this optimisation
so as to generate the most obvious, direct StatVerif.
5.5.4 Modifying
the
generated
Horn
clauses
The output from StatTrans would normally be fed directly into ProVerif. Modiﬁcation of the Horn
clauses is only required if they would not terminate in their initial form, and is only legitimate if
there is an associated proof of the validity of the transformation.
In this case, our problem is that the StatVerif model is highly unlikely to terminate when
given the clauses generated from the original TXML. Our model of the TPM permits extension
at any time, and ProVerif is unable to see that this repeated extension cannot yield a useful
result. Rather than modify StatVerif, we instead modify the Horn clauses, consistent with our
proof of the validity of the transformation.
The state of the system is represented with a triple whose second element is the value of
the PCR. Each clause whose left hand side (which is matched against the current knowledge)
references the PCR as a single variable (which will match any PCR state) is replaced by multiple
clauses, each matching a possible value of the PCR. This allows us to restrict the set of left
hand sides that can be matched to those reachable within a speciﬁc number of extensions
from the starting state. Once the PCR has reached the state furthest from the start state for
which a clause matches, no further matches will take place and therefore no further extensions
will be made.
This is the concrete implementation of constraining the search space: rather than having
a set of clauses which match any state, instead they only match up to the limit of the search.
In the tooling as it currently stands, the default limit to the matching is two extensions beyond
the starting state, so that the search terminates at three extensions. In practice, no example
that has been analysed requires more than this, and for simple cases with a smaller limit the
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Initialisation data steps and starting processes:
3 ??? ?????; ??? ?????; ??? ???; ??? ????; ??? r;
4 ???(c, ??(?????)); ???(c, ??(?????));
5 ???(c, ????);
6 ???(c, ????(??(?????), r,
??????(?????, h(??, ????), ?????)));
7 (Tpm | !Skinit | !Client | !Server | !Auxproc)
Additional process for the client:
76 let Client =
77 ??? r; ??(c, xNonce);
78 ??? xCipher = ????(??(?????), r,
??????(???, xNonce)) ??
79 ???(c, xCipher).
Additional process for the server:
80 let Server =
81 ??(c, xHash);
82 ?? xHash = ???(salt, ???) ????
83 ???(c, ?????_?????).
Figure 5.7: Inserted lines for password authentication
saving in execution time is not worth the eﬀort involved in selecting the correct limit.
The clauses output by StatTrans are parsed with a recursive descent parser; the syntax is
suﬃciently simple that the tokeniser is a single rule, and the grammar itself only consists of
nine rules. The parser recognises Horn clauses in the format used as an intermediary between
StatTrans and ProVerif; it makes some assumptions about the naming scheme in use in order to
recognise the Horn clauses that relate to the manipulation of the state tuple. Each clause which
operates on the PCR to perform an extension will match any value, as in “reality” the PCR can
be extended starting from any state. We replace that one clause with a sequence of clauses
which match pre-set patterns for the PCR: initial states, and then initial states extended by
one or more values, up to the limit of the number of extensions we intend to search.
5.6 Results
5.7 Password
authentication
In this section, we take the SSH password authentication application from [44] as a case study.
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5.7.1 Description
An additional authentication mechanism for OpenSSH is proposed by McCune et
al [44]. The
defender has an authentication SLB (????) which is used to provide the hash of a password
the client supplies, without the server having access to the plain-text. The goal is to prevent
any malicious code on the server from learning the user’s password, even if the server is
compromised. Users often use the same passwords for multiple services; with this extension
to OpenSSH, a user who logs onto a compromised server will at least not disclose a password
which may be used by the attacker to compromise further accounts.
A keypair is shared between the authentication SLB and the client. The private part of the
keypair (?????) is sealed against PCR17 with the value ?? extended with the measurement ????,
and is conveyed to the user in a way which allows him to conﬁrm the key generation was done
correctly (see [44] §6.3.1 for details).
When the client wishes to authenticate, a nonce is generated by the ssh server and sent
to the client. The client sends this nonce and the client’s password (???), encrypted using the
public part of the keypair it has previously obtained, to the server. The server sends the nonce
and the cipher text to the SLB, together with the sealed key and the salt (????) extracted from
the password ﬁle.
The SLB unseals the private part of the keypair, and uses that to decrypt the message from
the client. The nonce contained in that message is compared with the nonce supplied by the
server in order to conﬁrm freshness. The password extracted from the message is hashed
together with the salt provided by the server, in order to form a value that the server can
compare with the copy from the password ﬁle. The plain-text of the password is not available
outside the SLB; the hash is available more widely.
As with the previous example, we can see that no sealed data is output. Although the
output is not plain-text (it is the hash of a password together with some salt) it will does not
contain the TPM proof and is not encrypted.
5.7.2 Modelling
We model the SSH password authentication application in TXML. As well as the salt and the
public part of all keys, we assume that the attacker has the private part of ????? sealed against
?? extended with the measurement of ????.
?init_SSH = {
xsalt = ????,
xpksrk = ??(?????),
xpkslb = ??(?????),
xsdata = ????(??(?????), ?, (?????,
?(0,???????(????)), ?????)) }
where ???? is the program:
?????? ?? ?????? ?
??????? ?? ???????????????
????? ?? ????????????? ?????????
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???? ?? ????????????
??????? ?? ????????????
????? ?????? ? ????????
???? ?? ????????????????
????????????
??? ?????
??
5.7.3 Analysis
in
StatVerif
The compiler generates StatVerif representing components of the system. The inserted parts
for the protocol are shown in Figure 5.7.
• In lines 3–6, the public parts of SRK and the communication keypair, the salt, and the
pre-sealed private part of the keypair are output to the attacker via public channel c. This
models the knowledge the attacker is assumed to have.
• Additional processes including Client, Server and Auxproc are started.
• Process Client models the client receiving xNonce and generating an encrypted blob con-
taining its own password ??? and the nonce under the public part of ?????.
• Process Server acts only as a sanity check for the protocol, because the server has
already been assumed to be compromised.
The security property we wish to check is the secrecy of the client password ???. We also
conﬁrm that a login token is generated in order to provide some assurance that the model is
correct. The queries are written in the StatVerif calculus as follows:
????? ???(u, ???) (F3)
????? ???(u, ?????_?????) (F4)
5.7.4 Result
of
our
analysis
After using StatTrans to generate Horn clauses from our StatVerif input, we apply the modiﬁ-
cation described in §5.5.4. Using the syntactic criteria from [94], we can bound the number of
PCR extensions. ProVerif then terminates with F4 reachable and F3 unreachable. This shows
that login tokens are being generated, and that there is no short attack on the secrecy of the
user’s password ???. Based on ?init_SSH and ????, the model conforms to the conditions of
Theorem 1. Therefore there is no attack on the secrecy of ???.
5.8 A Certiﬁcation
Authority
5.8.1 Description
This certiﬁcation authority example is also taken from [44]. It consists of two SLBs, one to
perform key generation, the other to perform key signing.
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The key generation SLB constructs a keypair (?????????) suitable for use in signing other
keys, and the private part of ????????? is sealed against ?? extended with the measurement of
the second SLB.
For the signing SLB (????), the client forms a certiﬁcate signing request (CSR) containing a
public key along with details of the client’s identity. The client submits this to the key signing
SLB, which has access to the sealed form of its own private key. The SLB checks the signing
policy, then unseals its private part of the keypair in order to sign the CSR. The result is returned
to the client.
5.8.2 Modelling
We make some abstractions in our model. Firstly, we check that the signing SLB maintains
the secrecy of any signing key with which it is used. This allows us to leave the key-generation
SLB unmodelled and use a simple process that produces sealed keys instead. Secondly, as
the required security property is the secrecy of the CA’s signing key rather than the authenticity
of the CSRs, the signing policy is not modelled.
We assume that the attacker has the public parts of the storage root key and the signing
key ?????????. We also assume that the attacker has the private part of ????????? sealed against
?? extended with the measurement of ????.
As in the previous example, we are able to determine that m = 1, as the application does
not output any sealed objects.
?init_CA = {
xpksrk = ??(?????),
xpkSignKey = ??(?????????),
xsdata = ????(??(?????), ?,
(?????, ?(0,???????(????)), ?????????))
}
where ???? is the program:
?????? ?? ?????? ?
?????????? ?? ?????????????????
????? ?? ??????????????????????
????????????
??? ??????
??
5.8.3 Analysis
in
StatVerif
We again obtain the StatVerif processes for the certiﬁcation authority protocol by ﬁlling the
holes in the pattern and using the compiler to generate the Skinit and Auxproc processes.
The inserted lines are shown in Figure 5.8.
• The public parts of SRK and the CA’s signing key and the pre-sealed private part of the
signing key are output to the attacker via public channel c.
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Initialisation data steps and starting processes:
3 ??? ?????; ??? ?????????; ??? r;
4 ???(c, ??(?????))
5 ???(c, ??(?????????))
6 ???(c, ????(??(skSrk), r,
??????(?????, h(??, ????), ?????????)));
7 (Tpm | !Skinit | !Auxproc)
Figure 5.8: Inserted lines for the CA example
• Additional processes including Auxproc are started.
The security property we are checking is the secrecy of the CA signing key ?????????. As a
partial check that the model is correct we also check for the existence of certiﬁcates signed
by ?????????. The queries are written in the StatVerif calculus as follows:
????? ???(u, ?????????) (F5)
????? ???(u, ????(?????????, xCSR)) (F6)
5.8.4 Result
of
our
analysis
We bound the number of PCR extensions as in §5.7.4. ProVerif then terminates with F6 reach-
able, which shows that the model does in fact produced signed certiﬁcates, and F5 unreach-
able, which shows that there are no short attacks on the secrecy of the CA signing key ?????????.
Based on?init_CA and ????, the model conforms to the conditions of Theorem 1. Therefore there
is no attack on the secrecy of ?????????.
5.9 Counter-results
As well as proving that the method veriﬁes correct pieces of application logic as correct, it is
valuable to run the same process on components that are known to be incorrect, to conﬁrm
that the weaknesses are found. It is also useful to be able to isolate the sensitive data in a
PAL, conﬁrming that each item that is being sealed (which is an expensive process) actually
needs to be sealed.
With this in mind, TXML is extended with the ?????? function, which takes one expression
as an argument. This optionally inserts into the generated ProVerif an ??? on a public chan-
nel, making the expression public and therefore available to the attacker. The functionality
is switched on and oﬀ with a command line ﬂag to the compiler. This permits the same ﬁle
of TXML to be built in two forms, one which should pass veriﬁcation and one which should
exhibit a security ﬂaw, without an error-prone editing of the ﬁle itself.
The expression that is ??????ed is typically the result of an unsealing, but can be an arbi-
trary expression. It allows experimentation with “what happens if the attacker discovers this?”
or “what happens if the attack is able to guess this?”. The disclosure may not be of a secret
per
se; for example, if a seal contains the hash of a secret, revealing it may or may not be use-
ful to an attacker depending on the details of the protocol in use. The ?????? function covers
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all these situations. The compiler as described in this thesis does not have the functionality
to permit the turning on or oﬀ of individual reveal operations: either everything is revealed or
nothing is revealed. A development version of the compiler had the ability to add a name to
each ?????? and on the command-line specify which of the ??????? is to be actioned.
Using this functionality shows that each of our examples is insecure (fails veriﬁcation, with
ProVerif halting and showing a plausible attack) if any of the sealed elements are revealed.
This is unsurprising, but provides two beneﬁts:
• There has been extensive research into the trusted execution mechanisms, and they
have withstood detailed examination. If this current work had found problems, they
would probably have been subtle, multi-step attacks. A veriﬁcation which indicates there
are no weaknesses in a system which has been extensively examined by less formal
methods has a problem: it may simply be that the tooling and model are insuﬃciently
sensitive to detect weaknesses, but as the result aligns with expectations no further
attention is paid. But introducing bugs into code which is believed to be secure guards
against complacency: the bugs (if appropriately chosen) break security. If the model and
veriﬁcation techniques do not detect this security failure, then they are immediately highly
suspect. That the method detects security problems provides some informal conﬁdence
that when it does not detect a problem, there is no problem.
• When executing code that uses a TPM, sealing and unsealing conﬁdential data is ex-
pensive: it involves the execution of complex, or at least lengthy, cryptographic code
on a processor several orders of magnitude slower than the main CPU. Avoiding those
operations is valuable, and if it turns out that some of the seal data in fact need not
be sealed, that will allow the sealing and unsealing to be bypassed safely. The reveal
operation allows this to be tested.
5.10 Weaknesses
in
the
veriﬁcations
The veriﬁcation technique described has some limitations. Intutively there is no reason to
believe that they invalidate the veriﬁcations, but it is important to recognise the limits on what
has been formally proved.
Firstly, the method used to bound the search space for ProVerif has the eﬀect that attes-
tations cannot be used by PALs. An attestation is an important part of the process of using
a PAL, as it provides evidence to an external party that the result was calculated using the
particular PAL. There may be other reasons why this is true; for example, if the calculation
relies on the unsealing of a piece of data, the result may implicitly assure the user that the un-
sealing took place, and therefore that the PCRs were in the correct state. Attestations involve
extending the PCRs with the inputs and output to the PAL, so that after the PAL has executed
a subsequent TPM Quote operation provides evidence that a PAL with a particular measure-
ment was executed with a particular set of inputs to produce a particular output. My proof of
correctness relies on being able to simulate the actions of a PAL (SKINIT) with a SUBR, which
does not modify the PCRs. A clear requirement for future work would be to overcome this
restriction, but it is not likely to be achieved by modiﬁcation of the current method.
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Secondly, there are limitations on the ability of PALs to produce sealed data as their output.
Repeated recursive sealing is prohibited. In practice this restriction is less serious than the
restriction on attestation, because extensive consideration of plausible PALs has not revealed
any that need to do more than unseal a piece of data, update it, and then reseal that result.
However, a general veriﬁcation technique would not have this restriction.
5.11 Summary
of
chapter
We have seen a technique which permits the automated veriﬁcation of pieces of application
logic expressed in a high-level language, running within the context of a model of trusted
execution. The veriﬁcation technique places restrictions on the classes of PALs that can be
veriﬁed, which do not preclude the veriﬁcation of a wide range of realistic cases, but also
unfortunately excludes the veriﬁcation of PALs which rely on the production of attestations,
which is a signiﬁcant limitation. Further work would be required to overcome this problem.
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Chapter
6
Summary, conclusions
and
future
directions
6.1 Achievements
This work set out to verify that the trusted execution technologies SVM and TXT had a sound
foundation, to provide a means to extend symbolic veriﬁcation of security protocols to include
those which make use of trusted execution, and to provide some concrete examples of ap-
plications which could beneﬁt from these techniques. In this it largely succeeded, but it is
important to note the limitations of the methods used, which we set out below in Section 6.2
The work done provides a modelling language capable of expressing the functionality of
plausible PALs, including examples taken from the literature, and allows their veriﬁcation as
part of a system using trusted execution. This modelling language can be automatically trans-
formed into the input to the StatVerif system, which, with the use of another tool to impose
some constraints — for which we have a proof of validity — will evaluate the security properties
of the model.
6.2 Limitations
The main issue that we have is that the simpliﬁcations made to the model remove the ability
to reason about systems which form attestations. This is not fatal to the utility of the work, but
it is worth discussing the implications.
The method used for veriﬁcation imposes one restriction on PALs: that each time they are
executed, they must produce the same PCR state upon exit. This does not materially weaken
the attacker, as they are given the power to run the PAL an arbitrary number of times and
obtain the output each time, but does remove our ability to model faithfully the large class of
PALs that need to prevent replay attacks by incorporating a proof of freshness provided by
the invoker. The additional extensions would not assist the attacker in breaching properties of
conﬁdentiality, but it is frustrating that we cannot at the same time as proving conﬁdentiality
also prove resistance to replay attacks.
Unfortunately, the method is not amenable to modiﬁcation to solve this problem. By bound-
ing the number of executions of SKINIT, we bound the attacker’s ability to execute the PAL.
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Introducing the SUBR mechanism resolves this, allowing the attacker to obtain an arbitrary
number of results from the PAL without increasing the number of times SKINIT is executed.
Solving the problem of modelling a system in which the attacker can execute SKINIT, complete
with modiﬁcation of the PCR state, to diﬀerent values each time, would require a substantially
diﬀerent approach, using a tool which was by some means able to avoid the problem an
searching unbounded space.
6.3 Lessons
learned
There are obvious temptations to choose both a problem area and a tool set that are already
being studied within one’s research group. There is expertise, wisdom and past experience to
draw on. However, it is not a given that an adjacent problem to those already being addressed
is tractable using the same approaches.
That was the case here: in the end, an extensive range of tooling, including complex
transformations with associated proofs of correctness, was required to support the use of
our initially selected tool. It is possible that other tools would have worked more naturally, al-
though the general problem (that of searching a potentially unbounded space of possible state
changes) would have remained the same. We looked in depth at the work of Datta et
al [92]
but decided to use StatVerif instead. StatVerif’s developers were local, but by the time TXML
was developed there would potentially have been proﬁt in re-examining Datta’s work [92]. On
the other hand, ProVerif is a well-established tool with a wide range of literature, and its at-
tacker model is an extremely good ﬁt to our assumptions. Short of repeating the work using
an alternative tool set, it is hard to judge which approach would be easier.
The toolchain that was eventually produced is simple to use. A problem is modelled in an
imperative language plus a small amount of ProVerif (the additional functionality of StatVerif
is required by the compiler, but does not normally need to be written by the user) and the
tool chain then operates without further intervention. The end result is a set of Horn clauses
that ProVerif can work on with a good chance of termination. The manually written ProVerif is
mostly concerned with the relationship between processes; I sketched a language to automate
the production of this in the majority of cases, but the language was of similar complexity to
the subset of ProVerif normally used, and lacked the expressiveness to capture more complex
cases. Given the familiarity with ProVerif within the community this did not seem like progress.
With hindsight, however, the toolchain has several problems.
The ﬁrst is that the TXML to StatVerif compiler is very traditional in nature, using the stan-
dard Unix lexical analyser lex [160] and its usual partner the parser generator yacc [161] (“yet
another compiler compiler”). The concrete parse tree generated by this is then processed by
a program written in C. I also tested the compiler using the GNU re-implementations ﬂex [162]
and bison [163], but did not use any of their enhanced functionality: the reason for ensuring
the GNU equivalents worked was in ensure portability to Linux platforms which do not have
the original tools.
When the compiler was ﬁrst developed, the transformations were relatively straightforward,
and that the StatVerif patterns were embedded in the C source code was not a particular
problem. The initial version of the compiler was written over a short period, following past
experience in writing similar tools. Over the course of the research, the complexity of the
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transformations grew and the compiler became more complex to provide better error checking
and code-generation: it acquired a symbol table, more complex semantic analysis (almost to
the point of generating an abstract syntax tree) and a range of options aﬀecting the code that
is generated. When more recently I taught a course on compiler construction I was able to use
the TXML compiler as an exemplar, as it contained each of the phases I was discussing. With
hindsight, I would have realised in advance that this tool was going to become complex, and
(a) written it using more modern tools rather than those that came most easily to hand and (b)
made it table- or template-driven.
Similar comments apply to the second stage in the tooling, the modiﬁcation of the Horn
clauses produced by the StatVerif compiler. The basic transformation is simple: a clause
which matches any state and performs a reset or extension is replaced by n clauses, each
only matching the nth step in a sequence of resets or extensions. This started out as a shell
script using the timeworn sed [164] and other standard Unix command-line tools; as more
functionality was required it became a traditional lexical analyser, parser and code-generator
compiler (this time using a recursive descent parser). However, it still acts more lexically than
semantically — the compiler is coded with detailed knowledge of how the StatVerif compiler’s
code generator works and makes assumptions based upon, for example, the lexical form of
names. Again with hindsight, it would have been better to modify the StatVerif compiler to
annotate its output with the information that the transformation stage intuited, to avoid the
rewriting process having to make assumptions based on the format of names.
The choice of symbolic veriﬁcation tool meant that there is no way to use it to prove prop-
erties about cryptographic primitives: they are assumed to work by construction. When the
variation on Diﬃe-Hellman arose as an idea, the toolchain was able to verify that the sealing
and unsealing of the initial secret works, but cannot prove anything useful about the crypto-
graphic security of the construction. Alternative tools (see above) would have been no better
at this, but it is nonetheless a cause for regret.
6.4 Research
directions
The work of this thesis shows that the trusted execution technology has a sound design.
We have seen that, using well-proven veriﬁcation tools, the conﬁdentiality of data sealed to
code can be assured, and we have presented a toolchain which allows this veriﬁcation to
be extended to applications which use trusted execution. The beneﬁts are well summarised
— albeit from the perspective of a manufacturer keen to sell product — in an Intel position
paper [165].
We are left, however, with the inevitable conclusion that none of the TPM-based technolo-
gies touched on in this thesis have obtained signiﬁcant market penetration. Over the period
of time during which this thesis was being written, there was no apparent improvement in the
situation. TPMs are widely deployed in “enterprise” class hardware, but are rarely enabled, let
alone used; it is a matter of some conjecture as to why, and looking to the future it remains to
be seen if newer entrants into the market achieve any more success.
Technologies which do not achieve substantial adoption within their ﬁrst few years of avail-
ability rarely make a sudden recovery. Sadly, the TPM and its derivatives appear to have fallen
into the category of promising technologies which oﬀer much to developers, but which have
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failed to achieve any sort of critical mass in the marketplace. Their use as key stores has had
some success on mobile platforms, but their use in enterprise environments has been over-
taken by widespread use of virtualisation. The hopes I had at the outset of this work of verifying
a technology which could be used to secure access to cloud-based services have not been
fulﬁlled: it is diﬃcult, at the time of writing, to envisage cloud architectures in which hardware
roots of trust that are not amenable to use in virtualised environments can be successful.
There are some areas of the work described in this thesis which would beneﬁt from further
work. First and foremost, the extension of the veriﬁcation of TXT and Flicker to include the
production of attestations would be useful. Unfortunately, this is not likely to be a simple task,
and will require a completely new approach to the proofs: without the ability to assume that
PCRs are in the same state when the same PAL is executed with distinct inputs the line the
method described in this thesis cannot work.
Secondly, the variation of the Diﬃe-Hellman cipher key exchange protocol that is described
would beneﬁt from further analysis. This seems a useful variation, even without the ability to
embed it in a PAL.
Thirdly, in the event of one of the technologies described in Section 6.5 gaining substan-
tial market presence, it would be interesting to examine the use of the technology to protect
secrets, and repeat the veriﬁcation that has been done for TXT.
6.5 Alternative
architectures
and
developments
TXT and SVM, which use the current TPM as the root of trust, are not the only mechanisms for
improving assurance of execution. There are technologies at various stages of development
from Intel, ARM and Microsoft which address related issues, and it is worth looking brieﬂy at
each of them.
6.5.1 Intel
Server
Guard
Extensions
(SGX)
Intel has published a set of papers [166, 167] which describe a technology called SGX (Soft-
ware Guard eXtensions). SGX allow developers to create what Intel refer to as Enclaves, whose
function is similar to PALs. They have fewer restrictions on their function, which both extends
the capability of the techology and complicates veriﬁcation.
An enclave is a unit of code and data that executes in a trusted environment and is en-
crypted whenever it is exposed to untrusted code. A physically and logically protected Enclave
Page Cache (EPC) is present in the processor (it is not clear to me if there is one per core or one
per die). The EPC contains code and data, unencrypted, during the execution of an enclave.
Attempts to access or modify the EPC from outside the enclave are prevented by processor
access control. In order to permit larger, or more numerous, enclaves, data from the EPC can
be paged to platform memory. Encryption is performed during paging, so that the paged-out
data is not accessible to untrusted code. There is appropriate protection against rollback and
other interference which pages that are being faulted back in.
Unlike other solutions based on TXT, interrupts and other events are enabled while the
enclave is executing. Prior to an event handler being called, the contents of registers and
caches are pushed onto the stack, encrypted, before the caches and registers are scrubbed
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(the EPC is not part of this process, as it is only accessible to the enclave). The event handler
can then execute. If the event handler decides to continue the enclave, the process of saving
the cache and register state is reversed and control is returned to the enclave.
The enclave cannot initiate I/O directly, but this does not prevent I/O continuing on behalf
of other processes running on the machine. The enclave can also be time-sliced with other
processes, so long-running enclaves do not stall the machine. This is a major beneﬁt over
Flicker type solutions, which have to run to completion. The enclave can also return interme-
diate results, so it possible to generate a stream of (for example) network packets which an
external process then passes to real hardware.
The enclave can only be executed from deﬁned entry points; an attacker cannot jump
into the enclave and bypass input checks. This removes the opportunity for anything akin
to return-orientated programming [168]: the hardware mechanism enforces the use of com-
plete execution units, preventing an attacker from executing sections of code while bypassed
bounds checking or other security measures.
An enclave is built by adding pages to a structure. As they are added, these pages are
measured and a hash is computed. The page is then moved to the EPC. Once completed,
the enclave can be executed. When execution ﬁnally completes, the enclave is destroyed and
its space in EPC is available for other uses. As mentioned, if the total size of enclaves in use
is greater than the size of the EPC the pages can be faulted to and from main memory, with
encryption protecting their privacy and integrity.
Because the enclave is destroyed on exit, any persistent data must be stored externally.
This is done with a sealing mechanism similar to a TPM. However, there are some signiﬁ-
cant diﬀerences. The sealing mechanism does not deﬁne the encryption technology, rather it
performs key management; this means that encryption performance is gated by the proces-
sor, not a TPM, and the application can choose an appropriate encryption mechanism for the
sensitivity of the data it is processing.
The data can be sealed in one of two ways: to the measurement of the enclave itself (the
Enclave Identity) or to an identity used to sign the enclave (the Sealing Identity). The former
means that data is sealed to a precise piece of code; the latter means that data is sealed to
anything signed as being equivalent. There is support for versioning, to prevent older, insecure
versions of an enclave being used to unseal data sealed by a newer, more secure version.
Data is inherently mobile from platform to platform. If a user is running a particular enclave
on a platform that supports SGX, they can unseal data which was sealed to that enclave on
another platform. If they need to seal data to a particular hardware instance, the facility exists,
but it is not done by default (contrast with the TPM_Proof in a TPM seal, which is mandatory).
Aside from its practical beneﬁts in a cloud environment, this is a consequence of not using a
single TPM-type element; if the enclave data were sealed to a particular processor instance,
then it would be sealed to either one individual core or one individual die, which would make
multiprocessor architectures very challenging.
There is an attestation mechanism, EREPORT, which permits an attestation to be generated
of enclave state, together with up to 256 bits of ”user data” (this could be used to attest to the
hash of a computed result, for example). There is a mechanism for exchanging attestations
between enclaves and checking that they are correctly signed.
Intel has also published a paper on applications [167]. It contains one small application
which could be implemented in Flicker: a one-time password generator and checker similar
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in outline to the ssh example described previously. But there is also a substantial application,
the use of SGX to protect a video conferencing system. It relies on trusted audio and video,
rather than arbitrary I/O, which is a complex layer of interfacing code between the enclave
(which generates SRTP [169] packets) and the networking hardware which is not considered
within the paper. Intel claims to have this running with good performance, which means that
moving in and out of the enclave on each packet is an acceptable overhead.
If this technology is widely deployed, it will provide interesting avenues for developers. It
is not, however, available on the market at the time of writing.
All the Flicker example applications described above would run faster and would not impact
other threads running on the processor any more than some ordinary thread would. Intel claims
convincingly that you could use SGX to implement any Flicker PAL after making fairly minimal
changes.
That said, if there actually is a requirement to tie an enclave to a particular piece of hard-
ware, for example to replicate an HSM, it will be somewhat more complex than it would be with
a TPM. For example, with a TPM, the TPM_Proof ties decryption to a unique TPM, while in the
SGX world the seal is either to the measurement of the enclave or the signer of the enclave, not
a hardware instance. If an application in fact does want to tie it to a single instance then the
application has to organise this itself. A TPM has a secure serial number and is intended to be
securely bonded to a motherboard; an ID in a socketed processor or a reﬂashable BIOS chip
is not as secure. For example, if a CA were being secured using SGX, the ability to clone the
application and run multiple copies in parallel would be useful to an attacker; this is prevented
by the semantics of unseal on a TPM system, but has to be implemented by the application
on SGX, with no clear hardware root of trust available.
The same paper also suggests that with appropriate library support the same source code
could run both as an SGX enclave or, if SGX technology were not available, a Flicker PAL.
There is probably a useful subset of applications for which this would work.
In summary SGX is
• faster than Flicker-type solutions;
• has a smaller TCB than Trustvisor and other hypervisor solutions;
• will run most of the things that those will; and
• does not require a TPM.
Of course, the reality is that Flicker and other trusted execution technologies have not
achieved any market penetration, so discussing how to improve the performance of them is
slightly besides the point. If people were saying ”we prototyped an application using it, but
the performance was poor so we are waiting for it to get faster” then things would be diﬀerent,
but that is not the case. What is needed is some truly compelling example applications, and
they do not as yet appear to be present. Consider the applications in the cited papers.
The ﬁrst is a rather complex one time password implementation. At its heart, the problem
is getting a shared key agreed between two parties, such that the key material is sealed into an
enclave at each end. As an example of agreeing a persistent key between two communicating
parties, it is very plausible, and it demonstrates a range of the capabilities of an SGX enclave.
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But as a genuinely useful example to convince a purchaser that SGX oﬀers something for
real systems architects, it is unconvincing. It relies on the new technology, SGX, being on the
client system. No-one could adopt this mechanism until there was a signiﬁcant penetration
of the SGX into client devices, with OS APIs available to allow a browser plugin to access
the functionality. If someone were reading the paper looking for reasons to experiment with
trusted execution, they would not be convinced: a solution which only works if client devices
have the latest hardware and software from one particular manufacturer is not likely to achieve
suﬃcient volume to justify development work.
The other example is a malware-resistant secure video conferencing system.
Again, as an example of end to end encryption (”how can I use trusted execution to protect
the private key associated with a certiﬁcate and to protect the session key while the connection
is active?”) it is convincing.
But as an example of a real problem with a real threat model, it seems quite forced. Cur-
rent secure video conferencing systems work by putting an external encryption box between
the conferencing system and the untrusted network, which is easier to accredit, gives a wider
choice of video conferencing hardware and protects against a similar range of threats. The
set of people who on the one hand need video conferencing secure against some fairly ex-
otic attacks, but on the other hand cannot use a commodity ﬁrewall and VPN to protect the
connection, must surely be small.
6.5.2 Trustzone
ARM approach the problem of hardware-enforced security from a diﬀerent perspective. Con-
ceptually, each processor that implements the “TrustZone” technology is in fact two proces-
sors: one secure, able to access the entirety of memory and peripheral space, and the other
insecure, with limitations on what it can access. The intent is that trusted code, subject to ad-
ditional scrutiny and control, runs in the trusted context, and the large majority of application
code runs in the untrusted context. Over time, the architecture has grown such that instead
of there being physical assets associated with the trusted zone, rather there is a mode bit
specifying whether the processor is in trusted mode, and the ability to time-slice trusted and
untrusted execution.
The technology answers a need in ARM’s early market of mobile telephony, where there
are regulatory requirements surrounding the software control of radio transmitters. Manufac-
turers of mobile phones must be able to show that they have taken suﬃcient measures to pre-
vent the device being modiﬁed to transmit (and in some markets receive) outside the licensed
frequencies, power outputs and modes. The deﬁnition of “suﬃcient” varies, but certainly a
phone which could be modiﬁed to operate on unauthorised frequencies simply by modifying
the software would not be acceptable.
Earlier phones used sealed modules to implement the radio frequency element of the
phone, so that even if the rest of the phone were modiﬁed to request transmission outside
the authorised envelope the RF module would not permit it. This is expensive and bulky;
manufacturers would rather control the operation of the whole phone from one processor. So
ARM’s TrustZone model suits this space perfectly: the RF can be controlled from the secure
context, with the user interface and other element subject to upgrade and change controlled
from the insecure context.
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TrustZone does not, however, incorporate a full range of conﬁdentiality services, nor does
it have any direct equivalent of conﬁguration registers, sealing and so on. It is not intended
to; the architecture oﬀers to those implementing operating systems a set of components to
develop their own mechanisms to suit their own requirements. For the case of linking data to
programs, or any other particular use-case, this ﬂexibility comes at the expense of shifting the
assurance burden from the processor manufacturer1 to the operating system vendor. Because
of this, and the fragmentation in the ARM market between a wide range of cores, systems on
a chip and standalone processors, TrustZone has had the same issues of adoption as TPM-
based solutions have had: the technology is attractive, but the challenge of delivering solutions
that will run on a wide range of platforms and be maintainable is substantial.
6.5.3 Cloud
TPM
Microsoft Research have proposed a set of extensions to the TPM 2.0 speciﬁcation which they
have named cTPM, the Cloud TPM [170]. There is no hardware implementation of this as yet;
the work is only being carried out in simulation.
The researchers propose extending the TPM 2.0 speciﬁcation with an additional key that
is shared with the cloud. This key can be used to leverage sharing of other keys between
multiple TPMs owned by the same user. This does not extend trusted execution to the cloud,
but would permit sealed data to be stored in the cloud by one device and then operated on
by another. Similar functionality is available from the Server Guard Extensions, and it will be
interesting to see if either can attain production and then some market traction.
Interestingly, the authors use ProVerif to verify their extensions to the TPM 2.0. They do not
have a model for the whole TPM, and would almost certainly need to use techniques similar
to those in this thesis to deal with stateful operations.
6.5.4 Research
possibilities
There are several pieces of work that are suggested by this thesis.
• The mechanism for using trusted execution to leverage Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange
without relying on continuous access to a trusted random number generate has been
prototyped, but a full implementation with a full mathematical evaluation would be a
substantial project. The mechanism is proposed as an exemplar of a task where being
able to securely link code and a piece of data is important; a concrete implementation
would be worthwhile both as a demonstration of this and as a security protocol in its
own right.
• The veriﬁcation described in this work makes assumptions about constant outputs and
PCR states from pieces of trusted code; it explicitly cannot prove results about code
which forms attestations. The technique used in this work is almost certainly not capa-
ble of extension to deal with this: the assumptions are too deep-rooted, and the proof
1Which is particularly complicated in the case of ARM as they are a vendor of designs rather than of implemented
silicon.
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of the soundness of limiting the search relies on them. A veriﬁcation of a fuller sys-
tem which includes attestations would be valuable, but would require a root-and-branch
consideration of tooling.
• TXML arose originally to support veriﬁcation, and was extended to provide a means to
model applications and generate StatVerif code. With additional annotation, it might be
possible to use the same TXML source to generate both StatVerif and executable code.
With the availability of veriﬁcation tools for subsets of C [50] it might be possible to bring
together a veriﬁcation of the mapping from the TXML to C (by use of a model checker
on the generated code) and also the program’s use of trusted execution facilities (by the
toolchain already presented).
Although probably the most challenging, the last of these directions is perhaps the most in-
teresting. To be able to write and verify programs which execute on a platform with a hardware
root of trust would be valuable for a range of security applications, and would bring together
several disparate strands of research into one tool. To be able to run, for example, a certiﬁca-
tion authority whose code was amenable to veriﬁcation and which also had a hardware root
of trust would be a welcome development.
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